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ABSTRACT 

The emissions control regulations introduced by governments are set to improve the quality 

of the engines and reduce the impact automobiles have on the planet. The regulations 

imposed on the manufactures have proven very difficult to meet, with some of the leading 

names in the industry investing significant part of their funding in research and development. 

Their goal is to reduce the fuel consumption and exhaust emissions while increasing the 

engine performance and durability. The piston-ring and cylinder-liner interaction is the major 

source of frictional losses for reciprocating internal combustion engines. The failure of the 

piston-rings to effectively control the transportation of oil from the sump onto the cylinder 

walls results among others to lubricant consumption. 

The objective of this project is to assist with the investigation of phenomena that occur in the 

cylinder liner and piston ring interaction under different operating conditions. To achieve 

these the following investigations have been carried, flow and cavitation visualisation in a 

model lubricant rig, and cavitation visualisation in a newly designed optical engine. The main 

focus of the project was the design, manufacturing and assembly of an optical internal 

combustion reciprocating engine. The new engine has been based on the design of a 450cc 

Ricardo Hydra, where many parts had to be redesigned or modified. The engine was fitted 

with a custom cylinder liner designed to accommodate custom made windows that covers 

almost the full length of the liner over a width of 25mm; this visibility allows access not only 

into the contact point over the entire length of the liner, but also provides access to the 

combustion chamber to allow for flow visualisation and flow field measurements. The 

cooling system was modified to allow for the accurate control and maintaining of the engine 

temperature. The control of the engine is performed with a new custom engine management 

system build in LabView which allowed for the precise control of the engine and of all the 

auxiliary systems such as fuel, ignition, sensors and optical equipment. The new control 

system and the optical engine were tested successfully up to 3000 RPM with the same 

specification as the unmodified engine in terms of in cylinder pressure and maintaining the 

original engine tolerances. The design of the new optical engine was a great success and it 

would offer a useful and valuable testing device that would allow further investigation to be 

carried out. 

In parallel to the design of the engine, a parametric experimental study was undertaken and 

performed on 6 lubricant samples of different formulations at two lubricant flow rate of 0.02 
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and 0.05 L/min, three speeds at 100, 300 and 600 RPM, and two different temperatures at 

30oC and 70oC. The study was performed on an existing test-rig to visualise lubricants 

cavitation using two high speed cameras coupled with three ARRI high intensity light 

sources. This optical test device is a quick, efficient and effective way to test different 

lubricant samples and compare their in-between performance. The captured video images 

were processed through a custom build algorithm designed around the lubrication rig. This 

algorithm allowed for the extraction of matrices such as cavity length, cavity width, area of 

cavitation and number of cavities present in the area between the piston ring and the cylinder 

liner interaction. This parametric study offered a set of valuable results from which the 

performance of each lubricant can be assessed and a direct link between the lubricant 

formulation and the operating conditions can be established. 

Cavitation visualisation of the lubricant in the new optical engine was performed under 

motorised and firing condition up to an engine speed of 300 RPM and produced high quality 

images from the usually inaccessible piston ring and cylinder liner interaction. This unique 

design allowed to investigate a number of phenomena around that specific area like 

cavitation, blow-by, fuel spray, flame propagation and oil transportation. The parametric 

study results investigated in the test-rig have been linked with those obtained in the 

conventional internal combustion engines while providing a very useful and very powerful 

piece of software. 
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NOMECLATURE 

2-D Two-dimensional 

3-D Three-dimensional 

ABDC After bottom dead centre 

AFR Air to fuel ratio 

ATDC After top dead centre 

b Ring width 

BDC Bottom dead centre 

CA Crank angle 

CI Compression ignition 

CO/CO2 Carbon monoxide/dioxide 

DAQ Data acquisition 

DI Direct injection 

DISI Direct injection spark ignition 

F Friction force 

g gravity acceleration 

GDI Gasoline direct injection 

HC Hydro carbons 

HTHS High temperature high shear viscosity 

Io Intensity 

KV Kinematic viscosity 

KV100 Kinematic viscosity at 100oC 

KV40 Kinematic viscosity at 40oC 

LIF Laser induced fluorescence 

n Refractive index 

NOx Nitrogen oxides 

ns Molecular density 

OCR Oil control ring 

OFT Oil film thickness 

P Oil film pressure 

Patm Atmospheric pressure 

Pback Back pressure, pressure at the diverging wedge of ring 

Pcomp 
Combustion chamber pressure at the converging wedge of the 

ring 

PM Particulate matter 

PMAX Maximum pressure at combustion chamber 
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ppm Parts per million 

ppr Pulses per revolution 

Ra Average roughness 

Rcrank Crank radius 

Rq RMS roughness 

SD Standard deviation 

SI Spark ignition 

T Temperature 

TDC Top dead centre 

TML Transducer Measurement Limit 

U Axial piston velocity 

V Sample volume 

VI Viscosity index 

W(θ) Load acting on the ring  

ρ Lubricant density 

ω(θ) crank angular velocity 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

In the modern world, internal combustion engines have found their way into a wide range of 

applications. They hold a key role in the propulsion of vehicles and are the main source of 

power in many industrial applications. The internal combustion engine is a machine designed 

to convert the chemical energy stored inside a fuel into kinetic energy. The fuel enters the 

combustion chamber where in the presence of an oxidiser, usually air, it combusts and 

releases energy. There are many types of internal combustion engines, but this report will 

mainly focus on automotive gasoline powered reciprocating engines. This type of engine uses 

a single or multiple piston to harness the energy released by the combusting fuel. The high-

temperature and high-pressure gasses produced by the combustion apply a direct force onto 

the engine’s internal components. Following the combustion, the piston and the other 

components are designed in such a way that will transform the chemical energy into kinetic 

energy and will set the engine into motion. Each piston features a set of rings also known as 

the ring-pack. The piston-rings seal off the combustion chamber and restrict the combustion 

products from passing down into the engine sump. The piston-rings are also responsible of 

controlling of the oil supply onto the cylinder walls, a task vital to the correct operation of the 

engine. Automotive engines can reach thousands of revolutions per minute. The high speeds 

and pressures combined with the extreme temperatures make the interaction between the 

piston-ring and the cylinder-liner one of the most hostile areas inside an engine. To avoid 

critical engine failure, it is important that this specific area is sufficiently lubricated. The 

lubricants used in automotive engines are designed to operate under extreme conditions such 

as heavy loads, high temperatures and pressures. The main role of a lubricant is to interfere 

between the sliding surfaces and provide a fine film which will prevent the components from 

wearing one another while minimising friction. The job of a lubricant extends further than 

lubrication, lubricants are also responsible for the cooling and cleaning of the engine’s 

components. It is very important that the lubricant can maintain its properties throughout the 

engine’s full operating range. Equally important is the ability of the piston-rings to control 

the amount of the lubricant present between the piston-ring and the cylinder-liner interaction. 

The cylinder-liner and piston-ring interaction is the major source of frictional losses inside an 

internal combustion engine. Lubricants are available in a wide range of formulations. The use 

of different additives can have a significant effect on the properties of a lubricant. There is a 

wide selection of different additives available for automotive applications, few of them are 

listed below. 
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 Antioxidants 

 Anti-Wear 

 Detergent 

 Metal Deactivators 

 Corrosion Inhibitors 

 Friction Modifiers 

 Extreme Pressure 

 Anti-Foaming Agents 

 Viscosity Index Improvers 

 Depressants 

 Pour Point Depressants 

The sufficient control of lubricant supply within an engine is crucial to the performance and 

reliability of that engine. Low lubricant supply could offer increased performance and fuel 

efficiency but decreased wear protection. Excess lubrication could have a negative impact on 

the performance and the output emissions of an engine but will offer better component 

protection. The objective of this project is to deliver an internal combustion engine that will 

allow for optical access to the area where the piston-ring meets the cylinder-liner. The study 

will then focus on the visualisation of the oil film present in that area while the engine 

operates at speeds close to the ones experienced by commercial automotive engines. The 

optical-engine will allow for the study of the phenomenon of cavitation as this takes place 

inside an internal combustion engine. Cavitation is believed to play a crucial part in the 

transportation of the lubrication oil from the sump into the combustion chamber. It is also 

linked to the wear of internal components. Cavitation is a phenomenon which usually occurs 

at high speed flow applications. Few of these applications are internal combustion engines, 

marine propulsion systems, injector nozzles, journal bearings and hydraulic pumps, cavitation 

has also been described as “boiling”. During cavitation, the generated cavities force the oil 

film to break and increase the risk of moving engine components wearing one another. The 

cavities that collapse are capable of causing serious damage to the nearby mechanical 

components. There are many cases where cavitation was the main cause of severe engine 

damage. The cavities created during cavitation might be of a very small scale but the energy 

they release when they collapse combined with the small focus area, can damage even the 

tougher of components. The initial stage of the project involved the design and manufacture 

of an optical-engine that allows for the investigation of the effect that cavitation has on 
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internal combustion engines. The design and manufacture of the engine run in parallel with a 

proposed parametric study. The parametric study has been based on a lubrication test-rig 

capable of investigating cavitation at a range of operating conditions. The test-rig has been 

designed so it can replicate the operation of a reciprocating internal combustion engine. The 

parametric study offered a better understanding of the behaviour of lubricants and how these 

are affected by the different lubricant formulations. Additionally, the study offered 

knowledge that could be directly applied on the engine project and the testing of the further 

testing of the lubricants. Both the engine project and the parametric study focused on the 

phenomenon of cavitation and how this develops in lubricants that are operated within 

internal combustion engines. The testing of the engine and the test-rig was finally concluded 

with the analysis of all the collected data. This was performed with the use of custom 

algorithms built in-house specifically for the needs of the project. The findings are presented 

and analysed while drawing conclusions and offering suggestions for future studies that 

would benefit from the knowledge gained though the course of this project. 

1.1 Aims and Objectives 

 Design, manufacture and assembly of an optical internal combustion engine that would 

allow for the investigation of the phenomenon of cavitation while this takes place in the 

cylinder liner and piston-ring interaction. Key feature of the engine needs to be the use of 

metal piston-rings similar to the ones used on automotive production engines.  

 Use the optical equipment installed on the engine to collect data from the piston ring and 

cylinder liner interaction. 

 Process the data collected on the optical engine to extract information that would reveal a 

link between cavitation and the operating conditions of an engine. 

 The completion of the parametric study that would use an existing test-rig, currently 

property of City, University of London to test a set of 19 lubricants. These 19 lubricants 

were received by BP while their formulations were withheld and protected by a 

confidentiality agreement. Key point is the investigation of the phenomena of cavitation 

and the extraction of information that had not been investigated by the work performed on 

the test-rig by previous researchers. 

 The data from the test-rig must be compared to the data from the engine and their in-

between correlation must be investigated.  

 Finally, a report must be produced that would summarise and discuss the findings of the 

project along with suggestions for future work. 
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1.2 Thesis Outline 

The thesis is composed by 5 main chapters. The order of the chapters is based solely on their 

content under the effort to follow a systematic and coherent structure. The main chapters are 

as follows. 

CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

This Chapter gives an overview of the project as well as insight to some of the aims and 

objectives that drove the initiative.  

CHAPTER 2: HISTORICAL BACKGROUND and LITERATURE REVIEW 

The second chapter follows with an extensive reference to historic information relevant to the 

project. The information is lined to various aspects of the project from internal combustion 

engines to the history of lubricants. It also contains additional historic reference to relevant 

work performed in the past. This is an attempt to investigate and gain valuable knowledge by 

previous projects. 

CHAPTER 3: LUBRICATION TEST-RIG 

This chapter details and analyses the setup used for the experiments for both the test-rig and 

the optical engine. This chapter also makes a link between the lubrication test-rig and the 

optical engine. The link is important in order to establish a correlation between the optical 

engine and the lubrication test-rig. 

CHAPTER 4: OPTICAL ENGINE AND ENGINE DESIGN 

This chapter gives information in relation to the design of the optical engine and the 

modifications that had to be applied so that a conventional internal combustion engine is 

given optical access capabilities. The optical access is to the piston ring and cylinder liner 

interaction. 

CHAPTER 5: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

This chapter is one of the core chapters as it details the data captured during the course of the 

project. The data are then analysed, and the results are discussed in order to provide useful 

information that will give a better understanding of the cavitation phenomenon with an 

internal combustion engine. 

CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER DISCUSSION  

The final chapter summarises the conclusions derived from the experimental data. In this 

chapter there is also a review of the aims and objectives and suggestions for future work. 
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CHAPTER 2: HISTORICAL BACKGROUND and LITERATURE 

REVIEW 

The nature of the project dictates that it is important to investigate the development of 

lubricants and internal combustion engines to date. Lubricants are crucial to the operation of 

internal combustion engines and should come as no surprise that the development of the 

internal combustion engines has greatly been affected by the development of lubricants. 

2.1 History of Lubricants 

The first record of a lubricant dates to the birth of civilization, these lubricants were 

manufactured out of animal fat or vegetable oils and were used on machinery or in 

transportation. As early as the 1400bc, records show examples of lubricants which were used 

on chariot wheels and axes. These early lubricants were made from tallow and mainly 

composed of animal fats. These early discoveries show the importance of lubricants and the 

effort to find a way of reducing friction and wear even with those early inventions. In the next 

two thousand years and through the middle ages there was a steady development in 

lubricants. It was not until the early 17th century though, that the true value of lubricants was 

recognised. The 17th century and the industrial revolution created a demand for a new type of 

lubricants. Lubricants that would successfully satisfy the needs of this newly invented 

machinery (Dowson, D. 1993). 

 

Figure 1 – Castrol Lubricants Range (BP-Castrol, 2015) 

In 1859 Edwin Laurentine Drake pioneered a new method of extracting oil from the ground 

that made use of piping to prevent the extraction holes from collapsing. This allowed for 

deeper penetration into the ground. Drake’s new method accelerated the move towards the 
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use of mineral based lubricants while signalled the birth of the petroleum industry. The first 

petroleum based lubricants were not accepted at first as they did not perform as good as the 

animal based products available at the time (Dowson, D. 1979). With the birth of the 

automobile though, the demand for high performance lubricant grew and the newly 

introduced petroleum based lubricants started catching up and rapidly replaced the animal 

based products. At the beginning of the 20th century lubrication manufacturers started 

investigating new ways of improving their lubricants by changing their physical properties. 

This led the Society of Automotive Engineers to introduce for the first time the classification 

of engine oils by viscosity. These early lubricants had no additives and their performance was 

poor compared to modern lubricants. In the 1920s lubricants had to be changes after every 

1000 miles of use. In the 1930s lubricant manufacturers started experimenting with the use of 

additives to improve the performance of their lubricants. By the 1940s additives were widely 

used by lubricant manufacturers, this change would significantly extend the time between the 

oil changing intervals. In the 1950s multi grade oils were first introduced, which improved 

the cold and hot performance of the lubricants. For the next few decades the lubricant 

industry continued to improve the performance of their products with the use of new and 

more sophisticated additives. The 1970s and the Arab oil embargo bought a new momentum 

to the development of synthetic engine oils in both passenger and commercial vehicles. 

Lubrication companies promoted the use of synthetic oils because these were not depended 

upon crude oil resources. Lubricants in the 1950s used additives in an attempt to solve 

problems partially faced even nowadays but modern additives have seen a great advance in 

their technology since those early examples. Modern lubricants are formulated from a wide 

range of base fluids with use of additives. Figure 1 shows a few examples of modern 

lubricants for automotive applications. Lubricants undertake several roles inside an engine, 

ranging from lubricating and preventing wear to cooling and cleaning the engine parts (Grice, 

N. and I. Sherrington. 1993).  

2.2 History of Lubrication Systems 

Lubrication systems are used in a wide range of applications and their core purpose is to 

deliver the lubricant that will prevent moving parts from wearing each other to the point of 

failure. Modern lubrication systems use pressure fed oil systems with either dry or wed 

sumps though that was not always the case. Back in the 1840s and before the development of 

the petroleum based lubricants, lubrication was achieved with the use of animal or vegetable 

oils. Early locomotives used animal fat for their lubrication. The animal fat was brushed over 
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the axles to keep them in a good working order and prevent component failure (Dowson, D. 

1979). Tallow was used not only on the axles but also on the mechanical parts to reduce 

friction. These early machines had to be lubricated by hand and every single part had to be 

individually looked after by a dedicated worker, which made the lubrication of those 

machines a complicated and time-consuming task.  

A few years later as Drake redefined the extraction of crude oil out of the ground and along 

with the advances in technology a new generation of lubricants was developed. Henry Ford 

industrialised the Automobile and made it available to the masses and along with the 

automotive industry and the newly developed petroleum based lubricants came the need for 

lubrication systems that would allow the lubrication of the automobiles without the need of 

dedicated workers. The combination of all these factors later turned the operation of an 

automobile vehicle into a one-man job (Dowson, D. 1979). 

The Ford T model much like many industrial engines used a splash lubrication system for the 

internal components and bearings. This system relies on the rotating motion of the crankshaft 

to splash oil on the internal components. Small groves on the crankshaft and connection rods, 

scoop oil from the sump and splash it around the inside of the engine, achieving in that way 

the lubrication of all the internal components. These systems were not very effective as the 

oil was not targeted on specific areas and lubrication was not efficient (Dowson, D. 1979). 

The evolution of lubrication systems leads to the development of pressurised oiling systems 

that could guide the lubricants through tubing directly to the affected areas thus, allowing a 

more precise metering of the lubricants onto important parts while improving performance, 

reliability and longevity. Pressurized lubrication systems use power off the crank shaft to 

operate a small pump which circulates the oil around the engine. These new systems solved 

one of the main problems older systems had where components were faced with oil starvation 

when moving uphill, downhill or around corners. Eventually more sophisticated systems 

allowed the direct and effective lubrication of more internal components inside an engine. 

Grooved bearings and drilled passages made automobiles more powerful, more reliable and 

more affordable to the public (Dowson, D. 1979). 

These sophisticated hydraulic circuits lead to the development of new more sophisticated 

automotive engines. Pressure fed bearings could operate in a hydrodynamic mode resulting in 

increased life span. The additional cooling that these systems offered improved the longevity 

of key components such as the pistons, which usually are subjected to high temperatures. In 
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addition to the water cooling systems, oil coolers were also implemented offering a more 

effective cooling. The following years engines were equipped with new and more 

sophisticated systems such as self-adjusting valve tappets, variable timing camshafts and 

cylinder deactivation systems, which gave to this new generation of engines improved fuel 

economy, performance and durability. These engines had reduced maintenance requirements 

compared to their predecessors while offering much better overall performance and 

efficiency. Despite the latest advances in technology, engines can still face failure under 

extreme conditions. Modern engines have become more demanding and lubrication systems 

continue to evolve in order to meet the industry requirements (Dowson, D. 1979). 

2.3 Internal Combustion Engines 

The internal combustion engine is a type of heat engine that converts the chemical energy 

stored in a fuel into mechanical energy though the combustion of the fuel in the presence of 

an oxidizer, usually air.  

 

Figure 2 - Internal Combustion Reciprocating Engine (What-When-How, 2015) 

The chemical energy stored in the fuel is converted at first to thermal energy by the means of 

combustion. This takes place inside a sealed off charmer similar to the one illustrated in 

figure 2, an automotive engine as represented in figure 3 can feature multiple of these 

cylinders. The thermal energy raises the temperature and pressure of the gases inside the 

chamber and the high-energy gasses expand against the internal components on the engine. 

The main components are the cylinder and the piston, the piston is connected though a set of  
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Figure 3 - Corvette LT1 6.2-liter V8 450hp with Cylinder Deactivation (Hill, 2015) 

mechanical linkages to the crankshaft which delivers the power output of the engine. The 

operational range of internal combustion engines is limited when compared to the variety of 

applications they need to be of use. The means of adjusting the same engine to fit a wide 

range of applications is made possible with the use of a gearbox. The crankshaft is connected 

to the gearbox which then delivers the power to the desired application. Gearboxes find their 

application from commercial vehicles to lawn mowers. The majority of internal combustion 

engines available worldwide are reciprocating engines. Other types of internal combustion 

engines are jet engines and rocket engines, figure 4. These types of engines might not use a 

piston, but they still rely on fuel combusting internally to generate power. Internal 

combustion engines can feature one, two or multiple cylinders and they are available in 

numerous different geometric configurations. 

 

Figure 4 - Jet Engine, Piston less Engine (Sobester, 2015) 

They differ according to the type of fuel they use and the way they deliver it to the 

combustion chamber. They also come in a range of power ratings capable of powering a 
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small chain saw up to an oil tanker, weighting hundreds of thousands of tons. The first 

commercially successful engine was made available in the 1850s by E. Lenoir, figure 5. 

Records show that the history of internal combustion engines started much earlier than 

Lenoir’s engine, the first records date back to the 17th century. Most of these early examples 

were never practical, nor were fully operational. Internal combustion engines played a 

leading part to the way the world is shaped to date. 

 

Figure 5 - The Lenoir Engine (Greene, 2015) 

2.4 Engine Types 

Internal combustions engines come in many different configuration, the most common engine 

types are detailed, analysed and explained in the following pages of this chapter. The 

different engine types are classified by either their primary operating principles or by their 

specific operating components. 

2.4.1 Types of Ignition 

There are two ignition systems mainly available in modern engines, these are the Spark 

Ignition and the Compression Ignition systems, figure 6. Spark ignition engines ignite the 

fuel on each cycle by the use of a spark plug, the spark plug is a device capable of delivering 

a high electric current generated in the ignition system to the combustion chamber in order to 

ignite the air fuel mixture. The fuel is ignited by the current which is discharged between two 

electrodes. Compression ignition systems are used with high compression engines such as 

Diesel engines, the combustion starts when the air-fuel mixture self-ignites inside the 

combustion chamber due to the pressure generated by the high compression. 
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Figure 6 – Spark Ignition VS Compression Ignition (Gitlin, 2015) 

2.5 Four Stroke Engine Cycles 

Most internal combustion engines operate on either a four-stroke cycle or a two-stroke cycle. 

These basic cycles are company standard for all engines with slight variations found in 

individual designs. This chapter will analyse the operation of four stroke engines as the 

project focuses mainly on engines operating on that principle. Four-stroke engines perform 

four piston movements for every two revolutions to complete one cycle, figure 7.  

2.5.1 Four-Stroke Spark Ignition Engine Cycle  

a) First Stroke: The Intake Stroke or Induction. The piston travels from TDC to BDC with 

the intake valves open and the exhaust valves closed. This creates an increasing volume 

in the combustion chamber, which generates a vacuum. The resulting pressure differential 

through the intake system causes air to be sucked into the cylinder. As the air passes 

through the intake system, fuel is added to it by either a fuel injector or a carburettor. 

b) Second Stroke: The Compression Stroke. When the piston reaches BDC, the intake 

valves close and the piston travels back to TDC, with all the valves closed now. This 

compresses the air-fuel mixture, raising both the pressure and temperature inside the 

cylinder. The time required to close the intake valves means that the actual compression 

doesn’t start until ABDC. Near after the end of the compression stroke, the spark plug is 

used to ignite the fuel and combustion is initiated. 

c) Combustion: The Combustion of the air-fuel mixture occurs in a very short time with the 

piston near TDC (i.e., nearly constant-volume combustion) and it starts at or right after 
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the end of the compression stroke. The combustion changes the composition of the fuel 

into a high-energy mixture of gas that rapidly increases the temperature and the pressure 

inside the cylinder. 

d) Third Stroke: The Expansion Stroke or Power Stroke. With all valves closed the high 

pressure created by the combusting fuel pushes the piston away from TDC. This is the 

stroke which produces the work output of the engine. As the piston travels from TDC to 

BDC the cylinder volume increases causing pressure and temperature to drop. 

e) Exhaust Blowdown: Late in the power stroke, the exhaust valve is opened, and exhaust 

blow down occurs. Pressure and temperature inside the cylinder are still high, relative to 

the surroundings, and a pressure differential is created through the exhaust system which 

is open to the atmospheric pressure. This pressure differential causes much of the hot 

exhaust gas to be pushed out of the cylinder and through the exhaust system when the 

piston is near BDC. This exhaust gas carries away a high amount of enthalpy, which 

lowers the cycle thermal efficiency. Opening the exhaust valve before BDC reduces the 

work obtained during the power stroke but is required due to the short time available for 

exhausting the combustion products. 

f) Fourth Stroke: The Exhaust Stroke. By the time the piston reaches BDC, exhaust 

blowdown is complete, but the cylinder still contains exhaust gases at approximately 

atmospheric pressure. With the exhaust valve open the piston now travels from BDC to 

TDC. This pushes most of the remaining exhaust gases out of the cylinder and into the 

exhaust system. Near the end of the exhaust stroke at TDC, the intake valves start to 

open, and the exhaust valves are almost closed. This period when both the intake and 

exhaust valves are open is called valve overlap (Heywood, 2004). 

2.5.2 Four-Stroke Compress Ignition Engine Cycle 

a) First Stroke: The Intake Stroke. The Intake Stroke or Induction. The piston travels from 

TDC to BDC with the intake valves open and exhaust valves closed. This creates an 

increasing volume in the combustion chamber, which generates a vacuum. The resulting 

pressure differential through the intake system causes air to be sucked into the cylinder. 

This intake stroke is the same between the SI and CI engines with one major difference: 

no fuel is added to the incoming air. 
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Figure 7 – Four Stroke Cycle (Moin, 2015) 

b) Second Stroke: The compression Stroke. The air is compressed at a very high pressure. 

Multiple times higher than a conventional SI engine. This high compression does not only 

increase the pressure but also the temperature within the cylinder. Later in the 

compression stroke fuel is injected directly into the combustion chamber, where it mixes 

with the very hot compresses air. This causes the fuel to evaporate and self-ignite, 

initiating combustion. 

c) Combustion: The combustion is fully developed by TDC and continues at about constant 

volume until fuel injection is complete and the piston has started moving towards BDC. 

d) Third Stroke/Power Stroke: The power stroke continues as combustion ends and the 

large cylinder pressure pushes the piston towards BDC. 

e) Exhaust Blowdown: Later in the power stroke, the exhaust valve opens, and exhaust 

blow down occurs. Pressure and temperature in the cylinder are still high relative to the 

surroundings and a pressure differential is created through the exhaust system which is 

open to atmospheric pressure. This pressure differential causes much of the hot exhaust 

gas to be pushed out of the cylinder and through the exhaust system when the piston is 

near BDC. This exhaust gas carries away a high amount of enthalpy, which lowers the 

cycle’s thermal efficiency. Opening the exhaust valve before BDC reduces the work 

obtained during the power stroke but is required due to the short time available for 

exhaust. 
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f) Fourth Stroke: The Exhaust Stroke. By the time the piston reaches BDC, exhaust blow-

down is complete, but the cylinder still contains exhaust gases at approximately 

atmospheric pressure. With the exhaust valve remaining open, the piston now travels 

from BDC to TDC in the exhaust stroke. This pushes most of the remaining exhaust gases 

out of the cylinder into the exhaust system at about atmospheric pressure, leaving trapped 

only the gasses in the clearance volume when the piston reaches TDC. Near the end of the 

exhaust stroke at BTDC, the intake valves start to open, so that they are fully open by 

TDC when the new intake stroke starts in the next cycle. The exhaust valves start to close 

near TDC and are fully closed at a point ATDC. This interval when both the intake valve 

and exhaust valve are open is called valve overlap (Heywood, 2004). 

2.6 Internal Combustion Engines, Emissions and Air Pollution 

The exhaust products of automobiles are a leading cause of the greenhouse effect and a major 

contributor to the pollution or air. To limit the impact of internal combustion engines to the 

environment, governments have introduced emission standards that engine manufacturers 

need to comply with. Even with the latest emission regulations the problem is still ongoing 

and a core issue that will be faced in the years to come. This is partially the outcome of the 

growing number of vehicles put on the roads. During the early 1900s the automobile 

emissions were not recognised as a problem, one of the main reasons was the low number of 

vehicles, as the number of vehicles increased the problem started to surface. The issue was 

first identified in the Los Angeles area in the 1940’s, this specific area due to the high density 

of people and automobiles faced an air pollution problem which was first perceived as a 

unique weather condition. By the 1970’s air pollution was recognised as a major 

environmental issue, the identification of the problem resulted into new laws that would for 

the first time control the output of exhaust emissions of internal combustion engines. These 

laws have been established in most of the industrialized countries, the emission laws and the 

continuous development of new more environmental friendly engines has resulted to an 

emission reduction of more than 90% since those first laws were introduced. The problem 

though is still present and is still a major environmental concern, the four major products of 

the internal combustion engines are Hydrocarbons (HC), Carbon Monoxide (CO), Oxides of 

Nitrogen (NOx) and Solid Particles (PPM). Figure 8 shows the development of the emission 

standards from 1992 to 2014 (pi-innovo, 2015). Hydrocarbons are fuel molecules which have 

not taken part into the combustion or have partially combusted. Carbon monoxide occurs 

when not enough oxygen is present to fully react with all the fuel. Nox emissions do not form 
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in significant amounts until flame temperatures reach 1500oC. Once that threshold is passed, 

any further rise in temperature causes a rapid increase in the rate of Nox formation. 

 

Figure 8 – Emission standards from 1993 to 2014 (pi-innovo, 2015) 

Nox production is highest at a fuel-to-air combustion ratio of 5–7% O2 (25–45% excess air). 

Lower excess air levels starve the reaction of oxygen, and higher excess air levels drive down 

the flame temperature, slowing the rate of reaction (Allied Environmental Technologies, 

2016). Solid particles are mainly formed in compression ignition engines (diesel engines) and 

can be seen out of the exhaust in the form of black smoke. Other emissions that are found in 

the exhaust products of engines include aldehydes, sulphur, lead and phosphorus. The two 

methods used to reduce the harmful engine emissions are to improve the fuels and engines to 

achieve better and more complete combustion and by also improving the after-treatment. The 

after-treatment usually involves a series of devises such as catalytic converters that promote 

chemical reactions within the exhaust to reduce harmful emissions. These chemical reactions 

convert the harmful emissions into the more acceptable CO2, N2O and N2 (Heywood, 2004). 

2.7 Internal Combustion Engines and Cavitation 

Cavitation was first observed by Newton in 1669. Cavitation is the formation of cavities in a 

liquid. The cavities are areas free of liquid zones where the liquid separates due to the forces 

that act upon it. Cavitation is a phenomenon which usually occurs in high speed flow 

applications such as internal combustion engines, marine propulsion systems, injector 

nozzles, journal bearings and hydraulic pumps, cavitation can also be described as “boiling”. 

While these two are very similar phenomena, their main difference is that they follow 

different thermodynamic paths that lead to the formation of vapour. When the local saturated 
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vapour pressure rises above the local ambient pressure then the liquid starts to boil. On the 

other hand, cavitation occurs when local pressure falls below the saturated vapour pressure of 

the liquid at the given temperature. Cavitation is the formation of gas or vapour bubbles 

inside the volume of the liquid when the pressure of the liquid falls below the atmospheric 

pressure. Whether the formed cavities are gaseous or vaporous depends on the way they are 

formed. Vaporous cavitation is a boiling type process that takes place if the bubble grows 

explosively in an unbounded manner as liquid rapidly changes into vapour. This situation 

occurs when the pressure drops below the vapour pressure of the liquid. Gaseous cavitation is 

a diffusion process that occurs whenever the pressure falls below the saturation pressure of 

the non-condensable gas dissolved in the liquid. While vaporous cavitation is a rapid process, 

gaseous cavitation is much slower, the time it takes depends upon the degree of fluid 

circulation (convection). 

 

Figure 9 - Hydraulic pump valve plate damaged by cavitation (hydraulicspneumatics, 2015) 

Cavitation has the ability to directly generate wear only under vaporous cavitation, where the 

shock waves and the micro jets can erode the surfaces. Gaseous cavitation does not cause 

damage to the surface of the material. It only creates noise, generates high temperatures and 

affects the chemical composition of the fluid (oxidation). Cavitation wear is also known as 

cavitation erosion, vaporous cavitation, cavitation pitting, cavitation fatigue, liquid impact 

erosion and wire-drawing. Cavitation wear is a fluid-to-surface type of wear that occurs when 

a portion of the fluid is first exposed to tensile stresses that causes the fluid to boil and then 

exposed to compressive stresses that cause the vapour bubbles to collapse. This collapse 

produces a mechanical shock and micro jets that could attack the nearby surfaces. Any 

system including internal combustion engines that can repeat this tensile and compressive 

stress pattern is subject to cavitation wear and all the complications accompanying such an 

activity. Cavitation wear is similar to surface fatigue wear, materials that can resist surface 
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fatigue can also resist cavitation damage. Cavitation is a major cause of component wear in 

internal combustion engines and contributes to the reduction of performance while increasing 

the engines output emissions. The phenomenon of cavitation can occur in two forms. These 

two forms are “Inertial” and “Non-Inertial” cavitation. Inertial cavitation is the phenomenon 

where the formed cavities collapse while releasing significant amounts of energy to their 

surroundings. Inertial cavitation is usually initiated by pre-exciting bubbles in the volume of 

the liquid. Oil minerals usually have 8-15% by volume of dissolved air, these pre-existing 

bubbles will grow until the point when they will collapse (Boness, R. J. and H. M. 

Hawthorne, 1995). Non-inertial cavitation follows the same path as inertial cavitation until 

the point of collapse. This form of cavitation usually causes less damage to the engine 

components as the bubbles do not collapse but oscillate, as the energy absorption is not high 

enough to cause them to collapse. Cavitation is a phenomenon that finds its use in many 

industrial applications. Few of these sectors are Chemical Engineering, Healthcare and the 

Cleaning industry. Many industrial mixing machines base their operation on cavitation. One 

of many examples is the paint mixing machines which are based on this design principle to 

mix or to dissolve paint.  

 

Figure 10 - Cavitation Damage on Propeller of Personal Watercraft (SonicCavitation, 2015) 

Doctors perform lithotripsy on patients with Kidney stones, a method where cavitation is 

used for the distraction of the kidney stones. Cavitation in internal combustion engines is in 

most cases but not always an undesirable effect. When cavitation occurs, it causes a great 
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deal of noise, vibration and damage to the engine components. Furthermore, the formation of 

cavities will result to performance loss, as it will negatively interfere with the engines 

components. The leading cause of cavitation is the sudden pressure drop at a constant 

temperature. The area of the engine that mainly offers great and rapid changes in pressure is 

the piston-ring and cylinder-liner interaction. Cavitation is a naturally occurring phenomenon 

of a lubricant film that is forced through a converging-diverging wedge, one of these areas is 

the interface of the piston-ring and the cylinder liner interaction. When cavitation bubbles 

collapse, they force small volumes of liquid onto the engine components, this results into 

many small high-pressure and high-temperature spots. If the force applied at these spots 

exceeds the strength of the material the component will fail. Figure 9 and Figure 10, show the 

damage caused on a valve plate of an axial piston pump due to the generation of cavities in 

the working fluid. Easily spotted is the way the material was “attacked” by the small volumes 

of energetic liquid which were generated by the collapse of the in-liquid formed cavities. 

Cavitation is also related to the eroding of metals and to the wear of components which can 

dramatically shorten the component’s life. As soon as the surface of the component starts 

failing the rate that the damage spreads to the rest of the components will increase at an 

accelerating pace thanks to the formation of pits which increase the turbulence of the fluid 

flow, thus increasing the cavity generation (B.Christopher E, 1995). 

2.8 Cavitation in Supersaturated Liquids 

There are numerous industrial applications and natural processes that involve supersaturated 

or superheated liquids that promote cavitation. Cavitation or else nucleation involves the 

formation and growth of bubbles. A tragic example that came as a result of cavitation is the 

eruption of Lake Nyos in Cameroon in 1986 which resulted in the loss of more than thousand 

lives. The disaster was caused by the carbon dioxide which was dissolved in the waters of the 

lake and which suddenly released causing the eruption of the lake (Boness, R. J., S. L. 

McBride and M. Sobczyk, 1990). Cavitation does not have only negative effects. Cavitation 

is important in many commercial applications. Some of them are: Electrolytic Processes, 

Carbonated Drinks, Electric Power Generation, Liquid Waste Treatment etc. Cavities are 

formed when a purely homogeneous liquid undergoes a phase change at low levels of super 

saturation where pre-existing gas causes the formation of cavities. These cavities exist at 

various levels of stability and are affected by the changes that occur in the thermodynamic 

state of the solution. The term super saturation is used to quantify the tendency of the system 

to produce cavities. To help the understanding of the way the term is used, figure 11 shows 
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the saturation data as a function of temperature for a system consisting of carbon dioxide 

dissolved inside water at a pressure equal to 1.1013x105 Pa. Super saturation can be achieved 

by raising the temperature of the system. 

 

Figure 11 – Solubility of carbon dioxide as a function of temperature, at 105 Pa (Heywood, 1998) 

The point {A} in figure 11 represents a saturated solution at temperature {TA} and {XB} the 

saturation mole fraction for that temperature. If the temperature of the solution is raised to 

{TB} at the point {B} then the system will reach a supersaturated state with {XB} being the 

dissolved mole fraction of carbon dioxide inside water. The release of carbon dioxide from 

water causes the system to move from state {B} to {B’}, where the new saturation mole 

fraction is equal to {Xi}. The saturation ratio as it was defined by Lubetkin and Blackwell is 

as follows, 

∝=
𝑋𝐵

𝑋𝑖
                                     (1) 

While the super saturation as, 

𝜎 = 𝛼 − 1                                  (2) 

Then, according to Henry’s Law, 

𝐻 =
𝑃𝑖

𝑋𝑖
                                     (3) 

Henry’s Law shows that the value of Henry’s Law constant {H} varies as a function of 

temperature according to the changes of {Xi} which is the equilibrium concentration shown 
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in figure 11. By introducing the Henry’s Law constant, it is possible to relate the equation 1 

and equation 2 to pressure. 

Now at temperature {TB} the difference in the contents equilibrium pressure for {B} and 

{B’} is, 

∆𝑃 = 𝑃𝑏 − 𝑃𝑖 = 𝐻(𝑋𝑏 − 𝑋𝑖) = 𝑃𝑖 (
𝑋𝑏

𝑋𝑖
− 1) = 𝑃𝑖𝜎                                (4) 

If Pb is the equilibrium pressure at {B} of carbon dioxide then the difference in pressure can 

be described by Laplace equation, 

∆𝑃 =
2𝛾

𝑅′
                                                                        (5) 

Where R’ is the radius of the cavity and γ the interface tension between the gas and the 

solution. By equating equation 4 and 5 and by assuming that the vapour pressure of the 

solvent is negligible then a bubble in the solution for a level of super saturation σ is in 

equilibrium with the solution if the radius is equal to the critical radius (Heywood, 2004). 

2.9 Positive Effects of Cavitation 

Contradictory views exist concerning whether the presence of cavitation has a positive or 

negative effect on engine performance, emission or reliability. Cavitation affects more than 

one areas within internal combustion engines. Internal combustion engines rely on multiple 

working fluids to maintain good operation. From the fuel to the lubricants all these working 

fluids are subjected to high pressures and temperatures while they are transported throughout 

the engine. Due to the nature of their use these fluids are subjected to cavitation and on one 

side cavitation in fuel injectors reduces the effective cross-sectional flow area and 

complicates the injection of large masses of fuel through small nozzles and on the other, 

cavitation enchases mixture formation and cleans the exit of the nozzle holes from deposits 

that are caused by carbonisation. In a similar way cavitation of lubricants in internal 

combustion engines can have catastrophic effects on the internal components. Collapsing 

cavities can damage even the tougher of the components but the presence of cavities can also 

have a positive effect in the performance and efficiency of engines. The cavities can reduce 

the amount of lubricant present within the engines sliding surfaces which could reduce their 

in-between friction offering benefits to fuel consumption. 
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2.10 Measuring Techniques 

Sherrington and Smith, back in 1985 divided the measuring techniques that can be used in a 

scientific research into two major categories; Optical and Electrical. Years later and after the 

continuous advance of technology in 2006, Sherrington and Söchting added one extra 

member to the measuring techniques. As of today, the measuring techniques can be divided 

into three main categories. These are Optical, Acoustic and Electrical techniques. Only two of 

these three measuring techniques were used in the course of this project. 

2.10.1 Optical Techniques 

Optical techniques rely on visualisation equipment to acquire data. The visualisation is not 

possible without the use of a see-through window which allows for optical access to the area 

of interest. Usually engines that are tested with this method are equipped with optical 

windows or see-through cylinders usually made from Fused Silica (Quartz) or Sapphire for 

good optical access and increased scratch resistance. Green (1969) used a transparent 

cylinder which he manufactured to the same roughness as the original optical liner of the 

engine he modified. He used and applied two optical methods. At first Green applied an ultra-

violet light source to illuminate the oil film and then used a fluorescence compound mixed in 

the oil, which emitted an intense blue fluorescence. The results were captured by a high-

speed camera at 800 frames per second. The second method involved the use of scattered 

light to visualise the behaviour of the lubricant onto the cylinder walls. The results Green 

derived indicated that the piston and the cylinder-liner were separated always by a constantly 

changing small film of lubrication oil. 

 1993, Sanda et al used a Laser Induced Fluorescence to capture two dimensional images 

of the oil film. 

 1995, Inagaki et al used a Xenon Flash lamp along with a fluorescence dye to capture 

images from the oil film lubrication in internal combustion engines. Inagaki et al used 

two different cylinders to achieve that. They first used a full Quartz liner for the non-

firing runs and then they used a cast iron liner with small windows for the firing runs. 

Inagaki et al observed and captured oil moving up into the cylinder and passing inside the 

combustion chamber. 

 1995, Nakashima et al used a cast iron cylinder equipped with a small Quartz window 

along with a red dye which was diluted inside the lubrication oil and with the use of a 

video camera they managed to capture the flow of the lubrication oil through the ring-
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pack. Later on, in 1996 Nakashima repeated his tests using greater pressure differences 

and speeds and observed that the lubrication oil was flowing through the ring-gaps.  

 1995, Kim et al decided to manufacture an experimental test-rig that would be able to 

simulate the piston-ring/liner lubrication. 

 1998, Thirouard et al used two different types of engines. The first one was a diesel 

engine equipped with a Quartz window and the second one a gasoline engine that was 

used with a Sapphire window. Both engines were tested using Laser Induced 

Fluorescence and a CCD Camera. Thirouard et al confirmed that the lubrication oil fluid 

flow is greatly affected by the gasses that flow through the lands and piston-rings 

(Thirouard, B. P., T. Tian and D. P. Hart, 1998). 

2.10.2 Electrical Techniques 

Capacitance is a technique based on the fundamental principles of the capacitor operation. 

Capacitance is the ability of a capacitor to store energy in an electric field. The most common 

capacitor is the parallel plate capacitor. In a parallel plate capacitor, the capacitance is linked, 

and it is directly proportional to the surface area of the conductor plates and inversely 

proportional to the distance between these two plates. For a given plate size, the voltage of 

the system will change depending on the distance between the plates. For many years, 

capacitance has been the most popular technique for measuring the oil film thickness in 

several applications (Thirouard, B. 2001). Hamilton and Moore (1974) measured the oil film 

thickness by mounting capacitance transducers on the cylinder-liner of an engine. They were 

able to measure films as small as 10µm. Further modification to their test-rig allowed for 

more accurate measurements close to 0.4 µm. One year later Parket et al (1975) used probes 

in the rings of an operational engine and were able to investigate the oil film thickness 

throughout the engine’s cycle. Dhunpunt (2006) used the capacitance technique to measure 

the oil film thickness of different lubricants on an idealised test-rig capable of simulating the 

operation of conventional internal combustion engines. The capacitance technique is fairly 

accurate and easy to implement. 

2.11 Lubricants 

Lubricants are widely used to prevent wear of the engine components and to increase the 

performance. The first lubricants were organic and were the products of plants, animals or 

other organisms through natural metabolic processes. During the Second World War the 

limited availability of natural oil to supply the German air force and the increased 
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performance requirements lead to the development of new lubricants that would feature all 

the properties of natural oils without the tendency to gel or gum as natural oils did in internal 

combustion engines. The first synthetic lubricants were used during the Second World War 

by Germany and the United States and its main use was for aircraft engines. Synthetic 

lubricants improved cold engine start in the winter while offering an improved and cleaner 

operation. The majority of synthetic oils are mineral oils and are by-products of the 

distillation of petroleum to produce gasoline. Motor oils are composed out of a heavier 

petroleum hydrocarbon stock derived from crude oil, then with the use of additives it is 

possible the enchantment of certain properties. The first and most important property of 

lubricants is to maintain a lubrication film between the engines components and especially 

the moving parts. Then the additives will improve the remaining of its properties (Care and 

H.E.G. Powrie, 2006). Some of the major additive families are: 

 Antioxidants 

 Anti-Wear 

 Detergent 

 Metal Deactivators 

 Corrosion Inhibitors 

 Friction Modifiers 

 Extreme Pressure 

 Anti-Foaming Agents 

 Viscosity Index Improvers 

 Depressants 

 Pour Point Depressants 

a) Antioxidant Additives 

Antioxidants is one of the most important additives in modern lubricants. Mineral oils have 

the tendency to react with oxygen and form organic acids. The oxidation of the oil causes an 

increase of the oils viscosity, formation of sludge and contributes to the corrosion of metallic 

parts. The antioxidants are added in lubricant to reduce sludge formation. The antioxidants 

improve the thermal stability, performance and life of the lubricant. They also reduce 

thickening and inhibit acid formation. Most widely used antioxidants are; 

 Zinc Dithiophosphate 

 Alkyl Sulphides 

 Aromatic Sulphides 
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 Aromatic Amines 

 Hindered Phenols 

b) Anti-Wear Additives 

The main property of the anti-wear additives if to prevent the metal on metal contact between 

the engine parts when the oil film is broken down. Anti-wear additives dramatically increase 

the engines life and they provide a higher wear resistance to the components. The way the 

anti-wear additives work is by reacting with the metal’s surface and form a film, which is 

able to reduce friction and prevent wear. Some of the most commonly used additives are; 

 Zinc Dithiophoshate 

 Zinc Dialkyldithiophosphate 

 Tricresylophosphate 

c) Detergents 

Detergents are mainly used in engines to protect the carburettor and the injector components 

in order to prevent fouling. Detergent additives in lubricants serve a similar cause. They are 

responsible for the neutralisation of strong acids present in the lubricant. Some of these acids 

are sulphuric and nitric acids produced in internal combustion engines as part of the 

combustion process. Some of the detergents used in today’s lubricants are; 

 Phenolates 

 Sulphonates 

 Calcium (Ca) 

 Magnesium (Mg) 

 Sodium (Na) 

 Barium (Ba) 

d) Metal Deactivators 

Metal Deactivators also known as Metal Deactivating Agents are used to stabilise the 

lubricants by deactivating the metal’s ions, which are generated in the lubricant during the 

oxidation that takes place with the metallic parts of the engine when they come in contact. 

e) Corrosion Inhibitors 

Corrosion and Rust Inhibitors are chemical compounds that decrease the corrosion rate of 

metals or alloys. The inhibitors are also absorbed on the components surface and can form a 

layer that will protect the part from oxygen, water and other chemical active substances. 

Some corrosion and rust inhibitors are; 
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 Alkaline Compounds 

 Organic Acids 

 Esters 

 Amino-acid Derivatives 

f) Friction Modifiers 

Friction Modifiers are added to lubricants in order to enchase their ability to reduce surface 

friction. Friction modifier additives in lubricants have a positive impact on the fuel efficiency 

of engines. The following are the most commonly used friction modifiers; 

 Graphite 

 Molybdenum Disulfide 

 Boron Nitride 

 Tungsten Disulfide 

 Polyterafluroethylene 

g) Extreme Pressure Modifiers 

Extreme Pressure Additives decrease the wear of components that are subjected to very high 

pressures. They prevent seizure caused by direct metal on metal contact between parts that 

experience very high loads. The extreme pressure additives work in the same way as anti-

wear additives. The additive will form a coating over the component’s surface that will offer 

protection and prevent direct contact with other parts. Extreme pressure additives reduce 

wear and increase the life circle of an engine. The following materials are used as Extreme 

Pressure Additives; 

 Chlorinated Paraffin’s 

 Sulphurized Fats 

 Esters 

 Zinc Dialkyldithiophosphate 

 Molybdenum Disulfide 

h) Anti-Foaming Agents 

The agitation and aeration of the lubricants which occurs in engine oils, gearbox oils and 

compressor oils may result in the formation of air bubbles in the oil. That phenomenon is also 

known as foaming. Foaming is capable of decreasing the lubrication properties by causing 

starvation while enchasing the oil oxidation. The most commonly used anti-foaming agent in 

lubricants is Dimethylsilicones. 
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i) Viscosity Index Improvers 

The high operational temperatures of internal combustion engines have a huge impact on the 

viscosity of the lubrication oils, the high temperatures decrease the lubricants viscosity. The 

viscosity index-improvers keep the viscosity of the oil at an acceptable level for the correct 

operation of the engine, it maintains a stable oil film even at high temperatures. Viscosity 

index improvers are used in multi-grade oils, the viscosity of which is specified both at low 

and high temperatures. The viscosity index also determines the quality of the oil. The higher 

the viscosity index (VI) the better the oil. The original VI scale is 0 to 100 with 0 being the 

worst and 100 the best. Synthetic oils usually score in the range of 80 to 400 on the VI scale. 

Since the VI scale was introduced, the viscosity index additives have improved so much that 

the scale had to be extended. The most common viscosity index-improvers are Acrylate 

Polymers.  

j) Dispersants 

Dispersants keep the foreign particles such as sludge, varnish, dirt, products of oxidation etc. 

present in a lubricant finely divided and uniformly dispersed throughout the oil. Long grain 

hydrocarbons and succinimides are used as dispersants in lubricants. 

k) Pour Point Depressants 

Pour Point is the lowest temperature that the oil can flow. Pour point depressants can further 

lower that temperature. Pour point depressants are polymers that are designed to control the 

wax crystal formation that occurs when lubricants are subjected to low temperatures which 

reduces the lubricants fluidity. The pour point depressants used in lubrication oils are co-

polymers of polyalkyl methacrylates. 

2.12 Piston-ring-pack 

The piston-rings found in internal combustion engines are of two types, Compression Rings 

and Oil Control Rings. The main function of the compression rings is to seal the compression 

chamber from the crank case and prevent combustion gases from moving pass the piston. The 

oil control rings are mainly responsible for controlling the amount of oil left on the cylinder-

liner by scraping any excess amount. Both compression and control rings are partially 

responsible for maintaining the compression inside the cylinder and for controlling the 

supplied oil though their primary function is dictated by the position they hold on the piston. 

Most of the piston-ring types commercially available are shown in figure 19, from those the 

most common are analysed below (S. Hochgreb et al, 2001). 
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Figure 12 – Rectangular Ring (Grant Piston-rings, 2015) 

The rectangular ring, figure 12 features the simplest geometrical shape available for a piston-

ring. It can perform simple sealing functions under normal operating conditions and is 

commonly used in passenger cars fuelled by either gasoline or diesel. This type of ring due to 

its large contact area is commonly equipped with peripheral coating for reduced friction and 

increased durability. The rectangular piston-ring is one of the first types of metal piston-rings 

ever used on an internal combustion engine. Its simple design still classes it as one of the 

most popular piston-rings even in modern applications. 

 

Figure 13 – Taper Faced Ring (Grant Piston-rings, 2015) 

The taper faced ring, figure 13 is similar to the rectangular ring with an angled outer face, this 

ring comes in contact with the cylinder only with its bottom outer edge. These feature offers 

reduced friction as the area of contact is reduced which also improves its oil scraping 

capabilities. Taper faced rings are usually positioned at the second grove of a piston-ring in 

gasoline and diesel engines. Their design provides a degree of pressure relief as the gas forces 

act initially at the angled face. Some engines use them as a top ring, but their special design 

makes them ideal for performing both oil-controlling and pressure-sealing functions. 

 

Figure 14 – Internally Bevelled or Stepped Ring (Grant Piston-rings, 2015) 
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Internally Bevelled or Stepped Rings in figure 14 features an angle corner or a step on the 

inside diameter on the top side of the ring. The taper faced rings offer a twist effect without 

any gas pressure loading. The angled corner allows the ring to twist and to contact the 

cylinder-liner with only its outer bottom edge. This helps to improve the oil consumption as 

the ring acts like a combination of a rectangular and a taper faced ring. Plus, under operating 

conditions the gasses act on the inside of the ring, thus improving its dynamic behaviour. 

This type of rings can be used in diesel or gasoline engines and due to their special design, 

they can be placed at both top and second piston groves. 

 

Figure 15 – Tapped Faced Ring with Inside Bottom Bevel or Step (Grant Piston-rings, 2015) 

Tapped faced ring in figure 15 with an inside bottom bevel or a step is capable of causing a 

negative twist opposite to the twist that the internally bevelled or stepped ring does. The ring 

contacts the cylinder-liner with only its bottom outer edge and ensures minimum oil 

consumption. At the same time, its ability to twist brinks its full face in contact with the 

cylinder-liner to offer better seal. This is often a second grove ring for gasoline or diesel 

automotive applications. 

 

Figure 16 – Keystone Ring (Grant Piston-rings, 2015) 

The keystone ring in figure 16 is a ring with a wedged cross section. Due to its unique design 

this ring always operates “freely”. The ring is moving inside the grove which prevents 

combustion residuals from sticking on it. This type of ring is not very common in passenger 

cars and is only used in the top grove if ring sticking is an issue.  
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Figure 17 – Half Keystone Ring (Grant Piston-rings, 2015) 

The half Keystone Ring in figure 17 is a compression ring with only one side tapered. The 

geometry of a half keystone ring is similar to the keystone ring with the only difference that 

both of its top and bottom sides are angled. The reason for this specific design is the same as 

with the design of the keystone ring and it is to avoid ring sticking. Half keystone ring is very 

common in two-stroke engines. 

 

Figure 18 – L-Shaped Compression Ring (Grant Piston-rings, 2015) 

The L-Shaped Compression Ring in figure 18 is mainly used in small two-stroke engines. L-

Shaped Rings are mostly used on the top grove of a piston as compression rings. When 

compression gasses act on the L-shaped arm they force the ring on the cylinder liner which 

offers improved sealing. 
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Figure 19 – Commercially available piston-ring types (Grant Piston-rings, 2015) 
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2.13 Lubrication Regimes 

Lubricated friction is characterised by the presence of a thin film of lubricant between two 

sliding surfaces. The ratio of the oil film thickness “h” to the surface roughness “Ra” 

determines the type of the lubrication regime. There are three major lubrication regimes; 

Boundary lubrication when h<Ra, Mixed lubrication when h≈RA and Hydrodynamic 

Lubrication when h>Ra. All three regimes are explained and analysed bellow. Figure 20 

shows the lubrication regimes and the Stribeck curve (S. Söchting, 2006). 

 

Figure 20 – Lubrication Regimes and Stribeck curve (Subtech, 2015) 

a) Boundary Lubrication 

At boundary lubrication, there is a contact between the high surface points of the two surfaces 

that slide on top of each other. This type of regime is highly undesirable in automotive 

applications, it increases wear and the possibility of component failure. Severe engine failures 

have been caused by boundary lubrication. Boundary lubrication usually occurs at low engine 

speeds while as start-up or at very high loads. Modern lubricants use high pressure additives, 

to protect the engine components, from metal to metal contact, at boundary lubrication. 

b) Mixed Lubrication 

At mixed lubrication, the contact between the two sliding surfaces occurs only at a very few 

high edges. This stage is an intermediate step when moving from the Boundary Lubrication 

regime to the Hydrodynamic Lubrication regime 
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c) Hydrodynamic Lubrication 

The Crankshaft, the crankpin and the crankshaft bearings are only a few components that 

operate on hydrodynamic lubrication. It is very important that those components operate in 

hydrodynamic lubrication or else they might fail. In this regime, no contact is made between 

the two sliding surfaces. The oil film keeps the surfaces apart due to a force known as 

hydrodynamic lift and which is generated by the lubricant being squeezed through a narrow 

gap between two sliding surfaces.  

2.14 Lubricants and Internal Combustion Engines 

Internal combustion engines rely on piston-rings to seal off the cylinder and maintain the in-

cylinder pressure. As the rings slide on the cylinder walls, a lubricant is used to minimise 

component wear and friction. The piston-ring and cylinder-liner setup is the major source of 

frictional loses inside an internal combustion engine. It is important that sufficient lubricant is 

supplied at all times between the contact regions and especially near the compression ring 

(top ring). It is important to maintain sufficient lubrication for good engine operation. Equally 

important is to make sure that the supply does not exceed the minimum amount of lubricant 

required for the correct operation. By optimizing the oil transportation though the ring-pack it 

is possible to minimize the oil consumption which leads to undesirable side effects such as 

increased emissions and oil consumption. Due to the way, the piston-rings are designed and 

operate, the piston-ring-liner setup offers various paths from where oil can enter the 

combustion chamber. Oil can pass from one side of the piston to the other using the ring 

grooves, ring-gaps and connections. These gaps open and close following the reciprocating 

motion of the piston. Rabute and Tian (2001) investigated the oil transportation mechanisms 

for a number of pistons and piston-rings at various geometries. They concluded that the oil 

consumption is highly affected by the geometry of the piston and the ring-pack. Figure 21 

shows the different lubrication regimes along the stroke of the piston (Tian, T. and V. W. 

Wong, 2000).  

Even though the ring-pack is responsible of retaining the combustion gasses inside the 

combustion chamber there are always gasses that manage to escape into the crank case. There 

has been a lot of research in order to determine whether these gasses affect the oil 

consumption. The main passages for these gasses are through the ring-gaps, the back of the 

rings and the front of the rings when not in full contact with the cylinder walls. When the 

pressurised gasses pass through the top ring, they get trapped between the following rings 

while the piston is in motion, the low in-cylinder pressure will force the pressurised gasses to 
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flow back into the cylinder. This backward flow of gasses will force lubrication oil over the 

top ring and into the cylinder. This flow of gasses has been the focus of many research groups 

in the attempt to reduce oil consumption in internal combustion engines.  

 

Figure 21 – Lubrication engine regimes (Tian, T. and V. W. Wong, 2000) 

The engine pistons are usually equipped with three rings. These rings are designed to perform 

different and distinct operations by either acting as a seal for the combustion gasses or by 

controlling the oil delivered onto the cylinder walls. The rings and the cylinder walls are 

designed with a circular profile. The reality is that regardless of how advanced or 

sophisticated is a manufacturing technique the finished product will never be ideal and will 

deviate from the design. The small inconsistencies on the component geometries might not be 

visible in most of the cases but do affect the operation of an engine. When the piston-rings 

are used in an engine they are subjected to very high speeds which force them to move inside 

their groves by either oscillating or rotating. Since the cylinder liners and the piston rings are 

not perfectly circular, the lubrication control will change depending on the movement of the 

piston-rings. Min et al (1998) investigated the ring rotation and the way that it affects the oil 

consumption inside an engine. Min et al concluded that at low speeds the top ring will rotate 

at a rate of 0.3 to 0.4rpm were the other two will just oscillate. When the tests were repeated 

at higher speeds it appeared that all the rings started to oscillate. The results they obtained 

were all based on steady speed engine operation. When the tests were repeated in a range of 

variable speeds closer to automotive operating conditions the behaviour of the rings was 

unpredictable and followed no specific pattern (R. Kai and M. Sato, 2000). The rig pack is 

vital to the operation of an engine. The design of the rings can affect the operation of an 
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engine with regards to its performance, reliability and efficiency. A number of studies have 

showed that the design of the ring-pack can significantly influence the oil consumption and 

the blow-by of an engine. 

2.14.1 Oil Transport Mechanisms Forces 

There are four main factors that contribute to the transportation of the oil through the pistons 

ring-pack and into the combustion chamber, these are; Mechanical, Inertia, Pressure or Shear 

Stresses.  

a) Mechanical: The piston follows a reciprocating motion at very high speeds which is 

relative to the linear movement of the pistons and the movement of the piston-rings inside 

their grove which subsequently results to the displacement of lubricant. 

b) Inertia: While the piston is moving, the lubricant present on its surface is moving at 

relatively the same speed. The rings and the lubricant present on the piston follow an 

alternating motion, which involves rapid changes in the direction and velocity. As the 

piston starts to decelerate towards TDC the inertia of the lubricant will force it to leave 

the piston and continue its path into the cylinder. 

c) Pressure: The significant changes in the in-cylinder pressure and the pressure differential 

between the crankcase and the combustion chamber may cause rapid exchange of air and 

gases between the crankcase and the combustion chamber. These moving gasses are 

capable of carrying oil which can enter the combustion chamber. 

d) Shear Stresses: The flow of gasses through the ring-pack causes shear stress at the 

interface between the gas and the oil layers. These stresses are capable of contributing to 

the transportation of oil into the combustion chamber. 

2.14.2 Oil Consumption and Emissions 

Oil consumption has been the main focus of study among many engine manufacturers and 

many research groups. While the engine is in operation, oil can enter the combustion chamber 

and take part in the combustion while leaving the system as exhaust emissions. With the 

latest emission laws, manufacturers are in a race to find the contributors that raise the exhaust 

emissions. One of the leading factors that contributes to increased carbon dioxide emissions 

is the parasitic frictional losses occurring inside the engine. Other areas include: 

 The Crankcase breather systems 

 The Valve stem seals 

 The Turbocharger seals 

 The Piston-ring / Cylinder-liner interactions 
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The interaction between the cylinder-liner and the piston-ring is the biggest source of 

frictional losses and accounts for approximately 20% of the total mechanical losses that occur 

inside an engine. Insufficient lubrication will allow for the metal surfaces to contact against 

each other which will affect the engines performance. A thick oil film will reduce wear, but 

the increased oil supply will have a negative impact on the engines output emissions. The 

excess oil can enter the cylinder and take part in the combustion. Appropriate control of the 

lubricant present between the piston-rings and the cylinder-liner is crucial to the operation 

and performance of the engine. 

2.15 Relevant Work 

1969 – Greene manufacture a rig to visualise lubrication on the piston-rings at conditions 

close to the induction and compression strokes of an engine. His work continued at a range of 

operating conditions, which he captured on film. The results obtained were not sufficient to 

document the lubricant transportation mechanisms that take place between the cylinder-liner 

and piston-ring assembly. 

1995 – Inagaki Modified a single cylinder gasoline engine by installing two sapphire 

windows into the liner, figure 22. The windows were glued inside the liner to prevent 

popping-out due to the high in-cylinder pressures. The engine was tested both under firing 

and motoring conditions. The engine had been equipped with a cylinder head pressure 

transducer, an oil film pressure transducer and a shaft encoder. The data acquisition was 

performed with the use of LIF. 

1996 – Ostovar manufactured a single ring test-rig capable of simulating the operating 

conditions of a piston-ring and cylinder-liner setup under idealised conditions. The test-rig 

was developed in such a way that would allow for simultaneous pressure, oil film thickness 

and friction measurements. The pressure measurements were obtained through a pressure 

transducer installed on the cylinder-liner near the surface. The oil film thickness was captured 

using a capacitance device. A numerical method was developed for the prediction of the 

lubricant film parameters based on the Swift-Stieber separation. Ostovar also developed a 

dual laser induced fluorescence technique that could be used to permit the dynamic 

calibration of the oil film thickness in an engine.  

1999 – Duszynski used the dual laser induced fluorescence technique developed by Ostovar 

on a firing four-stroke diesel engine which was later proved to be unsuitable for the 

application. The measurements were obtained by optic fibres installed on the cylinder-liner. 
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The measuring equipment was calibrated with a static calibration technique developed by 

Duszynski. Duszynski recorded all the calibration coefficients for the oils he tested at 

different temperatures. Furthermore, he also constructed a calibration device based on his 

measurements. The device was made by fused silica and had a rectangular shape with groves 

on its surface. The groves were carefully cut in depths from 2 to 10µm in steps of 2µm. 

Duszynski examined a variety of oils with different concentration of additives at different 

viscosities. Duszynski at a later date tried to repeat his measurements on a two-stroke engine. 

 

Figure 22 - Inagaki’s (1995) single cylinder optical-engine 

1999 – Takamitsu et al investigated the variation in oil film thickness of a piston-ring-pack 

using the LIF technique. The authors conducted simultaneous measurements of the oil film 

thickness at the centre stroke on both the thrust and the anti-thrust sides of the piston. It was 

found that the oil film thickness on the thrust side differs from the anti-thrust side. All the 

measurements were acquired by four optic fibres inserted in the cylinder-liner. During the 

study, it was observed that the amount of lubrication oil around each ring increases greatly 

with the decrease in engine load, but the effect on the oil film thickness is small. 

2000 – Pyke applied the LIF technique on a test-rig and a diesel engine in order to measure 

the oil film thickness between the cylinder-liner and the piston-ring. The use of LIF on a 

diesel engine proved to be difficult as the results were affected by the engine’s temperature. 

Despite the difficulties, the results showed trends that linked the oil film thickness with the 

engines operating conditions. Pyke used an optic fibre in an attempt to measure the cavitation 
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between the ring and the cylinder-liner. There was also another attempt to establish a relation 

between the roughness orientation and its effect on friction. 

2001 –Newaz et al used a bench friction test system to investigate the piston-ring and liner 

contact interface. The test-rig had a high stroke length and large contact width. The effects of 

the load, the speed, the temperature and the surface roughness were investigated for 

conventional cast iron cylinder bores. 

2001 – Thirouard tried to address the fundamental aspects of oil transportation in the ring-

pack through experiments and modelling. He used a two-dimensional multiple dye Laser 

Induced Fluorescence Technique to visualise the piston-ring – cylinder-liner interaction for 

both a diesel and a gasoline engine. The outcome was high resolution images of the ring-

pack’s oil distribution. The measurements were repeated at a range of operating conditions. 

The analysis of the data revealed major oil flow patterns which were identified and 

characterised. A theoretical model was developed which offered results that matched those 

obtained on the engine. This work offered a comprehensive investigation of the oil 

transportation mechanisms that affect the ring-pack inside internal combustion engines. 

2004 – Bolander et al developed an experimental and analytical model to investigate and 

determine the lubrication frictional losses at the interface between the piston-ring and the 

cylinder-liner. The test-rig featured dual-fibre optic-displacement sensors to measure the oil 

film thickness and a tri-axial force transducer to measure the friction. The effects of boundary 

and mixed lubrication at the end of the stroke were investigated with the use of an analytical 

model that featured the Elrod and Stochastic/Dermisnistic approach for asperity contact. The 

final experimental and analytical results were found to be very close. They also accurately 

illustrated the transportation of the oil through the different lubrication regimes that the 

piston-ring and cylinder-liner experience during a stroke.  

2005 –Tamminen used a four-stroke diesel engine to determine the gas pressure acting on the 

ring-pack area. The experimental part of the study was carried on a firing engine with an 

instrumented piston and cylinder-liner. The experimental results were compared to computer 

simulations. The two methods when later compared found to be a very close match 

2005 – Dellis used Ostovar’s test-rig to measure the oil film thickness by adopting both the 

capacitance and the LIF techniques. He employed various methods to calibrate the LIF 

technique. Ending his project Dellis concluded that the most appropriate technique is using a 

grove of know depth on a piston-ring specimen to achieve dynamic calibration while 
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eliminating the uncertainties of the static calibration and compensating for the oil film, 

temperature and property variations. The calibrating techniques used were later compared 

with the results obtained by the capacitance method and none of them proved to be effective. 

The test-rig was modified to allow optical access to the piston-ring and cylinder-liner 

interaction. The metal liner was replaced with an optical one made from quartz and the oil 

film behaviour was captured with a CCD camera. Dellis could visualise the behaviour of the 

oil film on the piston-ring and capture images of the different stages of cavitation as they 

formed. He continued by installing a quartz window on the same engine that Pyke used and 

performed tests under motorised conditions. He could capture similar images as he did earlier 

on the test-rig. The only drawback was the lack of in-cylinder pressure measurements to 

support the optical data. 

2008 – Dhar et al used the capacitance method to measure the minimum oil film thickness at 

the piston-ring and cylinder-liner interaction. Two probes were required for the capacitance 

to work. The two probes were one on the piston-ring and one on the cylinder-liner. The oil 

film thickness was measured on a motorised engine at three different locations. These 

locations were the Top-Dead-Centre, the Mid-Stroke and the Bottom-Dead-Centre. The 

lubrication oil film was found to range from 0.2µm to 8µm. The data on the up-stroke and the 

down-stroke stroke showed significant variations due to the tilt of the piston. 

 

Figure 23 - Optical test-rig as used by Ostovar (Ostovar, 1996) 
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2009 – Dhunput used Ostovars test-rig, figure 23 to develop a methodology to assess the 

rheological behaviour of various base-oils and additives. Dhunput with a use of high speed 

equipment managed to capture the cavitation occurring between the liner and the piston-ring 

specimen. His research continued on a modified engine on which he installed two optical 

windows that would allow access to the inside of the cylinder. Moreover, the engine was 

modified in such a way that two pressure transducers were implemented at mid-stroke, 

bottom and TDC. The engine tests unfortunately did not extract any useable information. 

2.16 Previous Work on Oil Film Thickness, Pressure, Load and Friction in 

Relation to the Cavity Behaviour 

Work performed by previous researchers has mainly focused on the investigation and 

establishment of a link between oil film thickness, pressure and friction in relation to cavity 

behaviour. This section summarizes the findings of previous research projects and presents 

them in order to give a better understanding of the aspects that have been previously covered 

and where the current project has contributed towards the better understanding of the 

phenomenon. The findings are presented bellow in bullet points as these have been detailed 

by previous researchers. (A.Dhunput, 2009). All the work below has been performed on City 

University’s optical test rig. 

• Oil film thickness as measure by the capacitance probe decreases with increasing load 

and increases with increasing speed. 

• Viscosity of the oils found to be an important factor in the characterization of the oil 

films; the more viscous oil gave rise to a higher oil film thickness. 

• Friction results were found to be repeatable with their symmetry during upstroke and 

downstroke reflection the design and manufacturing of the test rig. 

• Friction results close to the dead centres where peaks were recorded have been 

validated by the capacitance results. 

• The frictional force at the ring/liner contact is mainly attributed to asperity contact 

and viscous drag; when asperity contact is present, it plays the dominant role. 

• For the very viscous oils no asperity interaction was noted and hence the friction 

measurements have been dominated by viscous drag. 

• Higher oil film pressure occurs on the smaller curvature side of the ring. 

• The depletion of the oil film as obtained by the LIF corresponds to the sub-

atmospheric pressure measured locally. This lead to the conclusion that cavitation 

occurs in the sub-atmospheric pressure region within the diverging section of the ring. 
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• Higher speeds and loads increase the hydrodynamic pressure, but the negative 

pressure remains practically unchanged especially in the larger curvature of the ring. 

• Higher viscosity oil gives rise to higher oil film pressure higher oil temperature 

reduces the oil film pressure; the pressure of the oil film is related to the oil film 

thickness available between the contacts. 

• The higher the load, the earlier in the stroke the fern cavities appear and the smaller 

their size and the higher the number of strings. 

• The higher the viscosity, the later in the stroke the cavities appear, the larger their size 

and the smaller their numbers.  

• It has been observed that the higher the load is, the sooner in the stroke the fern 

cavities appear and the smaller their size is.  

• The number of string cavities increases when the applied load increases.  

• Both load and speed have an influence on the number of string cavities.  

• The load and speed do influence the number of string cavities quite considerably. At 

higher loads, the number of string cavities increases and the width of the string 

decreases. On the other hand, at higher speeds the number of string cavities decreases 

and the width of the string increases. 

2.17 Critical Review on previous work 

This section is dedicated into detailing and analysing previous research projects and is 

accompanied by a commentary and a critical evaluation. This exercise is a continuation of the 

literature and it is not meant as a negative review but as a discussion of the work performed 

and where gaps could be bridged with additional investigation. This is also an assessment of 

the strengths and weaknesses of the literature and it is performed in relation to the scope of 

the current project. The previous work carried within the research group of City, University 

of London has been based on a test-rig first constructed by Ostovar and developed back in 

1996. The test-rig Ostovar developed features a single ring and simulates the lubricating 

conditions between the cylinder liner and piston-ring interaction of a reciprocating engine 

under idealised conditions. The test-rig allowed for the simultaneous measurement of oil film 

thickness and friction, with the use of a capacitance probe and a friction transducer. A 

numerical method was developed in parallel and proposed for the prediction of the lubricant 

film parameters. These include the Swift-Stieber, Separation, Coyne and Elrod and Flower 

boundary conditions. The model was assessed against the measurements obtained on the 

single ring test rig. A crucial observation was a cavitation delay mechanism that was found to 
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be responsible for a thinner film, after the reversal points were compared to the predictions 

made by the Reynolds boundary condition. Another point worth noting is that the roughness 

parameters used were found to affect at a very high level the surface roughness models which 

proved to be relatively sensitive.  

Ostovar also developed a dual Laser Florescence and Interferometric technique that would 

permit the dynamic calibration and acquisition of the oil film thickness within an engine. A 

few years later in 1999 Duszynski employed the Laser Induced Fluorescence technique 

developed by Ostovar in a firing four-stroke diesel engine to acquire oil film thickness 

measurements. Unfortunately, the technique was proven to be inadequate and no useful data 

were extracted. Duszynski installed optical fibres in fused silica blocks and the system was 

calibrated at a static state. He performed a study that quantified the temperature effect on the 

calibration coefficients of the engines oils he tested. The way he performed the calibration is 

by cutting grooves of known depth and then filling those grooves with oil and taking 

measurements from each individual specimen. Fused silica was chosen for its low thermal 

expansion. The groves on the side of the blocks were in multiple depths between 2μm and 

10μm, in 2μm steps. The increment and the range chosen was determined in earlier tests 

which concluded that the piston-rings within an operating internal combustion engine vary 

within that range. Duszynski considered a wide range of lubricants that featured various 

additives and viscosities. Following the diesel engine test runs, Duszynski continued the tests 

on a two-stroke engine. The results showed higher oiling rates associated with thicker oil 

films. 

Following Duszynski the next year Pyke (2000) carried out experiments both on Ostovars 

test-rig and on a firing diesel engine. The oil film thickness was measured on the liner with 

the use of LIF techniques. The tests were carried out on a plethora of a different operating 

conditions. Weight was put on the repeatability of the measurements though this was not 

achieved on the diesel engine, while the measurements on the test-rig were proven to be 

much more consistent. The main issues that Pyke faced were the comparability of the 

different samples mainly due to the issues faced with the calibration process of the LIF 

technique. Despite all the difficulties faced, Pyke was still able to identify the expected 

trends. The final part of the project involved the repetition of the tests at cold runs and at 

engine start up. The build-up of the oil film thickness was identified as a four-stage process 

and the effect of engine speed, cylinder pressure and temperature were all visible only during 

the first two hundred cycles. Pyke also continued the development of Ostovar’s test-rig by 
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inserting an optical fibre on the rigs metal liner where the LIF technique was used to measure 

the oil film thickness while cavitation occurred for a range of lubricants. Pyke faced many 

difficulties when tried to compare the different runs between them. He also carried an 

investigation on the surface roughness orientation and its effects on friction. Finally, 

concluded that the crosswise oriented roughness produces less friction. 

In 2005 Dellis was another one of the researcher that used Ostovar’s test-rig to investigate the 

oil film thickness between the cylinder liner and piston-ring interaction. Dellis attempt to add 

value to the already rich literature by investigating and comparing the capacitance and the 

LIF techniques. He tried to calibrate the LIF method through a series of various techniques. A 

dynamic technique was implemented that had many similarities with Duszynski calibration 

techniques. This technique made use of a groove of a known depth on a piston-ring specimen 

which was used for the calibration of different oil samples. The second technique used a 

micrometre that allowed for a static calibration. The gap between the two mating surfaces of 

the micrometre represented the gap that the oil would penetrate, and the measurement would 

then be taken. Deli also took under consideration the power output of the fibres and the 

background noise generated and the resident voltage of the fluorescence detector. Delis 

concluded that none of the investigated techniques proved to be sufficient or satisfactory 

when compared with the capacitance technique. Finally, he proceeded by concluding his 

research on Ostovars test-rig with the use of the capacitance technique in combination with 

the friction sensor and the pressure sensor on the test rig. That allowed him to acquire 

measurements related to the phenomenon of cavitation between the two sliding surfaces. 

Delis also used the installed heater to control the temperature and even went a step further by 

performing tests with different ring profiles. Once the tests were competed Delis used a metal 

liner with an optical window that had been manufactured for the specific test-rig and 

continued his measurements with the acquisition of optical images. For the visualisation, 

Delis used a CCD camera which had to be precisely timed with the rotating position of the 

test rig. Pyke also tried to modify a diesel engine in order to incorporate an optical window to 

allow for visual measurements. The tests were run only under motorised conditions and they 

did not feature a pressure transducer, thus no pressure measurements were acquired. 

After Delis, Dhunput performed extensive measurements on the same test rig. The main 

focus was on the oil film thickness and the friction generated when lubricants are tested under 

certain conditions. He used a variety of different measuring techniques to achieve his 

objectives. The project generated a sizable database on the oil film thickness and the friction 
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of lubricants when these are present between the “piston-ring – cylinder liner” interaction. 

The study has provided a good dataset that supports the link between the oil film thickens and 

the friction with the lubricant composition.  

Dhunput’s research was used as a stepping stone to further continue and investigate the link 

between the lubricant composition and the lubricant performance. As the oil film thickness 

and the friction had been extensively investigated a new approach had to be implemented for 

the current project. An approach that would allow for new information had to be extracted 

from the tested lubricants. This study made use of the latest advances in technology both in 

optical equipment and computer processing power. A brand-new set of data was captured in 

the form of optical data and computer algorithms were compiled in order to assist with the 

processing. For the first time, physical properties were measured such as cavity length, cavity 

width, cavitating area and number of cavities. These new set of data has been the extra step in 

order to get a better insight into the link between lubricant composition and lubricant 

performance and to get a better understanding of the phenomenon of cavitation. This new 

approach opened new paths to the investigation of the phenomena of cavitation. The project 

delivered a set of data which offer a better insight on the way cavities generate and develop in 

the piston-ring and cylinder liner interaction. The test-rig experiments were run in parallel to 

the main project. The core of the project involved the design, manufacture and testing of an 

operational, fully firing optical engine. This part of the project took under consideration 

previous work done in order to identify problems and limitations faced before. This approach 

of the investigation of cavitation in internal combustion engines offered for a set of images 

that clearly illustrates the development and behaviour of cavities in the cylinder liner and 

piston-ring interaction. 
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CHAPTER 3: LUBRICATION TEST-RIG 

The test-ring and the optical engine experimental setups are both documented and analysed in 

the following paragraphs of this chapter. The setup of each experimental device was derived 

as a result of the experience gained during the course of the project. The settings and the 

layout chosen for each of the experiments has been the result of research combined with 

testing observations. The correct setup is important to the acquisition of the output data. An 

incorrect setup could render the results unusable. Significant part of the project was dedicated 

to the identification of the optimum setup considering the available equipment and the 

desirable outcome. 

The investigation of the phenomenon of cavitation was performed with the use of City 

University’s in-house test-rig and was focused on the area between the piston-ring and the 

cylinder-liner interaction. This test-rig offers a simple way of assessing the behaviour of 

different lubricants. Its design makes it easy to test different types of lubricants at multiple 

operating conditions in a fraction of the time that would usually be required on an engine. 

The test-rig uses a flat cylinder-liner which slides on a single fixed piston-ring. The test-rig is 

capable of collecting data related to the oil film thickness, the friction, the pressure and the 

flow rate of the lubricant. 

The test-rig was designed to function on the same basic principles as a full sized automotive 

engine. The cylinder-liner was manufactured out of a solid block of polished stainless steel. 

The liner is capable of reciprocating over the piston-ring which is unable to move on any of 

the three axes. The ring can rotate along the central line to introduce a degree of freedom in 

their in-between interaction. The test-rig is powered by an electric motor capable of speeds 

up to 1400prm. The speed of the liner is controlled by the voltage supplied to the electric 

motor. An electric pump is responsible for the continuous oil supply. The test-rig operates on 

a closed oil supply system where the pump re-circulates the oil from the reservoir to the oil-

filter, through the heat exchanger. The heat exchanger can either maintain or increase the 

temperature. The oil after the heat exchanger enters the injection nozzles which directs it onto 

the piston-ring and liner interaction. The oil is then collected in the sump under the piston-

ring and is returned back to the oil reservoir. The length of the stroke is adjustable (±50mm). 

The stroke is adjustable through a removable link located in the middle of the connection rod 

(Arcoumanis, C., M. Duszynski, H. Flora and P. Ostovar, 1995). The oil film thickness 

measurements can be obtained by either LIF or capacitance, while the LIF sensor is in the 
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middle of the cylinder-liner. The stroke length can be adjusted by the use of different length 

connection rods. 

The injection nozzles are located on both sides of the piston-ring. These are drilled on two 

cylindrical tubes installed in parallel and very close to the ring. Each tube has four injection 

nozzles ensuring a constant and uniform oil feed during operation. One of the injection tubes 

features a hollow end where a K-type thermocouple is located for accurate oil temperature 

monitoring. The system’s temperature is controlled by the heat exchanged which can 

maintain a temperature of up to 80°C. The electric motor which powers the test-rig is located 

on a flexible coupling to minimise the transmitted vibrations. The main shaft that transfers 

the power from the electric motor to the connection rod was designed using counterweights, 

similar to the ones used on the crank shaft of an internal combustion engine. The liner and the 

majority of the moving parts is made out of aluminium with the only exception being the 

sliding surfaces which are made from a heat-treated steel in order to increase durability and 

scratch resistance. The axial friction is measured with a force transducer which is located on 

the holder of the piston-ring. The cylinder-liner is kept in place by two high precision linear 

bearings. The linear bearings are located on a stationary metal holder which acts as the frame 

where the liner can reciprocate. The frame allows for extra weight to be added on its free end 

in order to increase the total load on the system. The Load of the ring from the additional 

weight is a function of the crack angle and the reciprocating speed. The load on the TDC is 

greater than the load on the BDC for the same amount of weight. The force on the ring can be 

calculated by the following equation; 

𝑊(𝜃) =
0.1830𝑔 + 0.25𝑔𝑚ℎ(0.089 − 𝑅𝑐𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘 cos Θ) + 5.78 ∗ 10−3𝑅𝑐𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘 cos Θ𝜔2(Θ)

(0.088 + 0.5𝑏)𝐵
 

g = gravity acceleration, mh = mass applied to the hanging point, Rcrank = the crank radius, ω 

(θ) = crank angular velocity, b = ring width, B = bearing length. 

The test-rig is built in such a way that the following parameters can be controlled; Speed, 

Temperature and Pressure. While the following can be monitored: Nozzle Temperature, 

System Flow Rate, Oil Film Thickness, Friction, Oil Film Pressure and Oil Film 

Visualisation. The need to visualise the behaviour of the oil film between the piston-ring and 

the cylinder-liner interaction lead to the manufacture of an optical-liner that would replace 

the metal one, the new liner was made from Quartz (Fused Silica). Most optical applications 

use Quartz due to its durability and the fact that the material behaves in a predictable manner 
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very close to steel. This allows for a very smooth finish and successful mating with the other 

steel components. Quartz offers much better optical properties than lenses made by common 

glass formulas. The optical images were captured with the use of a high-speed camera. 

(Arcoumanis, C., M. Duszynski and H. Preston, 1998b). 

3.1 Test-rig Setup 

The test-rig as developed by Arcoumanis et al, can be seen in figures 24 and 25. It uses a 

single ring on a flat surfaced quartz window in an aluminium frame to simulate the principle 

operation of a piston-ring and cylinder-liner setup. The non-optical liner featured a pressure 

transducer capable of measuring the oil film pressure and an optic fibre for LIF 

measurements.  

 

Figure 24 – Optical Test-rig, top view of the liner 

The non-optical liner is also capable of providing capacitance measurements. Previous work 

performed on the test-rig was concluded in two steps. The first step was with the use of the 

non-optical liner to acquire pressure, film thickness and friction readings while and second 

used the optical liner for the flow visualisation. The need to find a way to better link the 

optical measurements with the data acquired by the sensors, lead to the modification of the 

current optical liner to allow for film-thickness and optical-measurements to be taken 

simultaneously.  

The modification included a new capacitance plate that was attached on the housing of the 

existing optical liner. The plate was designed is such a way that it would be a direct fit on the 

test-rig without any additional modifications. Figure 25 shows the new capacitance plate 

fitted on the frame of the optical window. Again, in the same figure the optical liner was 

marked with a permanent marker to give a more accurate indication of the liners movement. 

After the first set of optical data was acquired it was noticed that the movement of the liner is 
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not clear and the TDC and BDC point could not be identified. The solution was to mark the 

optical liner using a permanent marker at 1mm increments to get a clear view of the liners 

movement. The chosen increments were set at 1mm due to the camera setup having a 

minimum optical frame of 1mm long, this ensures that when a line from the scale leaves the 

ring surface the next one enters.  

 

Figure 25 – Modified optical liner with additional capacitance plate 

3.2 Test-rig Sensors 

The test-rig through the various projects had been equipped with a plethora of sensors. These 

sensors were capable of extracting valuable information out of the tested specimens and were 

responsible of generating most the data captured. 

The friction sensor used on the test-rig is the PBC 208B force sensor. The Series 208 general 

purpose sensors are designed to measure compression and impact forces from 44.48N to 

22.24kN and tension forces up to 2.224kN. This sensor is extremely sensitive and capable of 

reacting even to the slightest displacement changes. The 208B force series sensors are very 

flexible and offer many mounting options. Figure 26 shows the mounting possibilities 

available for the 208B force series sensors. The friction sensor was first calibrated by Ostovar 

(1996) using a set of weights (Arcoumanis, C., P. Ostovar and R. Mortier, 1997). The friction 

sensor calibration chart as this was derived by Ostovar is shown in figure 27. 

Capacitance 

Plate 

Markers 
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The two thousand pulses shaft encoder used on the lubrication test-rig was mounted on the 

base of the electric motor. This type of encoder is equipped with two one-thousand pulses-

channels. These channels are useful for detecting at which direction the encoder is rotating at 

any given time. The channel A and the channel B depending on which one is ahead of the 

other will indicate the direction of the rotation.  

The shaft encoder is connected onto a custom data signal conditioning box which collects the 

two channels and adds them up in order to get a two-thousand-pulses per revolution encoder. 

The signal from the signal conditioning box is then sent to a 2839 NI (National Instruments) 

data acquisition card which translates the analogue signal into digital for the computer to 

process it. The rest of the test-rig’s sensors rely on the shaft encoder to initiate acquisition. 

Each sensor acquires one measurement for every pulse of the encoder that the NI card 

receives. The capacitance method used for measuring the oil film thickness on the lubrication 

test-rig is based on the capacitance principle. The capacitance measuring technique uses a 

probe placed under the test-rig’s liner and which measures the changes between the liner-

probe distance by measuring the voltage fluctuations. The output of the capacitor is sent to a 

Capacitec unit which converts the signal output to a voltage. The analogue signal is read by 

the NI data acquisition card which is then translated to a digital signal for the computer to 

process it. One of the capacitance probes is shown in figure 28, when installed on the test-rig 

it was placed right next to the ring at around 30 microns lower than its flat surface. The 

distance is very small but ideal for the capacitor to take accurate readings.  

Figure 26 - Friction sensor mounting positions 
(PCB Piezotronic, 2015) 

Figure 27 - Friction sensor calibration chart, derived by Ostovar 
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Figure 28 - Optical test-rig capacitance probe and setup 

The main problem with this arrangement was that oil would splash and get in the gap 

between the capacitance-probe and the liner and would conduct the two terminals which 

would interfere with the readings. The major problem was that the tested lubricants at high 

speeds would form cavities which interfered with the results as they changed the dielectric 

properties of the lubricant (Arcoumanis, C., M. Duszynski, H. Lindenkamp and H. Preston, 

1998a). The probe as shown in figure 28 is mounted onto the powerful Eclipse E909 magnet 

which secures it on to the test-rig’s bed under the liners capacitance plate. The magnet, the 

capacitance plate and the area where the magnet is placed have been carefully polished and 

levered. The capacitance, readings were collected by the NI card from where they could be 

recorded and processed to get the oil film thickness. One of the major advantages of this test-

rig is that it offers optical access to the area where the ring and the liner come in contact.  

 

Figure 29 - Capacitance plate for optical and oil film thickness measurements 
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One of its disadvantages was that the visual data and the oil film thickness were acquired 

using two different liners and the measurements were taken at different instances. This meant 

that the correlation between them was not very accurate. The need to better link the images 

captured by the camera and the data collected by the sensors lead to the installation of a 

capacitance plate on the test-rig’s optical liner. The new plate was designed in such a way so 

that it could be used without modifying the original capabilities of the test-rig. Figures 29 and 

30 show the new capacitance plate fitted on the optical liner ready for operation. The new 

capacitance plate is securely located on the journal bearings on the side of the windows 

casing. The bearings have four holes across their length from where they can be mounted 

onto the rig’s casing. All these holes come with counter sinks in order to prevent the bolts 

from interfering with any of the moving parts. The new capacitance plate is designed in such 

a way that uses two of the four counter sinks to secure onto the current liner. The new setup 

allows for simultaneous optical and oil film thickness measurements. The capacitance is an 

accurate method of measuring the changes in the oil film thickness but in order to do that in 

an accurate way it needs to be calibrated after every time the capacitance probe is relocated. 

The calibration of the capacitance is a simple and straightforward technique. The calibration 

is performed with the calibration screw attached onto the liner and with a dial gauge capable 

of measuring small displacements in microns. 

 

Figure 30 - Optical liner's capacitance plate drawing 

The calibration screw is placed at the free end of the line and is capable of manually lifting 

the liner in small intervals. The dial is then placed under the capacitance plate and its scale is 

set to zero. Then the user lifts the liner at 2µm increments by using the calibration screw and 
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by monitoring the lift with the dial. The user must note the output voltage of the capacitance 

for every 2µm increments. This process is repeated eleven times to complete a set of 

calibration readings. Then each set is repeated five more times to successfully perform the 

calibration. After all the calibration data are collected the rest of the process according to 

Pyke (2000) is to derive a chart that will provide the equation from which the voltage can be 

converted into length. A supple calibration chart can be found in figure 31. 

 

Figure 31 - Capacitance calibration sample chart and calibration equation 

3.3 Cavity Formation 

The cavities as shown in figure 32 will pass through 4 main stages in their life cycle. These 

stages are the following; generation and development of fern cavities, fern growth, fissure 

cavities and string or finger cavities. There is one more stage that is related to the point in 

time where the cavities have formed bubbles and are at the end of their lifecycle before they 

collapse, and which comes after the string cavities stage. In the first stage at generation the 

cavities are initiated and start to appear on the piston-ring surface. These cavities are related 

to sub-figures ‘A’ to ‘H’ in figure 32. After the cavities, have initiated they next pass in the 

fern growth stage. These are sub-figures ‘I’ to ‘K’ in figure 32. During that stage, the cavities 

grow in size up to the point where they will enter the next stage and develop fissure cavities. 

Sub-figures ‘L’ to ‘N’ in figure 32 show the schematic of fissure cavities as these appear in 

the piston-ring and cylinder liner interaction. Finally, the fissure cavities pass into the next 

stage and develop string or finger cavities which are the last stage before the cavities start 

reducing in size, form bubbles and finally collapse. The string cavities can be seen in figure 

32 as the sub-figures ‘O and ‘P’. 
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Figure 32 - Development of cavities as they appear on the surface on the ring (Dhunput, 2009) 

3.4 Cleaning and Flushing Between the Test Runs 

The lubrication test-rig has been used for the testing of the entire lubrication matrix. Each 

lubricant of the matrix has been run through the test-rig and then flushed before the next run. 

The correct flushing of each lubricant is important to the validity of the results. The 
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cavities 

Fern growth 

Fissure shaped cavities 
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lubrication test-rig features a reservoir where the lubricant is initially stored before it is 

circulated by the pump. The lubricant flows through all the components of the test-rig before 

it finds its way on the piston-ring and liner interaction. Each time a test run finishes the old 

lubricant is flushed out of the system following a procedure set to eliminate the effect of 

lubricant contamination. The first step is to open the exit valve located on the return feed and 

the pump is then run until all the lubricant is let out of the system. Once the reservoir is 

empty the new sample is poured in and the system is run for 30 minutes. After the 30minutes 

the exit valve is opened, and the lubricant is let to drain out of the system. The pump is then 

switched off and the liner is lifted to allow for access to the piston-ring surface. The contact 

surfaces are cleaned carefully with the use of a solvent and once they have been dried out the 

reservoir is filled once more with the sample to be tested. The test-rig is left to run once more 

for another 30 minutes. Finally, the exit valve is used once more, and the lubricant is flashed 

out of the system before the reservoir is filled again for one last time before the new test run 

begins. The process had to be repeated every time a new lubricant was tested on the test rig. 

3.5 Piston-ring Profile 

Piston-rings come at a range of shapes and profiles. The ring that equipped the lubrication 

test-rig features a curved profile and the high contact point is at an offset from its centre line. 

Piston-rings for automotive gasoline commercial engines are close to 2mm. The rings used on 

the lubrication test-rig is more than double this size at 5mm. 

 

Figure 33 - Piston-ring Profile, Up-Stroke (Left) - Piston-ring Profile, Down-Stroke (Right) 

Figure 33 shows the profile of the ring used on the test-rig. The images show the ring at both 

the up-stroke and the down-stroke while they have been enhanced with markers that draw the 

profile of the specimen along the face of the ring. The centre point of the ring is at an offset 

from its centreline and each of its sides follows a different profile, with one being steeper 
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than the other. This has a direct effect to the way lubricants cavitate on each of the sides as 

the pressure profile is highly depended on the profile of the ring.  

3.6 Processing Software 

The high volume of data captured during the testing made it impossible to manually process 

the results. The processing of the data has been performed with algorithms developed in 

Matlab and VBA, which allowed the translation of the images into quantified data. The 

algorithm was developed with the help of Dr Reyes-Aldasoro where the core of the software 

is based on his research on cavities occurring within capillary tubes. Matlab or else known as 

“the language of technical computing” is a high-level language and interactive environment 

for numerical computation, visualization and programming. Matlab is capable of analysing 

data, develop algorithms, create models and applications. Matlab can be used in a range of 

applications, including signal processing, communications, image and video processing, 

control systems, test and measurement, computational finance, and computational biology. 

The first step to the creation of the software was the set of certain thresholds that would 

specify the parameters which would be extracted out of the visual data. The physical 

properties that the final version of the software has been able to extract are measurements 

related to the following:  

a) Width of Cavities 

b) Length of Cavities 

c) Area that the cavities cover 

d) Number of cavities present 

Some of the extracted values are shown in figure 34. The software extracts all the information 

by treating each picture as a separate matrix. Every image that is stored in a digital format is 

effectively a matrix with each cell containing a distinct colour value for each pixel on the 

screen. The matrix dimensions and contents vary depended on the resolution, colour and 

format of the images. While the software reads each matrix, it compares the data to a set of 

thresholds set to filter out unwanted information. Based on the observation that cavitating 

areas are recorded at a different contrast than the rest of the image the algorithm was 

developed on the principle of detecting those high intensity areas wherever they appeared 

onto the frame. Soon it was noted that the reflective properties of steel could pose a risk of 

misclassifying high reflective areas of the piston-ring as cavitating areas. Misclassification 

was rectified with the use of sophisticated filters and machine learning techniques that trained 

the algorithm into separating cavities from surrounding noise. After the filters were 
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successfully applied and all the unwanted information had been filtered out, the software 

could start recording and quantifying the useful information out of the raw data. In total the 

following metrics were captured: 

a) Relative area of cavitating region 

b) Length and width of the cavities  

c) Number of cavities. 

When all the data have been extracted the software plots the results into graphs before it 

stores them into excel files for post processing. Even with the filters the image processing 

software could misread information and fine readjustment were needed for each individual 

sample. As a failsafe mechanism, the software would use the computer screen to give visual 

feedback to the user at real time. The feedback would include each image with additional 

markers over the areas where the algorithm was processing information. 

 

Figure 34 - Cavity width and Length, down-stroke 

This gave the ability to the user to judge whether the software is processing the correct 

information or if the filters would need re-adjusting. Before ending the processing, the 

software saves the feedback is the form of a video for future reference. Figure 35 shows a 

snapshot of the feedback the software provides back to the user. The red cross markers 

indicate the individual cavities and the green markers indicate the cavitating areas. The 

software does not log all the marked areas as valid data, in figure 35 the software has detected 

two areas in the image that meet the software thresholds for cavitation. One on the top and 

one on the bottom of the image. In the image it is noticed that cavitation only takes place on 

the top of the image, but the visual feedback indicates that both areas are being logged. This 
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is mainly a representation as the software even though it is detecting two cavitating areas, one 

on the top and one on the bottom it will only log the top one where cavities exist. 

 

Figure 35 - Matlab image processing software 

When the software runs it first identifies an area between the two cavitating regions that 

cavitation never takes place then splits each image into two parts and only logs data in the 

half that cavitation actually takes place while disregarding the other. When the software is 

triggered one of the first task it performs is to identify a centre line where cavitation never 

takes place and declares that as a non-cavitating region.  

Below is a list with the individual steps the software needs to follow to process the visual 

data. 

1. The number of the images is identified. 

2. The software finds the area between the cavitating regions where cavitation never 

takes place and sets that as the centre line and as a non-cavitating area. 

3. The software compares all the images and finds the shift and tilt between the 

images to accommodate for the vibrations and the movement of the ring. 

4. The filters are applied. Unwanted data and the background are being discarded. 

5. Software processes all the desired data and returns the feedback to the user. 

6. Data are plotted on graphs and the values are stored in excel files. 

7. The entire process is saved in a video file for future reference. 

The project required more than one methods of extracting information out of the raw data. An 

additional algorithm was developed in Visual Basic and was used to calculate the area of 

cavitation in still images. The software can identify the circumferential area of the cavities 

and can calculate the total cavitating area as a percentage of the total ring area as this is 
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shown in figure 36. The main reason area is calculated as a percentage is due to the fact that 

the piston-rings and piston follow a circular profile. The approach of calculating the 

percentage has been classed as more reliable and valid for direct comparison between the 

different testing conditions. The vibrations caused by the engine operation have also caused 

for a slight shift between the capture images. The software will detect and adjust for that 

shift. The specific algorithm has been used for the area calculation in the “Temperature 

Effect” and “Speed effect” sections of this report. 

 

Figure 36 - Visual Basic algorithm, Cavitating area calculation example, 800RPM, 70C 

The images in figure 37 and figure 38 show the correlation between the processing software 

and the physical properties of the cavitating lubricants. In total four main physical properties 

were extracted and these are the length of the cavities, the width of cavities, the number of 

cavities and the area covered. Each figure shows on the left the graphs plotted from the data 

that were extracted by the algorithm and on the right the raw data as these were captured by 

the high-speed imaging equipment. These images show the way that the software extracted 

all related properties. The individual frames are compared next to the plotted graphs to assist 

with the comparison. It is visible that the algorithm produced results that were very close to 

the actual values of the cavities. 
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Figure 37 - Correlation between processing software and raw data, 600RPM, 70C, 0-180 Degrees 
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Figure 38 -  Correlation between processing software and raw data, 600RPM, 70C, 270 & 348 Degrees 
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CHAPTER 4: OPTICAL ENGINE AND ENGINE DESIGN 

4.1 Optical-Engine and Engine Design 

To investigate the oil transportation mechanisms and to capture the phenomenon of cavitation 

as it develops on the cylinder walls, an optical engine had to be developed where a part of its 

cylinder would have to be replaced with an optical window which would allow for full 

optical access to the piston ring and cylinder liner interaction. The focus of the project has 

been the visualisation of the phenomenon of cavitation while this occurs in gasoline internal 

combustion engines. Conventional internal combustion engines do not feature an optical 

window for in-cylinder access ready “off the shelf” thus one had to be designed and 

manufacture.  

 

Figure 39 - Ricardo Hydra engine 

The objective of the project is to study the phenomenon of cavitation that occurs in internal 

combustion engines between the piston-rings and the cylinder-liner interaction. It is believed 

that the phenomenon contributes to the transportation of oil into the combustion chamber 

which results in oil consumption and increased output emissions. Cavitation is dependent on 

pressure which means the effect of cavitation is also dependent on the speed, the load under 

which the engine operates and lubricant properties. It has been observed that the blow-by 

flow-rate of gasses in a cylinder can vary from zero to many litres per minute when the 

engine load increases. Transportation of oil occurs both in gasoline and diesel engines though 

this project focuses on the study of cavitation in gasoline engines under various operating 

conditions. Particular focus is given to the investigation of the effect that the engine speed 

and the fuel combustion have on the oil film formation and cavitation. The engine used for 

the testing is a Hydra model manufactured by Ricardo specifically for lab use, figure 39. This 
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type of engine can operate with gasoline, diesel or even bio-fuels while this particular model 

can be used as a port-injected or direct-injected engine. The engine used for the tests was a 

gasoline, spark ignition, port injected engine and the cylinder had a capacity of 450cc. The 

specific engine comes in two versions out of the factory, the low-pressure version and the 

high-pressure version. The current model is the high-pressure version that can withstand 

pressures of up to 160bar. This can be achieved with the use of a forged piston, a forged 

connection rod, a forged crankshaft and a forged set of inlet and outlet valves. The engine 

was also equipped with the optional thermocouple modified cylinder block which can 

perform a full thermal analysis with the use of thermocouples installed on the liner and the 

piston as shown in figure 40.  

   

 

Figure 40 - Model of Thermocouples in Solid Cylinder Block (Ricardo, 2011) 

 

Figure 41 - Schematic of thermocouple locations on Hydra engines cylinder and piston (Ricardo, 2011) 
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However, this setup could not be utilised due to the malfunction of the acquisition unit which 

render the thermocouple system unreliable for use. Figure 41 ilustrates the thermocouple 

setup as this was installed inside the engine cylinder block and the thermocouples installed on 

the piston itself. Due to the operation of the reciprocating engine and the way the piston 

moves inside the cylinder the thermocouples on the piston could only give point 

meaurements every time the piston reached the BDC. On the contrarery the thermocouples on 

the cylinder block offerd real time readings and could provide a real time temperature 

distribution of the cylinder block. The possiblity of obtaining real time temprerature 

distribution readings from the cylidner block has been proposed later on in Chapter 6 of this 

report as a good topic for futures studies. Cavitation is closely related to the variation of 

pressure and temperature within the engine and a map of the temperature and pressure 

distribution along the cylinder profile could give a better understanding of the cavitation 

distribution along the stroke of the engine. The engine has been coupled with an electric 

motor capable of rotating the engine at speeds of up to 3500RPM without the use of 

combustion. The dynamometer has been used to start, operate and put a load on the engine. 

Force-fed engines have seen a great rise in recent years due to the advantages they offer on 

efficiency and performance. Due to the fact that the engine was still in the early stages of its 

development the use of a force-feeding device was deemed unnecessary, thus no type of 

supercharger was used. The effect of turbocharging on cavitation is an area that could be 

investigated as a continuation of this project. 

4.2 Relevant Previous Work 

Optical-engines have been used by many researchers to investigate phenomena occurring 

inside the cylinder of an engine. While there are several different paths of visually accessing 

the combustion chamber the most common is by replacing a part of the cylinder with a 

transparent window made from Quartz or Sapphire. There have been cases where windows 

were manufactured out of Perspex, but its pour thermal properties do not allow testing under 

firing conditions. Regardless the material used for the windows it is important that optical 

engines are equipped with sufficient cooling to avoid unnecessary damage. The windows on 

optical engines often requires constant cleaning between the different runs as the combustion 

deposits tend to contaminate (fouling) the surface of the optical window and reduce its optical 

properties. 
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Figure 42 - Thirouard's Kubota diesel optical-engine 

The average time before cleaning the window between the runs for a firing engine is usually 

40 to 90 seconds, several techniques have been developed to increase the time intervals 

between the cleaning of the windows. Some of the most common techniques are the use of 

additives, the non-firing operation, the skip firing operation or the use of a leaner air/fuel 

mixtures. To design the engine, one of the first steps was to investigate past literature and the 

work performed by previous researchers. The study of previous projects presented valuable 

knowledge on difficulties faced and techniques used while it offered a solid background that 

could be used as a stepping stone. Unfortunately, the research at the time showed very limited 

literature and did not return many successful projects where part of the cylinder block was 

replaced by a window and a full metal ring pack was used to investigate cavitation. 

 

Figure 43 - Thirouard's Peugeot gasoline Peugeot XUL10Ar optical-engine 
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Thirouard in 2001 used two optical internal combustion engines to investigate the oil 

transportation mechanisms within an internal combustion engine. The engines used were a 

four-stroke Diesel and a four-stroke Gasoline engine. Both of these engines were modified by 

replacing parts of their cylinder with Quartz and Sapphire. The diesel engine was a Kubota 

manufactured EA300 model engine with a capacity of 300cc. This Kubota engine featured a 

single window between the mid-stroke and the BDC also illustrated in figure 42. The 

gasoline engine was a Peugeot manufactured XUL10Ar model engine with a capacity of 

500cc. As shown in figure 43 the window extended through the full length of the stroke 

(Thirouard, B, 2001). It is evident that XUL10Ar optical engine is a better design than that of 

Kubota engine providing much more optical access, 12mm wide over the full stroke length 

against that of 8.6mmx20mm in Kubota engine.  The Kubota window allowed for a better 

seal against pressure losses and a better alignment with the cylinder walls. Two main 

problems faced with these two particular designs was that each time the windows had to be 

cleaned the top part of the engine would have to be disassembled which increased 

dramatically the cleaning time between the runs. By having also, the windows inserted from 

the inside of the wall the windows faced the risk of getting sucked into the cylinder where 

even the smallest movement would cause the window to protrude within the cylinder where 

the window would “catch” it with catastrophic consequences for the engine. The main 

objective for designing the new optical engine is to provide maximum exposure to not only to 

lubricant flow but also optical access to the flow inside the combusting chamber when the 

engine is operating fully under motorised and firing conditions at different loads. 

4.3 Cylinder Block and Window Design 

The design of the cylinder block and of the windows went through various phases. The initial 

design was changed numerous times due to upcoming problems until it reached the final 

stage which was submitted for manufacture. Since the first design, it was clear that the area of 

the engine to be modified would have to be the entire cylinder block. It had to be modified in 

such a way that it would allow for optical access to the inside of the cylinder while 

maintaining its optical properties and structural integrity. The design also involved the 

identification of the material that would be the best fit for the optical window. The most 

common material used for optical engine applications is Perspex. Perspex is a transparent 

thermoplastic that is often used as an alternative to glass.  
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Figure 44 - MOHS hardness scale 

Perspex is strong, lightweight, cheap, easy to machine and features a very good optical clarity 

for visualisation. Perspex can transmit 92% of the visible light and has a reflective index of 

n=1.490. Even though Perspex offers better properties than most other plastics it has a 

melting point of 165oC. The relatively low melting point makes it unsuitable for use on a 

firing gasoline engine. The low melting point of plastics lead to the search of alternative 

materials that would have the strength, the thermal capacity and the visual clarity required for 

the application. Figure 44 shows the MOHS hardness scale for different materials. Two types 

of materials were found to match the experimental requirements, and these were Quartz and 

Sapphire. Quartz is a type of glass containing primary Silica and has a reflective index of 

n=1.458. Quartz or Fused Silica is manufactured by melting naturally occurring quartz 

crystals of high purity at approximately 2000oC, this process gives a glass of high purity and 

improved optical transition. Sapphire is the product of alumina powder processed using flame 

fusion, a process also known as Bernoulli process, Sapphire has a reflective index of 

n=1.762. Bernoulli process is the first commercially successful method used to manufacture 

synthetic gemstones. Sapphire has exceptional optical clarity, hardness and thermal capacity, 

it scores a nine out of ten on the MOHs hardness scale which makes it the second hardest 

mineral after the Diamond. Both Quartz and Sapphire are available in either synthetic or 

natural forms. The fabricated versions of the materials are relatively cheaper compared to 
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their naturally extracted versions but due to their increased hardness are very difficult to 

machine and that makes them very expensive to order in custom dimensions.  

 

Figure 45 - First design iteration of the cylinder block assembly 

The final decision was made to proceed with Quartz, its excellent optical clarity and physical 

properties made it an ideal material for use in an optical-engine. Another factor that led to the 

use of Quartz instead of Sapphire was the purchasing cost. Sapphire comes at a cost of three 

times the amount of Quartz and with the possibility that the engine would use several of them 

during the project (due to the damage to the window especially under high load and firing 

conditions) then the Quartz was deemed to be a more viable solution. After the material for 

the windows was chosen, the cylinder had to be modified in a way that it would 

accommodate the windows in a manner that the engine’s basic operation principles remained 

unchanged.  

The first approach was to modify the standard engine block that was received with the 

engine. Figure 45 shows the first design of the cylinder block which involved the machining 

of material out of the stock block and the insertion of a rectangular optical window that 

would extend from the face of the cylinder block to the face of the liner. Though the original 

cylinder block is made from cast iron which makes it very durable and easy to machine, there 

was a challenge to be faced. The cooling system of the cylinder block was located around the 
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cylinder-liner and in the way of the window’s required path. Moreover, the specific cylinder 

block comes with a “wet” liner which means that the liner is in constant and direct contact 

with the coolant. The coolant enters the empty space between the cylinder block and the 

cylinder liner and while it circulates around them it exits from a set of holes located on the 

side of the block.  

 

Figure 46 - Initial Ricardo Hydra optical-engine 2D design 

One of the first issues faced was that one of the coolant exit holes was in the path of the 

optical window. The solution was to make the window wide enough and machine out the 

coolant exit hole while introducing a new set of holes around it to allow for the constant flow 

of coolant. This solution offered the advantage that the water would be in contact with the 

coolant thus cooling down and protecting the window. After a lot of investigation on the way 

that the windows would have to be inserted into this arrangement, concerns start arising 

regarding the possibility of coolant leaks within the cylinder. The insertion of the window 

through the water jacket would offer various areas where the coolant could escape and find 

its way within the cylinder or outside the engine. More important, as cavitation is pressure 

related then any leakages would have also affected the integrity of the results.  

One of the design specification was to create an engine capable of investigating the behaviour 

of the lubricant in both the thrust and the anti-thrust sides the engine. For that specific reason, 

the engine would have to be equipped with windows on both sides of the block. After the 

engine was dismantled it was quickly realised that the water channels responsible for the 

cooling of the engine were located at the positions where the windows would have to be 

placed. The inlet and outlet holes of the cylinder cooling system were exactly in front of the 

thrust and the anti-thrust side of the cylinder block which made the modification a very 

difficult task. This problem led to another possible solution which offered the next big 
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iteration of the engine block design. The next design tried to solve both the leakage and the 

thrust and anti-thrust problems but introducing some additional features. 

 

Figure 47 - Ricardo Hydra optical-engine 3D design 

The next design, as shown in figure 46, offered a distinct difference when compared with the 

first engine design and more specifically where the first design was rectangular this next 

design has tapered edges. These edges would allow for a greater matting surface between the 

window and the cylinder block which would offer a better seal. This design would use wider 

windows that would offer a step around the middle of their length which would ensure that 

the window is inserted at the right depth and that it would not protrude inside the cylinder. 

The problem of the thrust and anti-thrust side was solved after the 4 mounting holes of the 

cylinder block were measured. It was identified that all the holes were equidistant from the 

centre except one. Considering the difficulty of modifying both sides of the cylinder block 

and the cost of the windows the idea was derived to modify two of the mounting holes which 

would then allow for the 180-degree rotation of the cylinder block. This solution meant that 

by having the optical window on one side and allowing the cylinder block to be mounted at a 

180-degree rotation, both the thrust and anti-thrust sides can be investigated by installation of 

only one window. This design though came with its own problems. The first and most 

important problem was the manufacture of such a window would be very difficult. Quartz is a 

very hard material and very difficult to manufacture, the manufactures found it very difficult 

to achieve the required tolerances on the chamfered edges which meant that the design 

discrepancies between windows would have been that great that even if one window would 

have fitted in the cylinder block the other ones would not, without any major leads or 

protruding within the cylinder. Though this being another failed design it gave the foundation 

to generate the ideas used on the final version of the cylinder block. In brief, the key points 

that were identified were that there was no need any more for two windows on the cylinder 
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block. One window could be used, and the cylinder block would be rotated to swap between 

the thrust and antithrust sides.  

 

Figure 48 - Ricardo Hydra optical-engine 2D second design 

The windows could not have chamfered edges and those would have to be replaced with as 

many flat surfaces as possible. Additionally, the windows due to the nature of the material 

would never have consistent dimensions with each other. In an engine where the accurate 

mating of the windows with the cylinder liner is crucial this is a big limitation that had to be 

accounted for. Finally, it was realised that the modification of the stock cylinder block due to 

the water jacket would be a very difficult, if not an impossible task.  

The first Quartz window after a lot of design iterations was found to be unnecessary long. 

The initial design had to be significantly longer as it had to pass through the cylinder block, 

the water jacket and the cylinder-liner. Its shape had a wider bottom and half its length, to 

allow it to properly sit on the cylinder block while the end part was designed with a counter 

sink to give a better seal with its surrounding walls. The main fault of this design was that 

though the two counter sink sides would be perfect for sealing off the cylinder they were also 

a big challenge to manufacture. The possibility of using more than one of these windows until 

the completion of the project was also another concern as these surfaces would result to 

consistency issues between the different windows. The manufacturing inconsistencies 

between the windows would make it extremely difficult to manufacture a cylinder block that 

would accommodate every window without generating leaks. Another reason the counter sink 
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window was rejected is the difficulty that the window manufacturers would face to 

manufacture both angled sides at the same specifications. 

 

Figure 49 - Ricardo Hydra optical-engine 3D final design 

At the later stages of the engine design and after a lot of iterations it was clear that the only 

way to optically modify the engine without compromising the integrity of the results would 

be to manufacture a new cylinder block. The new cylinder block like the original one would 

require an effective cooling system; in this design the outlets of the coolant has been diverted 

from the windows location and are now located on either side of the cylinder block as shown 

in figure 47. The use of two optical windows was also considered to be high risk for leakages 

and as mentioned earlier on, it was rejected as an idea. The final design was based on the use 

of a single window and the manufacture of the new cylinder block which allowed the use of 

that window for both the thrust and anti-thrust sides. The next design featured a straight cut 

window as this is shown in figure 48. Being easier to manufacture the straight cut window 

would eliminate the inconsistency problem between the different windows. After a lot of 

close communication with the window supplier, the window design was simplified enough 

for the manufacturer to be able to reach the required tolerances. The final window compared 

with the initial designs featured parallel surfaces and 90 degrees angles, these features are 

much easier to manufactured which ensured a better consistency between the windows. 

Experience with other types of internal combustion engine showed that these types of engines 

are affected by a common problem of widow fouling. This problem is the cleaning of the 

windows after every run due to the combustion residuals that stick on their surface and that 

affect their optical properties. These time intervals usually range from 30 seconds to 2 

minutes. This indicated that the windows would have to be removed and cleaned regularly 
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which also meant that the windows could not be glued inside the cylinder block. To open the 

cylinder head for cleaning the window was not an option as this operation was very time 

consuming and required more than one person to perform. For that reason, a mechanism was 

manufactured, and a methodology established which would allow for the safe removal of the 

windows. This mechanism should also allow for the reassembly of the windows with the 

cylinder block while ensuring that there would be no pressure loses, damage to the window or 

the windows protruding into the cylinder.  

 

Figure 50 - Ricardo Hydra optical-engine 3D final design cut-out 

Furthermore, an engine with such a limited operation cannot produce enough heat from the 

combusting fuel capable of causing sufficient damage to the windows. The main parameter 

that would affect the integrity of the window would be the high pressure and the possibility of 

the piston rings “catching” the edges of the windows. On the basis that the engine would only 

operate for short intervals, it was decided that the water jacket of the original engine could be 

substituted by a smaller and simpler design. The new cylinder block in figures 49 and 50 was 

machined from a single piece of cast iron, the same figure shows the individual water pockets 

located on the three sides of the block, opposite and next to the window slot. The new 

cylinder-liner instead of being pressed into the cylinder block, it was bored out of the block. 

Once the cylinder block was machined and the cylinder itself was bored at the required 

diameter, the surface of the cylinder was treated to reach the same surface roughness as the 

original cylinder block of the Ricardo Hydra engine. The final design as describer above 

instead of a water chacket features three water pockets located on the sides of the cylinder 

block that are responsible for cooling the cylinder block while in operation or warm it up 
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before every run up. One of the water pockets can be seen in figure 50 on the oposite side of 

the window. The windows chamfered edges were removed and the new windows featuered 

straight cuts, at the same time the thickness of the new window was reduced by twenty 

millimetres (20mm) shorter than the one initially proposed.  

 

Figure 51 - Window imperfections in the first batch of optical windows 

This significan reduction could be achieved as the new cylinder block did not feature a full 

water jacked and therefore the side where the window was fited could be made 20mm thinner 

than the original hydra. The thinner windows has the great advantage of producing much 

better images with higher clarity/resolution since the transmitting and scattering lights needs 

to travel a smaller disntance. The shorter window also means that the camera could be  

 

Figure 52 - Ricardo Hydra optical-engine new cylinder block assembly 
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mounted at a closed distance to the piston rings which with the right extension camera tubes 

would give a much higher magnification. The shorter window will also offer better access for 

the light, this is mainly due to the fact that the camera must be placed directly infront of the 

window. Since the camera ocupies the space infront of the windows the light sources need to 

be mounted at an offset and would normally aim the spoeciment at an angle. Thus the shorter 

the window the smaller the angle between the window center line and the light source. Once 

the final design was submitted there was a constant communication with the manufacturer to 

make sure the windows were manufactured up to the correct specifications. Once the final 

products were received these were measured and checked to identify if they met the required 

specifications. It was quickly realised that despite the best effords the window tolerances 

were not within the expectations and this was not the biggest issue. Upon inspecting the 

windows under light in a dark room it was found that the quality of the windows was not as 

expected either. It was found that the volume of the windows was not consistent and that 

there were air bubbles traped in them. Figure 51 show an exampe of the first windows 

received showing the impurities in its mass. Artificial Quarts needs to follow a very slow 

heating process where the windows are heated at a very high temperature for several days 

untill all the bubble intially trapped during manufacture slowly escape. It was obvious that 

the manufacturer had not followed the correct procedure which left air bubbles still traped 

within the quartz. The windows were classed as unsuitable for use or visualisation but they 

were still retained to use during the intitian engine test runs. The main issue with the air 

bubbles trapped in the windows was that the air bubbles would obstruct the view of the 

camera and would affect the clarity of the images.  

 

Figure 53 - Window, window housing and flange assembly 
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The findings were presented to the supplier and a new set of replacement windows were send. 

The new windows were tested and found to be of an excellect optical qulaity but their 

dimensions were still not consistent with the tolerances that were initially specified. Since the 

manufacturer could not achieve better tolerances the solution was given with the use of 

custom window housings. The window inconsistencies was a major concearn since the initial 

stages of the project. Quartz is a very hard material which makes it very difficult to 

manufacture. For that reason the manufacturing tolerances that could be achieved were not 

ideal. The minor dimensional differences between the different windows can be eliminated 

with the use of custom made housings. Figures 52 and 53 show examples of those housings 

along with the way that the windows were secured inside and how those fit onto the cylinder 

block. Steel is an easier material to machine than quartz, for that reason better tolerances can 

be achieved in machining steel than Quartz. These housings would be machined internally to 

fit each of the individual windows which would accommodate for the windows 

inconsistencies and on the outer side they could be made at a very tight tolerance to fit the 

cylinder block ensuring no leaks occurred. Since the optical window housings are custom 

made for each window that meant that the windows could be glued onto the housings which 

would give an extra security against the leaks. The matting of the cylinder with the Quarts 

was a major issue with the design of the engine, the custom housings through allowed for an 

excellent fit. The windows were glued within their housings and they were machined again 

with the cylinder block once they were all assembled together ensuring perfect matting of the 

window, the housing and the cylinder. The housings alto features a very important step which 

prevented the window from sliding into the cylinder while it could be easily removed and 

installed for cleaning between the runs. The housings on the four corners featured 4 

additional holes made for the windows extractor. The windows extractor ensured that the 

windows were removed evenly and securely without distorting the window channel and also 

assisted with the refitting of the window to avoid damaging them while they are placed back 

in. It is known from literature that when internal combustion engines are in operation the 

piston-rings located on the piston have the tendency to rotate inside their groves. It is 

believed that the rotation of the piston can affect the visualisation of the lubricant flow as it 

can drag the lubricant at a circular path in the direction of movement. In order to preven the 

rotation of the piston-rings, these counld be pinned inside their groves. The technique behind 

pinning the piston rings is ilustrated in figure 54. The pining of the rings had been considered 

at the early stages of the design phase but the final engine did not have the piston-rings 

pinned. This could be added at a later stage if ring rotation was proven to be an issue. 
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Figure 54 - Ricardo Hydra optical-engine piston-ring modification (Ricardo, 2011) 

One of the core objectives of this project was the use of as many of the engine components in 

their original form as possible in an attempt to produce results that would be as close as 

posible to the operation of an unmodified engine. There are many piston-rings commercially 

available and each is suitable for a variety of different applications. Finally it was decided to 

use the ring setup that was supplied originally with the Hydra engine. The chosen setup is 

shown in figure 55 with the following detailes: 

1. Compression Ring: Internal Beveled with Negative Twist 

2. Midle Ring: Rectangular Ring 

3. Oil Control Ring: Spring Loaded 

The cylinder block started as a solid block of steel and the manufacturing was completed in 

house, the manufacturing started by first machining the lower part of the cylinder which fits 

inside the engine block. The lower part was machined to the exact the same specification as 

the original hydra block, before continuing with the manufacturing, the O-ring groves were 

cut on the lower part and the block was fitted onto the engine sump. Once proper fitting was 

ensured the mounting holes were drilled and ensured they were in line with the mounting 

holes of the engine block. 

 

Figure 55 - Ricardo Hydra optical-engine piston-ring setup (Ricardo, 2011) 
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The next step was to cut the water jackets and test their seal by circulating water through 

them, once the water jackets were manufactured the next step was to hone out the cylinder 

itself. The cylinder was drilled in steps, the drilling starting in the centre of the block and the 

hole was slowly widened. This ensured no distortions were introduce in the block while 

machining. Once the cylinder reached close to its final diameter a special honing tools was 

used to smoothen out and treat the cylinder at the desired roughens. The cylinder was made at 

the exact same specifications as the original cylinder block supplied with the engine by 

Ricardo. The final step was to cut out the window channel and ensure all housings were a 

perfect fit. Initially the window channels were scheduled to be manufactured before boring 

out the cylinder as their machining could possibly affect the cylinder itself. The main reason 

the cylinder was bored before the window channel was because every window and window 

housing once they were placed onto the cylinder block they were re-honed to ensure perfect 

fitting. Following the cylinder block the windows were ordered through a manufacturer at the 

United States which could provide optical quality quartz windows at the required 

specifications. Figure 56 shows the tool used for the initial machining of the cylinder and the 

cylinder block at an intermediary stage. In this figure, it is observed that the cylinder has 

already been honed where the window slot is still to be machined.  Figures 57 shows the 

finished window and the cylinder block along with the window and housing right before 

these were fitted onto the engine for the first time. The same figures clearly show the cylinder 

block with the window slot, the water pockets, the cylinder block mounting holes as well as 

the cylinder head mounting holes.  

 

Figure 56 - Ricardo Hydra optical-engine manufactured parts 
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Figure 57 - Side and top view of the cylinder block and optical window assembly 

4.4 Engine Control Software 

The engine control unit, or ECU is responsible for controlling the smooth and correct 

operation of an engine. In the case of the optical engine and due to the custom design, the 

engine control had to be designed and manufactured for the project as there were no off the 

shelf solutions available that would match the project specification. The control of the engine 

was based on two National Instruments PCI cards that were installed on a lab desktop 

computer. This setup offered one acquisition and one processing cards. The acquisition card 

could only acquire and read signals that came from the sensors while the processing card was 

capable of receiving, processing and sending signals back to the engine. The computer would 

use the cards to acquire and send signals from and to the engine and to all the auxiliary 

components. The signal processing on the computer was possible with the use of LabView. 

LabView is a software supplied by National Instruments and is designed to work with the 

supplied cards. Figure 58 show the 3 pieces of software that had to be designed for the needs 

of the engine. All the 3 different circuits are part of the same control software and they are 

responsible for crucial functions of the engine such are firing and injection. The engine 

software was taking input from two main sensors, the crank shaft encoder and the cam shaft 

encoder. Both of these encoders were responsible for sending signals that would give 

information of crank angle and to whether the engine is exhausting or intaking. The signal 

from the encoders was collected by the two cards. The signals were then processed, and new 

signals were send back to the engine. One of the signals was sent to the ignition control unit, 

the ignition control unit was responsible of receiving the 5V pulse generated by the NI card 

and activating the ignition driver responsible of sending the charge to the spark plug. The 

next signal was send to the throttle control unit, the throttle control unit was a 
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servomechanism that controls the butterfly valve in the inlet manifold which restricts the flow 

of air in the engine. One more signal was send to the injector driver, the job of the injector 

driver was to receive the 5V signal and operate the fuel injector. The injector driver works in 

two stages, the first stage is to send high voltage to the injector to ensure the injector open 

instantaneously but then immediately drops the voltage to ensure the circuit it not damaged. 

Usually injectors require a much higher voltage to open than to stay open.  

There were three signals mainly required by the engine to operate but the software was 

designed to send out another two additional signals that would control the optical equipment. 

One of the additional signal was used to trigger the high-speed camera at a specific crank 

angle and the second to drop the intensity of the light source right after the camera would 

stop recording. The high-speed cameras are equipped with a limited internal memory that is 

usually enough for a few seconds of continuous recording. The correct timing of the camera 

with the engine has been crucial to the acquisition of the data. High speed cameras require a 

lot of light as they operate at very high shatter speeds, the light though used are so powerful 

that could set the engine on fire. It was important that once the camera started recording there 

was a way to drop the light intensity to the minimum setting in order to avoid damaging the 

engine components. 

In addition to the signals responsible for the operation of the engine and the acquisition of the 

data the software provided a range of information to the user. This information which was 

crucial for the operation of the engine ranged from the engine speed to the load. The user had 

also the option to switch on and off any of the signal mentioned above and were related to the 

operation of the engine. All the signals were adjustable and could be set at an offset from the 

top dead centre (TDC). The in-cylinder pressure was monitored at a separate monitor and did 

not go through the NI cards. The computer as well as the engine were connected on a central 

control unit which was responsible of cutting the power and switching off the equipment in 

case the computer would crush. This was mainly designed in order to avoid the computer 

leaving the injector open while the sparkplug was firing in the event of a computer failure. 

The control unit had also a manual override where the user could activate on demand. The 

engine lab was protected against fire by a carbon dioxide fire suppressant mechanism which 

operated on a separate circuit for safety reasons. 
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Figure 58 - Engine control and acquisition software 

4.5 Testing 

The aim of the project has been to visualise the flow of the lubricant on the cylinder walls of 

an internal combustion engine using Mie-scattering technique. The visualisation was 

performed with the use of a high-speed camera and appropriate lighting. The camera would 

be placed on the thrust side of the engine and would capture images under motorised and 

firing conditions. The images were captured with Photron Fastcam SA1.1 camera. Photron is 

a high-speed camera manufacturer that has managed to become a household name mainly due 

to the innovative and technologically advanced solutions they offer, one of their products can 
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be seen in figure 59. The SA1.1 has a 12-bit dynamic range with shutter speed down to 1us. It 

provides 5,400 fps for the full resolution of 1024x1024 pixels, but the faster frame rate can be 

achieved for smaller resolution, eg, a frame rate of 67,500 fps for a resolution of 256x256 

pixels. The engine was initially tested under motorised operation. That means that the engine 

was not fired during any cycle and it operated with the use of an electric motor connected 

onto the engines crank shaft. Optical-engines are very hard to manufacture and before they 

operate for the first time they need to be tested and carefully inspected. Any faults that might 

have slipped the design phase would normally surface in motorised testing. The motorised 

testing offers a safe way of assessing the engine’s capabilities. The significantly lower 

operating pressure and temperature will protect the engine from getting severely damaged. If 

the engine was initially tested under firing operation the possibility of engine damage or 

failure beyond repair would be much higher. Once the engine has been rigorously tested and 

finely tuned the next step was to continue testing under skip-firing operation. Skip-firing 

operation is when the fuel is not ignited in every cycle and the engine still requires the 

electric motor to operate. Skip firing operation is useful to identify and further assess the 

limits of the engine. The tests started by skipping four cycles for every one that fired and that 

continued until the engine reached fully firing operation. Similar path has been followed to 

bring the engine at its maximum operational speed.  

 

Figure 59 - Photron Fastcam SA1-1 high speed camera (Photron, 2015) 

The use of high speed cameras for the visualisation of a lubricant’s flow requires high-

intensity light-sources to capture the changes in the fluid flow. All the sources of lighting 

used came from the high-power line of ARRI. The lights used are similar to the ones installed 

in football stadiums and arenas. Due to their use in stadiums and theatres these lights offer a 

very wide focal point. Since the window was only a few centimetres wide the light would 

have to be coupled with focussing lenses which could assist with the guidance of the light 

onto the point of interest. More precisely the light sources used were coupled with either one 

or two focusing lenses and along with the light source were fixed on an adjustable rail. The 
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adjustable rail allowed for the correct alignment of the light with the lenses and offered the 

freedom to adjust the distance between the two lenses and the light source. The entire 

assembly was mounted onto a lathe bed weighting 350kg to ensure stability.  

The installation of an optical rail was also investigated, designed and manufactured for the 

future use of lasers and laser illuminating techniques. The lasers allow for the implementation 

of the Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF) and Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) techniques. 

The former can be in order to quantify the oil film thickness and therefore the amount of 

lubricant present on the cylinder-liner, and the latter can be used to measure the instantaneous 

lubricant velocity between the ring and liner gap. 

4.6 Summary 

Overall the design of the optical engine was a success and provided the means to fulfil the 

objectives of the project, the investigation of the phenomenon of cavitation within a fully 

firing optical-engine, and beyond. An optical engine that was designed and manufactured 

specifically for the needs of the project. The new design provides full access to the very 

hostile area where the piston-ring and the cylinder-liner interact with each other and in 

addition a good exposure to the combustion chamber where the charged motion, spray 

characteristics and combustion can be visualised or quantified using different optical 

diagnostics. The design process was very careful and time-consuming to ensure the new 

custom optical engine can stand extreme forces, temperatures and pressures and at the same 

time to allow for the thermal expansion and tolerances; specific considerations have been 

given to ensure proper matting of the optical window with the cylinder liner and the piston 

rings. The entire control system to operate the engine has been redesigned with new software 

and the ECU (as explained above) capable of controlling both the operation of the engine as 

well as the optical equipment that were later installed. The combined new control system and 

the optical engine would offer a useful and valuable testing device that would allow further 

investigation to be carried out. 

Introduction of the optical window that covers the full length of the liner over a width of 

25mm provide a great optical access, much greater than that given by XUL10Ar engine. This 

allow not only the investigation of lubricants cavitation and flow into the contact point over 

the entire length of the liner, but also provide access to combustion chamber to allow flow 

visualisation and flow field measurements using different laser based optical diagnostics like 

LDV, PIV, PDA and LIF. 
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CHAPTER 5: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

This chapter includes the results for both the test-rig and the optical engine in two different 

sections. The results for both experimental devices are presented, analysed and discussed 

independently within this chapter. Furthermore, there has been an attempt to establish a 

correlation between the optical engine and the lubrication test rig. 

5.1 Lubrication Test-Rig 

The test-rig used for the parametric study can simulate the lubricating conditions between the 

piston-ring and the cylinder-liner which occur in a reciprocating engine in an idealised 

manner. An internal combustion engine operates on the basic principle of a reciprocating 

piston moving inside a sealed chamber that converts the energy released by the combusting 

fuel into kinetic energy. The test-rig operates on the same principle with the difference that 

the ring is stationary, and the liner reciprocates on top of it. One of the main advantages of 

this rig is its simple assembly which provides full optical access to the piston-ring and the 

cylinder-liner interaction. It is a fast way of testing different lubricants without the 

interference of parameters and phenomena that usually occur inside an engine.  

In total nineteen lubricants were tested, all the lubricants featured different formulations. The 

formulations were specified and supplied by BP and they were kept confidential, relative 

information can be found in table 1. Each lubricant was tested at three different speeds; 

100RPM, 300RPM and 600RPM. These speeds were chosen according to the testing 

capabilities of the test-rig and they are proportional to the speeds of an automotive engine. 

The first speed at 100RPM was chosen to simulate engine speeds close to idle. Idle is the 

state of the engine where the minimum engine speed is sustained to maintain engine 

operation. Usually engines do not produce any significant amount of power at these operating 

conditions, but it is a state where the engine can remain in a standby operation and ready to 

use when needed. The next speed is at 300RPM. This speed was chosen as an intermediate 

operating state, similar to the ones engines experience when cruising on the motorway at 

normal speeds. The highest speed used for the tests was 600RPM. This condition was chosen 

to represent the engine state where the engine speed is near the speed limiter. Usually normal 

engines reach this level of operation at rapid acceleration or when a vehicle is reaching its top 

speed. The choice of the operating conditions was such that would represent the operating 

conditions found in automotive engines, in an attempt to link the project to everyday 

applications and better understand problems that affect the performance of automotive 

engines. Other factors that played a significant part while choosing the operating conditions 
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was the physical limitations of the lubrication test-rig. This test-rig has been in the possession 

of City University for several years and despite the best efforts to update and enhance its 

capabilities, there are physical limitations that are directly linked to its original design. The 

speed of the test-rig cannot get past 900RPM. This is not just a design limitation but also the 

result of the component limitations available at the time of built. The motor can reach 

1000rpm but that has been limited by the weight of the rotating components. There is also a 

safety limiter which ensures that components are not operated close to their limits. The 

testing was not based only on a range of speeds but also on a range of different flowrates. 

 

Table 1 - Full Lubricant Matrix and testing conditions carried out on the Lubrication test-rig 

The flowrate is measured as the rate of supply of the lubricant in the area between the piston-

ring and the cylinder-liner interaction. Engines experience a plethora of different operating 

conditions and they all depend on the application of the engine. When engines operate under 

high load the increased forces have a massive impact on the lubrication of the internal 

components. This is the main reason why there is a need for controlling the fluid flow of the 
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supplied lubricant on the optical test-rig. The control of the flow rate was achieved with the 

use of a control valve. The position of the valve restricts or allows the flow of lubricant 

through the oil feed. The oil feed is pointing directly to the area where the piston-ring and the 

cylinder-liner meet. The flowrates used were 0.05L/Min and 0.02L/Min. Both flow rates are 

in Litters per Minute. These two flowrates were selected as a result of testing and research in 

order find two values that would cover the majority of the operating conditions found in 

automotive engine. The high and the low flowrates represent the two main oil supply 

conditions that are most likely to be found in a modern engine. These two states are fully 

flooded and starvation. The fully flooded is when there is adequate oil supply and Starvation 

is the state where the supply of oil is limited or not sufficient. The option of controlling the 

flow rate of the oil is not only an add-on but a necessity. The tests covered a total of twelve 

operating conditions, these conditions are listed in table 2. The testing of all the different 

lubricants under all the operating conditions generated many interesting observations that 

offered a great insight to the better understanding of their behaviour inside an internal 

combustion engine environment. The collection of these data was performed with the use of 

specialised equipment fit for the project as this is shown in table 3. This equipment includes 

high speed cameras, high intensity light sources and sophisticated optics. The visual data 

were captured with the use of high-speed imaging equipment. This is specialised equipment 

capable of recording videos at high frame rates that allow the observation of phenomena that 

are generated and collapse in a fraction of a second and that would normally be impossible to 

observe with conventional equipment. These high-speed cameras have the capability of 

recording videos up to 1,000,000 frames per second. 

Speed Flow rate Temperature 

100RPM (@ 12000fps) 0.05L/Min 40C 

300RPM (@ 36000fps) 0.02L/Min 70C 

600RPM (@ 72000fps)   

Table 2 - Test operating conditions. Speed, fps, Flow-rate and Temperature 

 “Frames per second” is the unit used to measure the recording speed of these devices. It is 

directly linked to their ability of recording a high volume of images in the space of a second. 

The cameras that reach 1,000,000fps, will capture 1,000,000 images in the length of a second. 

These figures are also directly linked to the resolution and the shutter speed. All these aspects 
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are equally important to the quality of the visual data. A high resolution will give much better 

image quality and will result to a more solid foundation towards the processing of the data, 

where a high resolution ensures that the captured images are more information rich. The more 

information is contained inside a picture the more information will be extracted at the 

processing. Due to the vast amount of data captured the only way to process them accurately 

was with the use of sophisticated algorithms that would undertake this long and time-

consuming job of extracting all this information out of the raw data. The better the quality of 

the image the easier and more accurate will be the job of the algorithm to process and extract 

the data.  

Data Acquisition Equipment  

High Speed Camera Friction Injection Pressure 

Capacitance Flow Meter  

Table 3 - Data Collection Equipment 

The shutter speed is equally important to the quality of the images, if chosen appropriately it 

can produce images that are clear and sharp. If set incorrectly the images will be blurry and 

unsuitable for processing. Video recording devices produce videos out of a sequence of 

consecutive images. When these images are played above a certain frame rate the individual 

images appear in the form of a video. When the user is pressing the record button on a video 

recording device the device is capturing a sequence of images at a specific frame rate. The 

images in modern digital cameras are captured with the use of a light sensitive micro-chip 

that translates light into digital data. The individual images are captured with the use of a 

shutter located in front of the micro-chip and every time it opens and closes an individual 

image is captured. The shutter is also controlling the exposure time. The exposure time is 

very important to the quality of the image. If the exposure is too long the excess light will 

burn the image and destroy all the information. If the exposure time is too short the image 

will appear dark and information empty. The main problem faced with high speed cameras 

that operate at high frame rates is that usually the shutter moves at a speed that normal light 

sources are proven to be insufficient. During the project the supply of sufficient light was a 

constant challenge, each optical setup came with different light demands. Between the many 

attempts to improve the quality of the images was the use of several light sources and 

different techniques. The cylinder-liner and piston-ring interaction is located deep inside the 

engine, it is one of the most difficult areas to gain access and this is not different when it 
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comes to the lubrication test-rig. The limited optical access made the supply of light a real 

challenge. The problem was tackled with the use of very bright high intensity light sources 

specifically designed for filming applications. These types of light sources produce a lot of 

high intensity light, but this comes at a cost. 

 

Figure 60 - Optical test-rig measurements of flow rate vs. supply pressure at 40C 

The trade-off for all that power is that these lights emit high levels of heat. The amount of 

heat produced can easily damage the nearby equipment. In cases where the filmed object is 

not metallic the light source can severely damage it or even set it on fire. The light sources 

were never operated for extended periods of time and there was always sufficient cooling 

available. Cooling was provided by several cooling fans pointing directly to the filmed 

object. At times, even the best counter measures proved insufficient. This is the reason why 

temperature was always monitored with the use of laser thermometers to avoid critical 

component damage and prevent the likelihood of fire. The resolution, the shutter speed and 

the frame rate are all equally important to the successful outcome. The biggest challenge 

when setting up the optical equipment was to find the perfect balance between the three. 

Many of the test had to be repeated several times to ensure optimum image quality. This 

report includes the visualisation data and the oil behaviour for 6 out of the 19 lubricant 

formulations originally received by BP. As the formulations of the lubricants received are 

confidential they will be referred to by their code names. This report will present data related 

to 6 out of the 19 lubricants for one temperature, one flow rate and two different speeds. 

These lubricants are: 

L/Min 

Bar 
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 E1003A_003A 

 E1003A_004A 

 E1003A_008A 

 E1003A_009A 

 E1003A_016A 

 E1003A_020A 

When these lubricants were tested, it was found that they are of different viscosities. When 

the lubricants were first received, BP did not provide any information related to their 

formulation. By the end of the project the company was ready to share additional information 

on their composition and from what it has been observed there were differences mainly in 

their viscosity. In an early attempt to identify differences between the samples and get and 

understanding of the differences between the lubricants the decision was made to identify a 

methodology that would reveal key facts related of their physical properties, in this attempt 

certain modifications had to be made on the test-rig. One of the latest additions was the 

introduction of a flowmeter that would give readings of the flowrate. The addition of the 

flowmeter allowed for the measurement of the injection flowrate which at a constant 

temperature could reveal information related to lubricant viscosity. The geometrical setup of 

the test-rig remained unchanged and while keeping the temperature steady all samples were 

circulated around the system. This resulted to each lubricant offering a different flowrate at a 

constant temperature. The different flowrates of all the different lubricants were captured and 

the results showed that the lubricants did not share the same viscosities. The results are 

presented in Figure 60, for a temperature of 40C. 

5.1.1 Velocity and Acceleration 

Reciprocating engines derive their power from the vertical motion of the piston. This motion 

is then translated into the reciprocating motion that is the used to drive the vehicle. The 

movement of the piston extends from the Top Dead Centre to the Bottom Dead, the velocity 

and the acceleration of the piston are directly linked to the physical dimensions of the engine 

components. The test-rig may follow the same operating principles as a reciprocating engine 

but has a fundamental difference. In an automotive engine, the piston is the moving part of 

the engine and the cylinder-liner is stationary where the test-rig keeps the piston-ring 

stationary while the liner reciprocates on top of it.  

The acceleration and velocity curves shown in figures 61 and 62 represent the liner velocity 

and acceleration throughout a full test-rig cycle for 3 different speeds. The velocity by 
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definition is the instantaneous rate of change of position with respect to a reference. The 

velocity of the piston is measured by how rapidly the position of the piston is changing. The 

velocity is known as the first derivative of the position curve. The velocity of the test-rig liner 

is represented in Meters per Second against the crank angle. The green, red and blue curves 

indicate the different speeds. Blue marks the 100RPM, red the 300RPM and green the 

600RPM. The curve shows the piston velocity during a full cycle from 0 to 360 degrees. The 

velocity is equal to zero at 0, 180 and 360 degrees. This is a fundamental design specification 

of internal combustion engines and in extension of the lubrication test-rig which has been 

designed along the same principles. 

 

Figure 61 - lubrication test-rig Optical Liner Velocity 

The zero velocity points are the points where the piston momentarily stops at TDC and BDC. 

In the case of the test-rig the moving part is the liner, thus the curves represent the movement 

of the optical liner instead of the piston. The TDC and BDC points are where the liner 

changes directions and moves from up-stroke to down-stroke and vice versa. The velocity 

peaks are the equivalent of the mid-stroke points in an internal combustion engine. At this 

point the liner is at the middle of its journey between the TDC and BDC. The piston will 

follow the same velocity profile for every consecutive cycle. Figure 62 shows the 

acceleration profile of the optical liner for a full 360 degrees’ cycle. The acceleration profile 

even though is related to the velocity profile follows an entirely different pattern. The 

m/s 

deg 
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acceleration is also known as the second derivative of the position and the first derivative of 

the velocity. The velocity is represented in meters per second squared.  

 

Figure 62 - lubrication test-rig Optical Liner Acceleration 

5.1.2 Data Matrix 

Table 4 shows the lubricant matrix received for the project and a sample of the lubricants 

provided by BP along with basic information on their formulations as these were specified by 

the company, these formulations will be kept confidential until BP decides to release them. 

These lubricants are related to products that BP had not released up to the point of the data 

processing as they were in preliminary development stages. Each petroleum company with 

the new European regulations must plan far ahead of the deadlines. Each lubricant 

manufacturer develops several lubricants and treats them all as possible successful candidates 

for production, which of these lubricants makes it to production depends on their individual 

performance. In the case of this project a total of 19 lubricants was received all in the 

development stages. 

In total 50 litters were used from each sample to cover the needs of the project. These 50 

litters covered the tests as well as the “flushes” or cleaning between the runs. A specific 

m/s^2 

deg 
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amount of lubricant is used to flush any remaining lubricant before the new one is added. The 

flush was accompanied with the cleaning of all the test-rig components with a specific 

solvent that would remove any lubricant residuals before the next run. Then one additional 

flush was performed to remove any solvent residuals. For each test run a total of 2 litters was 

required to fill up the lubrication test-rig reservoir for normal operation. Every time the 

lubricant had to be changed the equivalent of two full fill-ups were needed to ensure the 

lubrication test-rig had been properly flushed. That mean that for every 2 litters used for 

testing another 4 litters were used to flush and clean the experimental setup. 

 

Table 4 - Lubricant Sample Matrix 

To complete the testing of the entire matrix a total of 950 litters of lubricant were used either 

to test or flush the experimental device. The 950 litters of lubrication oil produced a large 

amount of data. After careful consideration and lubricant comparison, it was considered as 

unnecessary to include the entire database in this report. A lot of work has been dedicated in 

identifying the most appropriate samples, which would construct a conclusive set of data that 

Lube test number 1 2 6 7  - 14  - 18

E1003A/ 003 004 008 009 016 020

Group 1 x x

Group 3 x x

Group 4 x x

Group 5

Pack 1 xx xx xx xx xx xx

Pack 2

Pack 3

VM 1 xx x

VM 2

VM 3

GP 1 4 3 1 3 4

HTHS 4.92 4.88 3.05 3.04 2.93 3.82

KV40 176.6 128.2 57.28 65.28 43.88 90.61

KV100 17.16 16.94 9.12 9.24 9.64 13.19

Visc +1 17.16 16.94

Group - fixed visc 9.12 9.24

Lower Visc 9.12

Add conc 9.64

VM conc 13.19

VM type?

VI 104 144 139 119 161 145

Density 0.8944 0.8533 0.8585 0.8848 0.8542 0.8505

Based on lube formulation
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would illustrate in the best way possible the findings of the project. It has been considered 

that the set of data to be included in this report would have to represent the entire tested 

matrix. This samples would have to give conclusive results toward the contribution of this 

project to the better understanding of the phenomenon of cavitation. In conclusion, the 

decision was taken to narrow down the batch of 19 lubricants to 6 representative samples 

purely based on their formulations. Many of the 19 lubricants presented similarities in regard 

to their formulations and performance. From the testing and the information received by BP 

the lubricants were grouped into 6 categories as per their test results. One sample from each 

group was chosen to be included in this report. These lubricants were chosen for their distinct 

behaviour under testing and for the way they represented all the attributes of their group. 

These 6 lubricants are based on 3 main base compositions, the Base Oil Group 1, the Base 

Oil Group 2 and the Base Oil Group 3. All these base lubricants are enchanted with a variety 

of additives. Some of the lubricants have also an additional Viscous Modifier. These are 

referred to as VM1, VM2 and VM3. The lubricants that used Viscous Modifier only made 

use of VM1. All the lubricants feature different kinematic viscosities. In conclusion, the 6 

lubricants used for the purpose of this report are a solid representation of the behaviour of the 

entire matrix received by BP and are considered to be a sample that offers a collective view 

and understanding of how different formulations affect the behaviour of cavitation and how 

this is depended of their specific additives.  

The sample received from BP were accompanied with limited information regarding their 

performance and formulation as these are presented in Table 1. The information available 

presents the Kinematic Viscosity at 40C and at 100C and the HTHS (High Temperature High 

Shear) which is the viscosity at 150C. The tests presented on the lubrication test-rig in this 

report are all performed at 70C which is in between the 40C and the 100C kinematic 

viscosities available in the documentation. KV70 is not something that is available or 

commonly used by lubricant manufacturers and for that reason it would have to be calculated. 

The kinematic viscosity curve is not linear. The use of the two 40C and 100C data points 

would make a fit line using the Reynolds equation. However, the best approach would be to 

introduce a third point and use the Vogel equation which is the most accurate viscosity-

temperature equation. HTHS can be used as the third point to allow for that calculation. The 

HTHS is the viscosity at 150C which is divided by density and could give the kinematic 

viscosity at 150C. Figure 63 shows the trend lines for all the individual lubricants as this is 

fitted for 40C, 100C and 150C. The trend lines given by the Vogel equation allow for the 
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approximate calculations of KV70. The values for KV70 are presented in figure 64 and will 

be used for the direct comparison of the lubricant samples in the discussion of this report. 

 

Figure 63 - Polynomial trend line and equation fitted for 40, 70 and 150C 
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Figure 64 - Kinematic viscosities at 70C 

5.1.3 Data 

This section contains a set of images captured in the course of the project while the majority 

of the data are in the form of a graphs extracted by the same type of data. Later the 

phenomena observed are linked to the physical properties of each lubricant and the results are 

discussed to whether these properties influence the performance of each lubricant. 

5.1.3.1 Optical Data 

The first sample to be analysed is lubricant E1003A_003A. The data are in a set of 

consecutive images where the speed is at 300rpm, the temperature at 70C, the frame rate at 

36000fps and the lubricant supply flow rate at 0.05L/Min. The following set of unprocessed 

data offers a better understanding to why the figures plotted through the Matlab algorithms 

follow the trends they do. More information on the comparison between the raw and the 

processed data are given in earlier parts of this report where the output of the Matlab 

algorithm is compared next to the raw inputs. The following images illustrate the formation, 

development and collapse of cavities while testing lubricant samples on the test-rig. It is 

identified that the cavities which are generated on the top and the bottom of the ring are of 

different lengths. This is mainly due to the design of the ring, as the contact point with the 

liner is at an offset from the centreline, this is also discussed in the “Ring Profile” section of 

this report. The cavities shown in figure 65 to 74 pass through all the main stages of 

cavitation. The first stage is identified as the cavity generation, the cavities generated at this 

stage are also known as fern cavities.  
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Figure 65 - E1003A, 300rpm, 0.05L/Min, 70C, 0-20deg 

The next stage after the fern cavities is the development of the finger cavities. The finger 

cavities remain developed for the majority of the stroke until they are forced to collapse in the 

form of bubbles. The last stage before collapse is the formation of a cavitating sheet, this 

sheet is observed in certain frames as in figure 66 in the form of a large unified dark area. The 

captured data indicate that though the cavity behaviour is directly linked with the relative 

piston-ring and liner movement there is a small delay to the cavity reaction which is directly 

linked to each lubricant’s individual viscosity.  

   

Figure 66 - E1003A, 300rpm, 0.05L/Min, 70C, 40-60deg 

The following images have been enhanced with markers. The blue arrow indicates the liner 

movement direction in an attempt to give a better understanding of the link between the 

cavity behaviour and the relative liner movement, where a blue arrow is not present the liner 

is either at the TBC or BDC and its velocity is equal to zero.  

0 deg, E1003A_003A, 300rpm, 0.05L/Min. 70C 20 deg, E1003A_003A, 300rpm, 0.05L/Min. 70C 

5mm 

40 deg, E1003A_003A, 300rpm, 0.05L/Min. 70C 60 deg, E1003A_003A, 300rpm, 0.05L/Min. 70C 
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Figure 67 - E1003A, 300rpm, 0.05L/Min, 70C, 80-100deg 

The red arrow indicates the length of the ring specimen. Each frame includes a caption at 

either the top or the bottom of the frame with information related to the specific conditions 

when the frame was captured. The 0 degrees’ frame in figure 65 represents the beginning of a 

cycle at BDC, this is a point where the liner is at zero velocity relative to the piston. In the 

same figure, even though the liner is still, and the new cycle is about to start there are still 

cavities that remain from the previous cycle. The cavities that are still present seem to 

maintain a significant length and appear to be in the fissure cavity stage.  

   

Figure 68 - E1003A, 300rpm, 0.05L/Min, 70C, 120-140deg 

This phenomenon is specific to each sample where the cavities are depended on the physical 

properties of the lubricant and might not fully collapse before the new cycle begins. Further 

information of the cavity formation and the way this is affected by lubricant formulation is 

given at a later chapter of this report.  

80 deg, E1003A_003A, 300rpm, 0.05L/Min. 70C 100 deg, E1003A_003A, 300rpm, 0.05L/Min. 70C 

120 deg, E1003A_003A, 300rpm, 0.05L/Min. 70C 140 deg, E1003A_003A, 300rpm, 0.05L/Min. 70C 
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Figure 69 - E1003A, 300rpm, 0.05L/Min, 70C, 160-180deg 

On the next frame in the same figure and at 20 degrees into the new cycle, the remaining 

cavities are either collapsing or on their path to escape the confined space between the piston-

ring and the liner.  At the same crank angle but on the opposite side of the ring new cavities 

have started to generate. These cavities are still at the early fern cavity stage. These newly 

generated cavities will continue to develop in the next frame at 40 degrees as shown in figure 

66. At this point the cavities have passed the fern cavity stage and have developed into finger 

cavities through they are not fully developed yet. On the next frame at 60 degrees in the same 

figure, the cavities are fully developed and have reached a stage where they start to form a 

cavitating sheet. The cavities will remain at this state for the next four frames and figures 67 

and 68. An arrow has been placed on the specific images to indicate the direction of the 

optical liner.  

   

Figure 70 - E1003A, 300rpm, 0.05L/Min, 70C, 200-220deg 

160 deg, E1003A_003A, 300rpm, 0.05L/Min. 70C 180 deg, E1003A_003A, 300rpm, 0.05L/Min. 70C 

200 deg, E1003A_003A, 300rpm, 0.05L/Min. 70C 220 deg, E1003A_003A, 300rpm, 0.05L/Min. 70C 
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In these four frames, the cavities do not show any significant change in their behaviour or 

physical properties.  The only change that is worth noting is the constant generation and 

collapse of finger cavities at the front of the cavitating area but there is a relatively small 

change in their length, width or population. Referring again to figures 61 and 62 which 

present the velocity and acceleration of the liner a link is observed. It is noticed that the 

described phenomenon is directly linked to the liner velocity and the liner acceleration. More 

precisely the behaviour of the cavities at any given crank angle is the result of the changes in 

acceleration and velocity. This phenomenon is further analysed in the later parts of this 

section. Moving onto the next frame in figure 69 and at 160 degrees there is a significant 

change in the cavity behaviour and more specifically to the values around the length of the 

cavities. The cavities at this stage seems that in the length of a few frames have rapidly 

expanded up to a length almost double the length they had in the frame before in the same 

figure. At this stage, the cavitating sheet covers the majority of the ring and the back of the 

cavitating area has reached the edges of the ring, the cavities are not separated any more by 

the lubricant but have all joined into what it seems to be a cavitating sheet.  

   

Figure 71 - E1003A, 300rpm, 0.05L/Min, 70C, 240-260deg 

Further investigation is needed to clarify why this phenomenon occurs at this particular stage 

of the cycle and how that is linked to the pressure, the velocity and the acceleration but it can 

be assumed that due to the increased length of the cavities the internal tension of the lubricant 

has significantly decreased thus forcing the individual cavities to merge into a uniform cavity 

sheet.  

240 deg, E1003A_003A, 300rpm, 0.05L/Min. 70C 260 deg, E1003A_003A, 300rpm, 0.05L/Min. 70C 
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Figure 72 - E1003A, 300rpm, 0.05L/Min, 70C, 280-300deg 

In the next frame at 180 degrees and figure 69 the cavities have now increased at a length 

almost double that of the frame before and the forth front of the cavities is not aligned 

anymore with the profile of the ring. The main reason of that uneven front is the profile of the 

specific piston-ring. To better replicate a conventional internal combustion engine the piston-

ring was designed and manufactured with a circular profile. The face of the ring does not 

feature a flat surface, but it follows a curvature along both of its axes. An additional factor 

that will promote that behaviour is the fact that the ring is also allowed to pivot on a knife 

edge along its centreline.  

   

Figure 73 - E1003A, 300rpm, 0.05L/Min, 70C, 320-360deg 

That movement along with the uneven profile will also cause extra abnormalities in the gap 

between the piston-ring and the liner. In the next frame in figure 70 the cavities have 

increased even further, and they now reach almost three times the length of the earlier 

280 deg, E1003A_003A, 300rpm, 0.05L/Min. 70C 300 deg, E1003A_003A, 300rpm, 0.05L/Min. 70C 

320 deg, E1003A_003A, 300rpm, 0.05L/Min. 70C 340 deg, E1003A_003A, 300rpm, 0.05L/Min. 70C 
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cavities. The majority of the cavitating area is covered by a cavitating sheet and the total 

cavitating area covers the majority of the ring. This phenomenon continues into the next 

frame in same figure even though the length of the cavities has already started to decrease. In 

the same figure, it is observed that even though the cavities on the top side of the frame have 

not fully collapsed, there are new cavities already generating on the lower part of the piston-

ring. These are still at an early fern cavity stage; this phenomenon has been also observed at 

an earlier stage of this cycle where cavities in both sides of the ring coexisted. The relative 

motion of the cylinder-liner is highlighted with the blue arrow on the right of the frame. The 

cylinder-liner in both frames in figure 70 has started moving towards the opposite direction as 

in figure 69 and towards the bottom dead centre. Cavities are now present on both sides of the 

piston-ring. If the newly generated cavities are compared with the ones from the previous 

stroke obvious differences can be identified. The main reason behind these differences is 

once again the profile of the piston-ring. The piston-ring geometry does not only vary along 

the vertical axis, but also along the perpendicular axis. In the next two frames, the new 

cavities have developed fully and have reached their maximum length for this cycle.  

 

Figure 74 - E1003A, 300rpm, 0.05L/Min, 70C, 360-380deg 

At this stage the collapsing cavities on the opposite side, still cover a big part of the ring and 

have not fully collapsed at this stage yet. At 240 degrees, the collapsing cavitating sheet 

occupies a larger area than the fully develop cavities on the lower part of the ring. In the next 

frame in figure 72, at the 280 degrees the cavities on the top part of the ring have in their 

majority collapsed and that ones that have not, are escaping the interaction in the form of 

bubbles. At the same time, the cavities on the opposite side of the piston-ring are still 

developed and still maintain the length and the area they occupied in the previous frames. 

360 deg, E1003A_003A, 300rpm, 0.05L/Min. 70C 
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These cavities are going to maintain their length and area until the end of the cycle and this 

will continue into the next stroke. The consecutive frames give an understanding on the 

behaviour of the cavities in relation to the velocity, acceleration and position of the liner and 

also give an overview of how the cavities pass through all the different cavitating stages and 

how these are affected by velocity and acceleration. This knowledge is essential to the in-

depth understanding of the phenomenon of cavitation and give a good foundation for the tests 

that were later performed on the optical engine. It is also important that a correlation is 

established between the lubrication test-ring and the optical-engine with the use of this data.  

5.1.3.2 Software Processed Data 

During the testing phase of the project a database was created to hold the acquired data. The 

majority of those data are in a visual form and more specifically in high speed videos. These 

videos are composed by a series of consecutive images. Each video contains thousands of 

images, thus, processing them manually would be an inefficient task to undertake. The 

decision to use the processing power of a computer was then considered as the only effective 

and efficient option to successfully process all the data. Due to the nature of the project an 

off-the-shelf solution was not available at a time. The software that would utilise the 

processing power of a computer to analyse the visual data acquired would have to be written 

from the beginning. There is a wide selection of programming languages available that could 

fit the purpose. After research based on the nature of the data and the fact that these were 

stored in a matrix format the decision was made to use Matlab. Matlab is a multi-paradigm, 

numerical computing environment and a fourth-generation programming language. Multi-

paradigm programming languages are languages that allow the users to work in a variety of 

styles. Fourth-generation programming languages are refined languages usually away from 

the low-level “0101” computer language and they offer a more understandable and user-

friendly environment. Matlab is a Mathrworks product and is available for a range of 

applications. Matlab offers additional modules that can be utilised to assist with tasks such as 

image or sound processing. Initially Matlab was intended as a numerical computing language 

and users come for various backgrounds with the majority of them being engineers, 

economists and scientists. The derived algorithm is capable of extracting a number of 

information related to the phenomenon observed in the captured images. More important this 

information can be quantified and stored in memory for further processing. The data were 

processed using the newly developed software and the extractions gave information regarding 

the area that the cavities occupy, the length and width of the cavities and the number of 
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cavities present. Further processing was performed within Microsoft Excel and graphs were 

plotted for visualisation and comparison purposes. All the data presented in the following 

sections are at a 70C temperature. The tests were carried at a number of different operating 

conditions. These conditions included two different temperatures at 40C and 70C. The 

following chapters present data generated from tests performed at 70C while the oil flow rate 

at the supply through the injectors is constant at 0.05L/Min. The high-speed camera used for 

this experiment offers shutter speed and frame rate adjustability. Each video was captured at 

a different frame rate which depended on the engine speed. A full 360 degrees’ cycle is equal 

to 606 frames and that is for all the three different speeds. Each of the graphs represents data 

derived from the physical dimensions of the generated cavities against the crank angle. The 

chosen range is from 0 degrees to 1080 degrees. The full cycle is 360 degrees, thus the graphs 

present data related to three consecutive cycles. The data processing has been performed 

mainly with Matlab and as with every data capturing software the generated data were 

affected by certain amount of “noise”. Noise is the unwanted data captured by the algorithms 

when processing the raw data. There are a number of techniques and tools to mitigate at a 

certain extend these unwanted data. In some of the cases the readings were affected by 

external noise, the data related to those readings had to be further processed in Matlab or 

Excel. The Microsoft Excel software has the ability of accepting custom functions and 

algorithms and offers to the user a powerful and easy to use tool for data processing. Some 

post processing of the data has been performed with algorithms implemented within 

Microsoft excel and part of this filtered data are presented in the following sections. The 

processing of the data has been a difficult and time-consuming procedure. The development 

of the algorithm has been based on a mixture of software development and experimental trial 

and error. During the development of the software the lubricants had to be retested multiple 

times to achieve the required quality. The tests were in total repeated 3 times with the final 

results featuring the best possible clarity for the supplied equipment. The repeating of the 

tests for the same samples under the same conditions had to be performed in accordance to 

the modifications implemented within the software at each different phase of the project. The 

raw data had to be improved in such a way that would bridge the limitation of the algorithm. 

Due to confidentiality, the exact formulations of the lubricant could not be retrieved. To 

comply with the confidentiality agreement the lubricant samples have been masked and 

referred to by their product code names. These names were given to them by BP and the same 

applied to their formulations. All the tested samples belong to five different base Oil Groups. 

These groups are Group 1, Group 3, Group 4 and Group 5. Each group was available with 
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three different Add-Packs. These add-packs are Pack 1, Pack2 and Pack 3. Some lubricants 

also feature additional Viscous Modifiers, VM 1, VM 2 and VM 3. The following sections 

present data that have been processed through Matlab and Excel and are part of the matrix 

received by BP. It has to be noted that the camera recorded the first 3 cycles of every run. 

The first 3 runs ensured that all lubricants would have the same number of cycles due to the 

limited internal memory of the camera. 

Area covered 0.005L/Min 70C 300rpm 

The following figures present information related to the area of the ring where cavitation 

occurs on its surface. They cover all the six lubricants tested at a temperature of 70C and a 

flowrate of 0.005L/Min at a speed of 300rpm. All the data are presented as a percentage of 

the total ring area against the rotational crank angle. For the first lubricant E1003A_003A in 

figure 75, the test conditions as mentioned earlier are; flow rate of 0.005l/min, temperature at 

70C and a speed of 300RPM. This specific lubricant belongs to base oil Group 1 with the 

addition of add-pack 1. This specific lubricant has no additional Viscous Modifiers. Figure 75 

shows the area of cavitation for that specific lubricant as a sequence of three consecutive 

cycles. The cavitating area behaviour is repeatable on every cycle. Lubricant E1003A_003A 

shows a peak of maximum area of cavitation at 180, 540 and 900 degrees, for all the three 

cycles. These are the middle-points of every cycle and where the liner changes direction. In 

the same figure, it is supported that the area of cavitation is directly linked to the crank angle.  

 

Figure 75 – Area Covered, E1003A_003A, 0.005L/Min, 70C, 300RPM 

When compare to figure 76 it is noted that the area of cavitation is also linked to the lubricant 

formulation. Figure 76 in contrast with figure 75 presents a much more “disturbed” profile. 

This is mainly due to their different formulation of each lubricant. Lubricant E1003A_003A 

  

[deg] 
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is based on Group 1 and E1003A_004A on Group 4 and both of the samples feature an add-

pack 2 additive. Lubricant 003A was calculated to have a KV70 of 45 cSt and lubricant 004A 

of 40 cSt. Figures 76 and 75 show that the lubricant with the higher kinematic viscosity will 

also offer a lower area of cavitation throughout the 3 cycles. Both of the lubricants follow the 

pattern detailed earlier on where the cavitating area on the ring is grater in the first part of the 

cycle from 0 to 180 degrees and lower at the second part from 180 to 360 degrees. The cause 

of this distinct behaviour is not based on the lubricant formulation but on the physical design 

of the ring specimen. Similar to the comparison of these two lubricants is the direct 

comparison between lubricants E1003A_004A and E1003A_008A. Lubricant E1003A_004A 

in figure 76 is again showing a rougher profile than E1003A_008A in figure 77. Lubricant 

E1003A_008A has a KV70 of 20 cSt. The Lower KV will indicate that the lubricant will 

present a lower area of cavitation than the previous sample. 

 

Figure 76 – Area Covered, E1003A_004A, 0.005L/Min, 70C, 300RPM 

This is also confirmed by figure 77 where despite the sudden spikes it offers a generally 

smaller area of cavitation. Once more the relation between the different formulations and the 

behaviour of the phenomenon of cavitation is supported by the comparison of these graphs. 

Lubricant E1003A_004A belongs to the base oil Group 4 and lubricant E1003A_008A 

belongs to the base oil Group 3. Their different compositions play a crucial role to their in-

between performance. They both share the same add pack, but their physical properties 

related to Kinematic Viscosity as calculated are very far apart, in fact 004A has double the 

kinematic viscosity of 008A. This difference in the physical properties is one of the main 

causes behind the differences in their individual behaviour. Despite the random spikes in 

figure 77 it has been noted that the main curve follows a relatively different pattern. The low 
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points of the curve are closer to the axes and the total area underneath the curve is smaller 

than the total area in figure 76. This can be linked to the higher KV70 of E1003A_004A 

which promotes higher area of cavitation and despite both lubricants having the same density, 

lubricant 008A has almost half the kinematic viscosity at 70C when compared to 004A. One 

distinct difference is the cavitation overlap that some samples depended on their formulation 

experience between the strokes.  The strokes if separated to up-stroke and down-stroke, refer 

to the direction of the optical liner and subsequently the position of the ring where cavitation 

occurs. Cavitation is either generated at the upper or the lower part of the ring. Which area is 

affected is directly linked to the movement of the liner in relation to the ring. Each time the 

liner changes direction so does the cavitating side. When cavitation is generated on one side 

of the ring, it collapses and disappears on the other one. Despite this general rule there are 

some lubricants that escape that pattern. In some cases, when the liner changes direction the 

cavities that would normally collapse, do not and in fact continue to be present even in the 

next stroke. It is not an uncommon phenomenon to see cavitation simultaneously occupying 

both sides of the ring. Since the software is capturing the total area of cavitation in relation to 

the ring, in the case that cavities are present on both of the sides during each cycle the total 

area will never reach 0 as the total area of cavitation will be their summation. This feature of 

the software is not a design flaw but a design specification.  

 

Figure 77 – Area Covered, E1003A_008A, 0.005L/Min, 70C, 300RPM 

Figure 78 shows a cavity behaviour that follows an entirely different pattern than the rest of 

the lubricant matrix. The area under the curve covers a much larger area than the rest of the 

samples. This specific lubricant is affected by cavitation in a completely different way than 

the rest of the batch. The graph shows a significant breakage at the end of every cycle, which 
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is every 360 degrees. Despite the basic differences presented in relation to the rest of the 

samples, lubricant E1003A_009A still shows a repeated pattern which follows a frequency of 

360 degrees. Lubricant 009A is quite a unique sample within the batch, it is a lubricant based 

on group 1, a group which included lubricant 003A which has the highest KV70 within the 

group and while featuring the same base group and additives, 009A has one of the lowest 

KV70 values within the batch, of 21 cSt. The low KV70 explains the high cavitating area and 

the tendency of the specific lubricant to cavitate. Figure 79 and figure 80 show lubricants 

E1003A_016A and E1003A_020A respectively. These lubricants follow patterns similar to 

the majority of the lubricants, even though they show a high number of “sudden” spikes. As 

shown in figure 79, lubricant 016A shows no overlap of cavitation between the different runs 

where 020A does. These two lubricants are the only two lubricants in the presented batch that 

feature a viscous modifier with the 016 having double the concentration of 020A. These 

lubricants are of different base groups but with the same add-pack at the same concentration. 

Despite these two lubricants having the same viscous modifier a very interesting observation 

comes when comparing lubricants 008A and 016A together in figures 77 and 79. These two 

lubricants are of the same group, group 3 and feature the same add-pack, with lubricant 016A 

having an additional viscous modifier. Despite the viscous modifier these two lubricants have 

similar KV70 of 19 and 20 cSt with 008A being slightly higher and density close to 0.85. 

This similarity is also reflected in the captured data where they both present similar curves 

and similar values with 008A having a small edge.  

 

Figure 78 – Area Covered, E1003A_009A, 0.005L/Min, 70C, 300RPM 

Figures 75 to 80 show the pattern that cavitation follows for the majority of the lubricant 

samples when these are tested under the same conditions for the entire matrix of the 19 
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lubricant that were originally tested. The testing of all the lubricant samples supports that 

there is a direct link between Kinematic Viscosity and cavitation. Kinematic Viscosity of 

engine oils is a critical property that relates to the fuel economy and durability of a running 

engine. The drivers behind lowering KV viscosity are global regulations to improve fuel 

economy and lower greenhouse gases in vehicles. Lower KV tends to improve fuel economy 

and lower emissions but higher KV offers better wear protection so a careful balance must be 

identified when formulating an engine oil. Sufficient KV is critical in preventing engine wear 

in the critical ring/liner interface area by maintaining a protective oil film between the 

moving parts. The kinematic viscosity is measured at different temperature increments, with 

the most widely used one being the HTHS viscosity (High Temperature High Shear) which is 

the viscosity at 150C, a temperature closer to engine operating conditions. 

 

Figure 79 – Area Covered, E1003A_016A, 0.005L/Min, 70C, 300RPM 

The kinematic viscosity is also linked to the way the lubricant cavitates, where a lubricant 

with high KV will present a lower total area of cavitation and lower KV a higher area of 

cavitation. This is also depended on the formulation of each lubricant thus why at the end of 

this chapter there is an additional lubricant-by-lubricant comparison between lubricants of the 

same base group where the formulations and their link to the physical properties and 

cavitation are further analysed. The patterns that the area of cavitation follows are repeatable 

as per the testing conditions, something that is also explained in further detail in the 

repeatability chapter of this report. The patterns are also repeatable for every cycle and they 

show similar behaviour at each step of the cycle. When all the different lubricants are 

compared against each other it is noted that the area covered by cavitation in all the 

individual tests is not the same across all the lubricants, but this depends on their individual 
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properties and formulation. The differences become more obvious at the point where the 

lubricants are compared against each other. The differences start with the overall lubricant 

behaviour and are directly linked to their individual formulations. 

 

Figure 80 – Area Covered, E1003A_020A, 0.005L/Min, 70C, 300RPM 

Area covered 0.005L/Min 70C 600rpm 

The following set of images present the behaviour of cavities for the area they cover when 

tested on the lubrication test-rig at a speed of 600RPM and a flow rate of 0.005l/min while 

the temperature is at 70C.  The data are in a percentage of the total ring area against the 

rotational crank angle. Figure 81 presents the area that the developed cavities occupy at a 

flow rate of 0.005l/min for lubricant sample E1003A_003A. This flow rate is the rate at 

which the lubricant is fed into the cylinder-liner and piston-ring interaction. The feed is 

performed through a number of small injectors located very near the interaction.  

 

Figure 81 – Area Covered, E1003A_003A, 0.005L/Min, 70C, 600RPM 
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Lubricant 003A despite the higher speed presents a very similar curve as it did at the lower 

speed. This is an observation that is true for all the lubricants tested in this batch, with one 

exception. Lubricant 020A appears as it is following a different pattern than in the lower 

speed. This is mainly due to the software performance which appears to be better at the lower 

than the higher speed. The higher the speed the greater the oil film between the piston ring 

and the cylinder liner as described by A. Dhunpunt. The greater oil film thickness will allow 

for a greater area where the light can be reflected thus making it easier for the software to 

detect the information. Figure 82 shows lubricant E1103A_004A which presents great 

similarity with 003A for the same speed. These two lubricants despite being of a different 

base group present a lot of similarities in relation to their KV70, as they are the two lubricants 

with the highest KV70 in the entire lubricant matrix.  

 

Figure 82 – Area Covered, E1003A_004A, 0.005L/Min, 70C, 600RPM 

Lubricant 003A has a KV70 of 45 cSt and 004A a KV70 of 40 cSt. They also present 

different densities and viscosities with 003A having VI equal to 104 and Density equal to 

0.89 where 004A has VI equal to 144 and Density of 0.85. Their differences become obvious 

every 180 degrees where each cycle ends. Lubricant 003A will reach a cavitating area of 

about 50% of the total area of the ring and then will gradually collapse until it enters the next 

cycle where 004A will also reach a cavitating are of about 50% but then this will student drop 

until the next cycle where new cavities have developed.  
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Figure 83 – Area Covered, E1003A_008A, 0.005L/Min, 70C, 600RPM 

Even though 004A presents a more disturbed curve it also shares a lot of similarities with 

lubricant 003A. The most distinct observation is that they both follow a repeatable pattern 

that is directly linked to the position of the liner. In automotive engines, the position of the 

piston is measured in degrees of angular crank shaft movement. In the case of the lubrication 

test-rig the moving part is not the piston but the liner thus, the position at each individual 

moment is in relation to the movement of the liner.  

 

Figure 84 – Area Covered, E1003A_009A, 0.005L/Min, 70C, 600RPM 

Figure 83 presents sample E1003A_008A for a total of 3 consecutive cycles. The behaviour 

of cavitation in regard to the area it occupies is directly linked once again to the position of 

the liner. This specific sample presents a profile that is more disturbed than the rest of the 

samples. What is observed is that lubricant 016A shows the same disturbance over its profile. 

This is particularly interesting as these two lubricants are part of the same base group with the 
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same add-pack. Sample 016A has an additional viscous modifier but their individual 

properties in regard to KV are very close to each other with 016A having a lower KV70 of 19 

cSt where 008A of 20 cSt which explains the higher cavitating area of 008A. Despite the 

repeatability of the behaviour of these two samples, the pattern of the curve is spiking at a 

higher rate than samples E1003A_003A or E1003A_004A. The specific behaviour of each 

lubricant is also linked to the basic formulation of the sample as described earlier on. A 

distinct example is lubricant E1003A_009A where it presents a curve pattern very much 

different to the other lubricants in the batch but very similar to the pattern it 124resents for 

the lower speed at 300RPM. It is worth mentioning again that lubricant 009A is the lubricant 

with the lowest KV70 in group 1. The area under the graph is much higher than all the other 

samples and there is also a greater overlap in the cavities generated on the upstroke and down 

stroke. It has been indicated that the basic operation of the lubrication test-rig is based on the 

basic principles of a reciprocating internal combustion engine. The motion of the liner 

directly affects the generation of cavities at every part of the cycle. Depended on the 

movement and the direction of the liner the cavities will initiate either on the upper or the 

lower side of the ring.  

 

Figure 85 – Area Covered, E1003A_016A, 0.005L/Min, 70C, 600RPM 

This observation dictates that when cavities are generated on one side of the ring, they have 

already collapsed on the other.  This is not the case with lubricant E1003A_009A. This 

specific lubricant shows that there is a point between the cycles where cavities are present on 

both sides of the piston-ring simultaneously. That is mainly due to the fact that despite the 

new cavities that have been generated on the upstroke the collapsing cavities on the down 

stroke have not fully collapsed yet. This continues to the point where the recently generated 
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cavities have fully developed. This is again linked to the low KV70 that this lubricant 

presents for this specific group. The low KV suggests that this lubricant will offer reduced 

frictional loses and emissions but when it comes to component protection it will not offer the 

same level as the second lubricant in the same group (003A) with the higher KV. Figure 85, 

presents the area of cavitation for lubricant sample E1003A_016A. This specific lubricant 

shows a very “disturbed” profile and a lot of similarities with lubricant E1003A_008A. The 

similarities in their behaviour related to cavitation show a very similar profile. This can be 

link to their basic formulation as they both belong to base group 3 with the same add-pack. 

Lubricant 016A has an additional viscous modifier that increases its viscosity to the highest 

value in the group which also explains the higher cavitating area of 008A. The next lubricant 

020A in figure 86 is the next lubricant in the matrix that features a viscous modifier as 016A 

does.  Lubricant 020A is based on group 4 which is the same group as lubricant 004A. They 

both have the same add-pack but 020A has an additional viscous modifier.  

 

Figure 86 – Area Covered, E1003A_020A, 0.005L/Min, 70C, 600RPM 

Lubricant 004A has one of the higher KV’s in the group and where both lubricants 004A and 

020A feature similar densities and viscosities. The lubricant with the higher KV presents area 

of cavitation and pattern that fall close for the two tested speeds. When it comes to lubricant 

020A this is not the case, the lubricant presents a much higher area of cavitation which comes 

close to the one observed with sample 009A. Based on that observation it is worth 

mentioning that lubricants 009A and 020A present no fundamental similarities in regard to 

their formulation except that they both feature the lowest KV within their individual groups. 

The findings support that there is a direct link between lubricants and cavitation with 

kinematic viscosity and mainly KV70 as the testing occurs at 70C. The comparison becomes 
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more apparent when the lubricants compared are based on the same oil group than samples 

from different oil groups which can present different behaviours for similar values of the 

features mentioned above. For this exact reason, the comparison continues at the end of this 

chapter for lubricants within the same group. 

Number of Cavities 0.005L/Min 70C 300rpm 

In this section figures 87 to 92 present the number of cavities as they develop at every part of 

the cycle. The number of cavities is directly linked to the formulation of the lubricants as well 

as the testing conditions. The extraction of the number of cavities is one of the trickiest 

attributes acquired from the data. The detection of cavity length and area posed to be a much 

easier task as these features cover a larger area on the image frames thus making the job of 

the Matlab algorithm easier as it gives a wider area to detect. The processing software faced 

certain limitation that did not allow for the extraction of data along the full cycle for this 

particular metric. Prime examples are lubricants 008A and 016A in figures 89 and 91 where 

the processing software faced difficulties in extracting the full cycle.  

 

Figure 87 – Number of Cavities, E1003A_003A, 0.005L/Min, 70C, 300RPM 

This is a very interesting observation as both of these lubricants are part of the same base 

group with the later one featuring an additional viscous modifier. Another interesting 

observation is that the lubricant with the added vicious modifier though earlier on it presented 

a higher cavitating area it now offers smaller but with more cavities than the one without the 

viscous modifier. This might seem confusing but when the width is added to the equation this 

difference makes more sense.  
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Figure 88 – Number of Cavities, E1003A_004A, 0.005L/Min, 70C, 300RPM 

The sample with the viscous modifier might offer less cavities but these are of a greater 

length and cover a greater area on the piston ring. The reasoning behind the difference in the 

shape is assumed to be due to internal forces that prevent the generated cavities from merging 

together in order to form bigger cavities, but this is an area where the calculation of Reynolds 

number along with the density would add a greater value. This conclusion is based on the 

work performed by D. Quere at ESPCI university in Paris in 2005 where they carried out 

testing to identify the link between the shape of a cavity and subsequently the length and 

width to the physical properties for the fluid.  

 

Figure 89 – Number of Cavities, E1003A_008A, 0.005L/Min, 70C, 300RPM 

They suggest that there is a direct link between the density and Reynolds number. 

Considering this two samples have very similar features and values the calculation of such a 

parameter will shed some extra light to why the lubricant with the additional viscous modifier 
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presented a larger number of cavities. As explained at earlier stages of this report values 

related to the pressure, friction and oil film thickness were not extracted for the testing thus 

why Reynolds number cannot be accurately calculated for each individual sample. The 

analysis of the remaining lubricants showed that the number of cavities is particularly 

affected if lubricants of different formulations are tested and compared against each other. 

The temperature, the flow rate and all the specific testing conditions play their part and 

influence the total number of the cavities generated. Figure 87 shows the number of cavities 

present for a total of 3 cycles, a full 360 degrees’ cycle for each of the graphs shows two high 

peaks. Each area under the peak is related to the number of cavities present in each individual 

stroke. The first peak in figure 87 shows the number of cavities on one side of the ring and 

the second peak is the cavities generated on the opposite side of the ring in the next stroke. It 

is easily observed that the behaviour follows a repeatable pattern.   

 

Figure 90 – Number of Cavities, E1003A_009A, 0.005L/Min, 70C, 300RPM 

What is particularly interesting is that while analysing the cavitating area the specific sample 

presented an overlap between the cavities on the upstroke and the down stroke. The cavities 

at some stage in their collapse and development pass through the finger type cavities and 

form a cavitating sheet. This cavitating sheet is captured by the software as a single cavity 

thus why the gaps in the number of cavity graphs usually appear. The same graph shows that 

the cavities generate and collapse at the same rate and with the same profile in both the 

upstroke and downstroke. This is also the case with the remaining samples in the batch except 

the two that were mentioned earlier on where the processing software failed to capture data 

for a full cycle. In the majority of the tested lubricants the cavities present on the upstroke are 
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higher than the number of cavities on the down stroke. Similar behaviour is observed in 

figure 88 and lubricant E1003A_004A.  

 

Figure 91 – Number of Cavities, E1003A_016A, 0.005L/Min, 70C, 300RPM 

This specific lubricant is part of the 4th base group as is sample 020A. In a similar manner, as 

with lubricants 008A and 016A where they were both part of the same group but the lubricant 

with the viscous modifier presented a lower number of cavities, the lubricant with the viscous 

modifier once more presents a lower number of cavities. This suggests that there is a direct 

link to the number for cavities and the viscous modifier used in the samples. Unfortunately, 

due to confidentiality the composition of the viscous modifier has not been made available 

something that would have added a great insight to why this viscous modifier has such an 

effect on the number of cavities present in the lubricant. 

 

Figure 92 – Number of Cavities, E1003A_020A, 0.005L/Min, 70C, 300RPM 
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Between lubricants 003A and 004A, lubricant E1003A_003A presents more cavities in the 

up-stroke than the down-stroke where lubricant E1003A_004A shows similar number of 

cavities in both the up-stroke and the down-stroke. These two lubricants feature similar 

KV70s but very much different viscosities and densities. They are also part of different base 

groups, group 1 and group 4 respectively. Figure 89 and lubricant E1003A_008A as 

described earlier on is a good example of the difficulties that the processing algorithm faced 

when processing the raw data. The vast amount of data captured made the manual processing 

of the data an impossible manual task and the use of a custom-made algorithm was the only 

solution of ensuing accurate and efficient processing. The use of a computer software to 

automate the processing of the data comes with a few compromises. One of these 

compromises is the certain limitations that are related to the specific behaviour of each 

lubricant. Some of the tested lubricants feature finer cavities which makes their detection by 

the software a challenging task. The smaller the width the harder it is for the software to pick 

up the boundaries of the individual cavities. In the specific case of lubricants E1003A_008A 

and E1003A_016A in figures 89 and 91 respectively the processing algorithm failed to 

capture the number of cavities for the full cycle. There were individual instances where the 

algorithm picked the number of cavities at certain points of the cycle, but it could not capture 

the full profile of the curve, there is a relation between lubricants of the same group and the 

number of cavities. The lubricants presented in this section are later on analysed in groups as 

per their basic composition and these are compared to the way they cavitate. 

Number of Cavities 0.005L/Min 70C 600rpm 

The following figures represent the number of cavities generated while testing the samples at 

a temperature of 70C, a speed of 600RPM and a flow rate of 0.05l/min. The lubricants from 

figures 93 to 98 have all been tested under the same conditions. All the lubricants showed 

very similar behaviour with the main differences being the magnitude in the number of 

cavities. The higher speed has offered better quality results for all the tested lubricants. Big 

contributing factor is the grater with the cavities feature in the higher speed. A distinct 

example is lubricants 006A and 008A where the software managed to capture data for the full 

cycle in comparison to the lower speed where it had only offered sporadic data at different 

parts of the cycle.  
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Figure 93 – Number of Cavities, E1003A_003A, 0.005L/Min, 70C, 600RPM 

Figure 93 shows the number of cavities that are generated for lubricant E1003A_003A and 

what is immediately observed is the difference in the number of cavities between the up-

stroke and the down-stroke. This observation is the same for all the lubricants in the batch 

and when it is compared with the lower speed the comparison shows that despite lubricants 

like as 004A showed cavities of similar numbers the higher speed constantly offers greater 

number of cavities on the upstroke that the down stroke for every sample of every cycle. This 

phenomenon is mainly based of the way the test-rig has been designed. The cylinder liner is 

free from restrictions on its upper part while it pivots on the lower one. The higher the speed 

the greater the hydrodynamic effect which increased the oil film thickness as this is supported 

by A. Dhunput and the work he did on oil film thickness on the test rig. One more 

observation that A. Dhunput made was that despite the fact that the ring has a curved profile 

that it is not the only factor that contributes to the gap created between the piston ring and the 

cylinder liner. Since the cylinder is pivoting on the bottom dead centre and while it is known 

that the higher the speed and the higher the lift of the cylinder liner, this will create a triangle 

which will always introduce a gap on the top side of the ring greater than the lower side of 

the ring. Furthermore, the higher the speed the more noticeable the effect. This is the main 

reason behind the noticeable difference between the down stroke and up stroke while the 

speed increases. 
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Figure 94 – Number of Cavities, E1003A_004A, 0.005L/Min, 70C, 600RPM 

Despite the number of the cavities generated the profile for all the runs shows great 

similarities. Figure 93 presents the number of cavities generated for 3 consecutive cycles for 

the sample E1003A_004A. Lubricant 004A is part of base group 4 which contains also 

lubricant 020A. When comparing these two lubricants it is obvious that at this speed the 

number of cavities and the profile of the curve shows a lot of similarities. This is something 

that has not been observed at the lower speed. At the lower speed, the number of cavities 

between the two lubricants showed a few differences and this came down to the additional 

viscous modifier and the individual KV70 since the remaining were very close. At this higher 

speed, the differences seem to be ironed out and the lubricants come very close to each other. 

It will be a useful addition the repetition of the measurements at a higher speed to confirm 

that this observation is linear, and it increased along with the rotational speed. 

 

Figure 95 – Number of Cavities, E1003A_008A, 0.005L/Min, 70C, 600RPM 
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This is not thought the case with lubricants 003A and 009A. These lubricants as with 004A 

and 020A are of the same base group and they both feature the same viscous modifier. Their 

main differences though are with their individual values related to KV70 as Density and 

Viscosity are relatively close. These two lubricants offer KV70 of 45 cSt for lubricant 003A 

and 21 cSt for lubricant 009A. When comparing the data for both, lubricant 003A and 009A 

offer similar number of cavities throughout the cycle, what is different though is the profile of 

the curve which relates to how soon these cavities develop. Lubricant 003A develops the 

same number of cavities much sooner than 009A which eventually will reach the same value 

but at a later stage. For both lubricants, the upstroke cycle will always offer a greater number 

of cavities than down stroke. The similarities between these two lubricants are obvious. 

These similarities continue with the rest of the samples at the same test conditions. There is a 

predictable behaviour with lubricants that is presenting a higher number of cavities at the up-

stroke rather than the down-stroke. Lubricant E1003A_008A in figure 95 when compared to 

the rest of the batch has a feature that differs from all the other samples at the same test 

conditions. The peaks of the curves appear to be flatter than all the other samples. The reason 

behind this behaviour is the fact that this lubricant maintains a relatively steady number of 

cavities once these are fully developed in each stroke. This is an event mainly seen on this 

specific sample. This sample is part of base group 3 which also contains lubricant 016A. In 

earlier sections, it has been a common observation that the lubricants within the same group 

would offer similar characteristics on the graphs, this is not true for these two lubricants. 

Lubricant 008A appears to be developing a greater number of cavities at an earlier stage and 

is capable of maintaining them for a longer period of time within the cycle, where lubricant 

016A will develop them much later and will retain them for a much shorter period of time. 

 

Figure 96 – Number of Cavities, E1003A_009A, 0.005L/Min, 70C, 600RPM 
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In general, there is a significant difference in the number of cavities between the up-stroke 

and the down-stroke where the number of cavities is significantly smaller in the down-stroke 

than the up-stroke. In figure 96 lubricant E1003A_009A shows a significant increase to the 

number of cavities compared to the previous lubricant in figure 95. The cavities are 

increasing in number very early in the cycle and maintain their number for a longer period 

than in the previous sample. Figure 96 shows a less disrupted profile than the previous 

lubricant.  

 

Figure 97 – Number of Cavities, E1003A_016A, 0.005L/Min, 70C, 600RPM 

There are fewer gaps between the spikes and there are cavities present for a longer period 

throughout each cycle. All the differences are mainly linked to the physical composition of 

each lubricant. It must be noted that these two lubricants are not from the same base group 

but they both feature similar KV70 at around 21 cSt for 009A and 20 cSt for 008A, while 

having some of the lowest KSs in the entire batch. If these findings are compared with the 

total area analysed later on it is observed that lubricant 009A have covered a greater area than 

008A. The figures on the number of cavities paint a similar picture, where the cavities at the 

up stroke are very similar between the two sample but the number at the down stroke appear 

significantly reduced. At a later stage, the width measurements show that both lubricants 

present similar cavity widths throughout the cycles. To complete the picture the measurement 

of the oil film thickness would have added a greater value in this comparison as this 

dimension is missing to conclude any distinct outcomes from the behaviour of the lubricants 

and the lubricant composition. 
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Figure 98 – Number of Cavities, E1003A_020A, 0.005L/Min, 70C, 600RPM 

The next sample in figure 97 is on the opposite side of the spectrum. E1003A_016A shows a 

minimal number of cavities throughout each cycle, there are less cavities present than any of 

the previous samples. Sample 016A is a quite special sample within the batch, it is the only 

sample that contains a viscous modifier but at double the concentration of the 020A which is 

the only other sample with a viscous modifier. For the same sample, the curve that represents 

the number of cavities throughout the cycle appears more unstable than with the rest of the 

batch. The main cause is possibly the addition of an extra viscous modifier which is not 

present in most of other samples, E1003A_016A is one of the two lubricants in this batch of 

tested oils that has an additional viscous modifier. The other lubricant that uses the additional 

viscous modifier is sample E1003A_020A, though the concentration between the two is 

different. More specifically the Viscous Modifier in lubricant E1003A_016A has double the 

concentration of lubricant E1003A_020A. Figure 98 shows lubricant E1003A_020A which 

has been tested under the same conditions as the rest of the lubricants in this section. Both 

lubricants have the additional Viscous Modifier, but their overall performance is 

fundamentally different. That is mainly down to their different basic composition. Each of 

these lubricants belongs to a different base Oil Group. Lubricant E1003A_016A is of the base 

Oil Group 3 and lubricant E1003A_020A is of the base Oil Group 4. 

Cavity Width 0.005L/Min 70C 300rpm 

The following graphs from figure 99 to figure 104 are presenting information related to the 

cavity width for each individual lubricant for a total of 3 consecutive cycles. The profile of 

the graphs for the cavity width is distinct among the tested feature and is identified by the two 

spikes at the point of generation and the point of collapse. Figure 99 and lubricant 
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E1003A_003A present the distinct profile just described of the graphs related to the width of 

the cavities. It has been noted that the cavities start at a greater width than the one they 

maintain for the majority of each stroke.  

 

Figure 99 – Cavity Width, E1003A_003A, 0.005L/Min, 70C, 300RPM 

This is caused by the way the cavities are generated. The cavities start their lifecycle with the 

release of air that is trapped within the lubricant. Air is dissolved in most of the fluids 

available and lubricants are not an exception. In average, an automotive lubricant contains 

20% of air dissolved in its volume. When lubricants are stressed under extreme operating 

conditions the air dissolved is released and along with the high energy involved the air 

bubbles grow to what can be described as cavitation. These cavities are developed in a few 

basic stages that have been described and detailed in earlier chapters of these report. One of 

the first stages of the cavity generation is the development of Fern cavities. Unlike the fully 

developed cavities that present a finger like shape with their length being significantly larger 

than their width the Fern cavities expand towards every direction. This results in cavities 

being significantly wider at this stage than when they have fully developed. At the point of 

generation and as the cavities expand their width and length increases at similar rates. The 

more the cavities progress into the stroke the more they start to take their finger like shape. 

The cavities to expand and increase in while they decrease in width. This is the main reason 

why the graphs present the distinct “double-horn” profile seen in the majority of the 

lubricants tested at 300RPM. In the same respect, the second peak of the “horn” is related to a 

similar effect. Once the cavities have developed and increased in length while they reduce in 

width there is a point in cycle where the cavities start to collapse. The second peak is mainly 

the result of the way these cavities are collapsing.  
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Figure 100 – Cavity Width, E1003A_004A, 0.005L/Min, 70C, 300RPM 

The cavities are directly affected by the linear motion of the liner. After the liner, has reached 

maximum velocity and starts decelerating the cavities will start collapsing. First, the 

developing cavities are expanding in all directions until they fully develop into finger cavities 

but that occurs until the liner starts to decelerate and this is the point where the cavities start 

to collapse. At this point the cavities start to decrease in length and while the liner is 

decelerating the cavities start to slowly collapse.  

 

Figure 101 – Cavity Width, E1003A_008A, 0.005L/Min, 70C, 300RPM 

The collapse is not instant; the cavities maintain their volume but at the same time they also 

decrease in length. While they decrease in length they start to increase in width. This 

continues up to the point where the liner has decelerated enough so that the cavities are not 

able to maintain their volume due to the reduced kinetic energy. At this point the cavities 

finally reduce in size and collapse. This collapsing of the cavities and the increase in width is 
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the cause of the second spike in the graph. While analysing the number of cavities for the 

lower speed of 300RPM there where two samples that had posed a difficulty for the 

processing algorithm to track. These two lubricants were the 008A and 016A. The same 

behaviour is observed when these two lubricants where analysed for their width at the same 

speed. It was mentioned earlier on that the limitation of the software to capture the number of 

cavities has been the failure of the software to successfully capture the width of the cavities, 

figures 101 and 103 present the data related to that event cause. The software was able to 

capture sporadically the cavity width, but it failed for the majority of the cycle. Both of the 

lubricants in these two figures are of the same base group 3.  

 

Figure 102 – Cavity Width, E1003A_009A, 0.005L/Min, 70C, 300RPM 

Figures 99 and 102 show another two lubricants of the same group. Both sample 003A and 

009A belong to the 1st base group and they both feature and additional add-pack without a 

viscous modifier. It is made obvious by the data that sample 009A is maintaining a higher 

width than 003A and features a more disturbed profile throughout the cycle. Samples 003A 

and 009A when their kinematic viscosities are observed, 003A has a KV70 of 45 cSt and the 

009A of 21 cSt, The later sample following the observation on the area of cavitation and 

number of cavities was expected to be more prone to cavitation a link observed directly from 

the data. Lubricants 004A and 020A are also two lubricants of the same group. They both 

belong in group 4 and they both feature identical densities. When they are compare against 

each other it is noted that sample 020A does not follow the same pattern as the rest of the 

lubricants in the group. The same lubricant is one of the two lubricant that has an additional 

viscous modified. The second lubricant that features a viscous modifier is lubricant 016A but 
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unfortunately the software could not extract enough information for the comparison to take 

place. 

 

Figure 103 – Cavity Width, E1003A_016A, 0.005L/Min, 70C, 300RPM 

When 020A is compared against 004A though it is understood that the additional viscous 

modifier has played a crucial role in the behaviour of the lubricant. Sample 020A shows that 

is does not cavitate in the same way as the rest of the batch. The fern cavities generated are of 

a smaller width and they stay at the initial fern stage from much shorter than compared with 

004A. The cavities develop much sooner to finger cavities and once they develop they slowly 

decrease until they collapse. The viscous modifier has altered the properties of the lubricant 

to an extend where it does not behave as the rest in the same base group. 

 

Figure 104 – Cavity Width, E1003A_020A, 0.005L/Min, 70C, 300RPM 
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Cavity Width 0.005L/Min 70C 600rpm 

In this subsection, the following figures present the behaviour of the generated cavities in 

regard to their width. The test conditions are 0.05l/min flowrate and 70C at 600RPM. Figures 

105 to 110 present the width of all the individual cavities from the point of generation up to 

the point where they collapse. The data are presented in a total of 3 consecutive cycles, which 

support the repeatability of the behaviour of the occurring phenomena. Figure 105 and figure 

106 present the first samples of the lubricant matrix. These two lubricants despite being of a 

different base group with different basic properties present a very similar curve, this is also 

observed with the remaining lubricants. The only lubricant that presents a different behaviour 

is lubricant 016A which is one of the two lubricants with a viscous modifier and the one with 

the higher concentration of the additive.  

 

Figure 105 – Cavity Width, E1003A_003A, 0.005L/Min, 70C, 600RPM 

The remaining lubricants present the “bull-horn” shaped curve first saw on the analysis of the 

cavitation width for the lower speed. As with the analysis of the number of cavities the higher 

speed offers a much better curve for all the graphs. Figures 105 and 108 present lubricants 

003A and 009A, these two lubricants are part of the same base group and they both have the 

same add-pack but none of them has the additional viscous modifier. When figure 108 is 

inspected it is observed that the curve follows a pattern that is repeated every 180 degrees.  
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Figure 106 – Cavity Width, E1003A_004A, 0.005L/Min, 70C, 600RPM 

This pattern shows that the leading spike of the curve is of a higher magnitude than the 

trailing spike of the same curve. When this is compared with figure 105 and lubricant 003A 

the differences become obvious. The curve in this figure follows a different pattern. This 

pattern is repeated every 360 degrees and is different for the upstroke and the down stroke. In 

this pattern, the initial stroke shows a leading spike of a higher magnitude and a trailing spike 

of a lower magnitude. Moving on to the next stroke the pattern is reversed, in this instance, 

the leading spike is of the low magnitude and the trailing spike of the greater one. This spike 

is directly linked to the way the lubricant cavitates and how this is linked to the width of the 

cavities along the cycle. Lubricant 003A during the first stroke develops cavities that are 

wider during their generation rather their collapse and on the next stroke it develops cavities 

that have a smaller width than when they collapse. Lubricant 009A as seen in figure 108 will 

always have cavities that are wider at the point of generation than the point of collapse. 

Considering that these two lubricants have viscosities and densities very close to each other 

and since they are part of the same base group the differences come down to the Kinematic 

Viscosity. Referring back to the number of cavities present for these two lubricants in an 

earlier section the number of cavities for these two lubricants has been relatively similar 

throughout the cycles but where they differ is at the area of cavitation. 
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Figure 107 – Cavity Width, E1003A_008A, 0.005L/Min, 70C, 600RPM 

When the area of cavitation is compares between 003A and 009A at 600RPM the area of 

009A is much higher than 003A. To be more precise the area of 003A at its maximum peak 

could reach for a short period of time the 40% of the piston ring where the area or 009A 

would very early in the cycle develop at 70% and will remain there for the majority of the 

cycle. The different kinematic viscosities as also described in the discussion of the area has 

an effect in the way the lubricant cavitates.  

 

Figure 108 – Cavity Width, E1003A_009A, 0.005L/Min, 70C, 600RPM 

Another observation in figures 105 and 108 is the gaps between the strokes is the stage of the 

cycle where the cavities have collapsed on one side of the ring, but no new cavities have 

generated in the opposite side. The cavity behaviour is linked and affected by the liner 

movement but that is not the case with the cavity response as well. The cavities respond with 

a delay in regard to the movement of the liner, meaning that even though the liner has 
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changed direction in certain samples the cavities are not immediately affected by that change. 

The majority of the samples showed a small delay when the liner changes direction to the 

point where the cavities react to that change. That is more obvious when the point where the 

cavities collapse is compare with the point where the liner starts moving in the opposite 

direction, a good example is figure 108.  

 

Figure 109 – Cavity Width, E1003A_016A, 0.005L/Min, 70C, 600RPM 

Similar to the rest of the figures in this subsection this figure represents the average width of 

the cavities at any given point for a period of 1080 degree. The attention is drawn to the 180 

degrees’ mark and at the point where the liner has momentarily stopped, at this point the liner 

has stopped and changed direction. The 180 degrees turning point is a well-established fact 

and a fundamental design feature of every reciprocating conventional internal combustion 

engine that uses a piston and a crankshaft. In the same figure is noted that even though the 

liner direction has changed the cavities still maintain a certain width. Moreover, the cavities 

do not only reduce in width, but they also expand further for a short period before they finally 

collapse.  

Figures 106 and 110 show another two lubricants that belong in the same group. Lubricants 

004A and 020A belong in group 4 with 020A being one of the two lubricants that features a 

viscous modifier. The first lubricant in figure 106 has a quite distinct behaviour where the 

cavities seem to be overlapping from the first two strokes but not for the first two cycles. To 

further explain the observation the liner starts moving from 0 to 180 degrees and then at 360, 

at this point the profile of the cavity width appears to be continuous but when the piston 

passes further than the 360 degrees the cavities do not overlap with the next cycle. This exact 

same behaviour is observed with lubricant 020A. This lubricant also shows an overlap 
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between the two strokes of a cycle but not between the two cycles. This phenomenon can be 

linked to the design specification of the test-rig and to the piston rings distinct profile. When 

these two lubricants are compared closer it is observed that the overlap is more obvious for 

lubricant 020A. This is something that can also be linked to the area of cavitation at earlier 

chapter where lubricants 020A and 009A presented the higher cavitation area though the 

entire batch, reaching almost 70% of the total ring area. 

 

Figure 110 – Cavity Width, E1003A_020A, 0.005L/Min, 70C, 600RPM 

The final base group contains lubricants 008A and 016A in figures 107 and 109 respectively. 

The 016A is the second lubricant with a viscous modifier and double the concentration of 

020A. Once again as with the rest of the properties lubricant 016A offers a different curve 

than the rest of the lubricants. This lubricant not only has the additional viscous modifier but 

also the higher viscosity from the entire matrix. The very high viscosity explains why this 

lubricant is less prone to cavitation and why this is observed in the measurement of the area, 

the number of cavities and the width. Lubricant 008A on the other had offers a much more 

consistent curve and a pattern much closer to the rest of the lubricants. Lubricants 016A and 

008A have a very special connection within the matrix, they are both of the same base group, 

they both have identical densities and values of Kinematic Viscosities very close to each 

other for 70C. Their main difference is the viscous modifier and the values of viscosity for 

both, where 008A has a viscosity of 139 and 016A a viscosity of 161. Their in-between 

comparison shows that the viscous modifies in this case has affected both the viscosity of the 

lubricant and its ability to resist cavitation compared to 008A. 
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Cavity length 0.005L/Min 70C 300rpm 

In this section, the following figures from 111 to 116 present the average cavity length for the 

up-stroke and the down-stroke for the 6 tested samples. The Cavities generated during the up-

stroke have been marked in “Blue” and the cavities generated during the down-stroke in 

“Red”. The captured length in contrast with the rest of the graphs presented in this report has 

been recorded separately for the up-stroke and separately for the down-stroke side.  

  

Figure 111 – Cavity Length, E1003A_003A, 0.005L/Min, 70C, 300RPM 

The main reason behind that separation lies with the specification that had been set with the 

objectives of the project. When the first iteration of the software was developed, the length 

tracking module was the first module of the algorithm developed. For this exact reason, the 

cavity length module seats in the core of the software.  

 

Figure 112 – Cavity Length, E1003A_004A, 0.005L/Min, 70C, 300RPM 
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It has been understood since the early stages of the project that the cavity length will offer 

more value if separated for the down-stroke and up-stroke side, as some of the lubricants 

have shown cavity overlap between the strokes.  When the initial tests were carried out it was 

found that all the graphs recorded except the cavity length could be successfully represented 

as a sequence of up-stroke and down-stroke sequential data. All the data related to the 

lubricants were recorded at a constant rate through 3 consecutive cycles, this is not the case 

with the cavity length. For the cavity length, the software is treating the up-stroke and the 

down-stroke as two separate events and records the behaviour occurring on these areas in a 

different manner that with the rest of the dimensions. From all the parameters extracted from 

the samples, the length is one of the more interesting ones.  

 

Figure 113 – Cavity Length, E1003A_008A, 0.005L/Min, 70C, 300RPM 

Figure 111 and 112 shows two lubricants that are part of a different base group. Lubricants 

003A and 004A are the only two lubricants that present a significant overlap between the up-

stroke and the down-stroke. The overlap means that at some point in the cycle there are 

cavities present both on the top side of the ring and the bottom side of the ring. These two 

lubricants might not share the same base group but what they feature the highest KV70 in the 

group. It has been observed that the lubricants with the higher KV70 will offer a greater 

overlap than the rest of the batch. The first lubricant of the two (003A) is part of base group 

1, the other lubricant in that group is 009A in figure 114. What is interesting in these two 

lubricants is that one features the highest KV70 in the batch and the other one of the lowest in 

the batch.  Lubricant 009A with the low KV70 has presented a very small overlap and has 

also a much steeper curve that peaks much sooner in the cycle and remains relatively flat for 

the majority of the stoke before collapses. The other lubricant through 003A paints a 
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completely different picture. The cavities reach a much shorter length for both up-stroke and 

down-stoke while they only peak for a short time at the points of maximum acceleration. 

What is even more interesting between both samples is that this only affects the cavity length 

on the upstroke. During down-stroke the curves appear to be relatively close for these two 

lubricants.  

 

Figure 114 – Cavity Length, E1003A_009A, 0.005L/Min, 70C, 300RPM 

Other lubricants do not offer that same level of overlap between the strokes as in figure 113 

and sample 008A. In this figure, the cavities are generated at exactly the same point where 

the cavities on the opposite side collapse. This lubricant along with 016A are part of the 3rd 

base group. In this group 016A is one of the two samples that features a viscous modifier at a 

very high concentration, the other lubricant with a viscous modifier is 020A but has half the 

concentration of 016A. When samples 008A and 016A are compared against each other the 

differences are immediately noticeable. Sample 016A shows cavities that are very close 

between the up-stroke and the down-stroke and the same observation holds for sample 008A. 

What is very interesting is that despite sample 016A having the additional viscous modifier 

both samples have similar KV70 and density. What is even more interesting is that not only 

the curves follow similar profiles, but their magnitudes are relatively close. As with the 

analysis of the width, the number of cavities and the area, show that when lubricants of the 

same base group are tested under the same conditions the value of KV is a good indicator to 

whether a lubricant will offer cavities of a greater magnitude or not and to whether they 

would start earlier in the cycle or not. 
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Figure 115 – Cavity Length, E1003A_016A, 0.005L/Min, 70C, 300RPM 

The next sample in the batch that features a viscous modifier is sample 020A in figure 116. 

This sample is in the same group as lubricant 004A in figure 112. When these two lubricants 

are compared, they have a lot of similarities as the comparison of lubricants 003A and 009A, 

where 003A with the higher KV70 presented smaller cavity length and also maintained that 

length for a shorter period of time compared to 003A. In the same way 004A with the higher 

KV70 offered a smaller overall length than 020A. What is very interesting is also the 

comparison of 003A with 004A and 009A with 020A. Samples 003A and 004A feature some 

similarities with 009A and 020A. When these are compared with each other the samples 

003A and 004A feature the highest KV70s in the batch and also similar cavity-length curves. 

The same is observed from the comparison or 009A to 020A with the only differences that 

these two lubricants feature KV70s exactly in the midrange of the batch. It is supported that 

there is a possibly link between the way lubricants cavitate and KV. This is stronger in 

lubricants that are based on the same group but even when different groups are compare 

against each other there are comparable similarities that are found which further support the 

claim.   

The cavity length figures indicate that the cavity generation is directly linked and dependent 

to the individual formulation of each lubricant. The cavity length is also an important link to 

the previous work performed on the test-rig by previous researchers. The lubrication test-rig 

used for the testing of the lubricants has been in the possession of City University for a 

number of years. In these years, many researchers have performed work on it which has 

generated a vast database offering an enormous amount of information on the phenomenon of 

cavitation. The tests were performed in such a way that from all the aspects recoded during 
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all the individual project, the length would be the most reliable to extract and correlate with 

the formulation of each lubricant. Since the scope of those projects was not the optical 

algorithmic processing of the data those images do not offer the required resolution for the 

software to process them successfully, which indicates that only the features that are above a 

certain threshold would be analysed and these are the cavitating area and the cavitating 

length. Moreover, the results show that the lubricant formulation affects at a great degree the 

start and the end of each cavitational phenomenon with the KV being a very good indicator. 

This phenomenon has been linked mainly to the testing operating conditions, while another 

link could be established between the formulation of the lubricant and the start and finish of 

each cavitation event. The formulation affects the way the cavities are generated, the cavities 

present a certain pattern of behaviour relative to the movement of the piston. In addition to 

the generation and collapse points, the cavity length data offers highly important information 

on the way the cavities behave throughout each cycle and how these are linked to each 

lubricant’s physical properties.  

 

Figure 116 – Cavity Length, E1003A_020A, 0.005L/Min, 70C, 300RPM 

As an example, when figures 111 and 114 are directly compered against each other their in-

between differences are obvious. The profile of the cavity-length curves presents great 

differences. If then the attention is directed towards the point where the cavities are generated 

and collapse it is immediately noticed that despite the different cavity behaviour the cavities 

are generated and collapse at exactly the same point regardless their in-between behaviour. 

The information provided by this observation not only establishes a link between the cavity 

generation/collapse with the lubricant formulation but also links the behaviour of the cavities 

when these are fully developed. The different add-packs and viscous modifiers are 
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empirically known to have an effect on the lubricant formulation where now each individual 

component can be linked to a specific behaviour. 

Cavity length 0.005L/Min 70C 600rpm 

The following figures 117 to 122 present the cavity length in a space of three consequence 

cycles for a total of 1080 degree. The figures present the average cavity length at each 

different degree step for all the three cycles recorded. The total of the represented data 

supports an interesting fact directly linked to the formulation of all the lubricants presented in 

this report. They show key aspects of the lubricant behaviour that are associated to the way 

the lubricant was formulated. The most intriguing part is the effect that the different additives 

and KV have on the performance of the lubricants, while this project presents data that 

support a connection between all of them.  

 

Figure 117 – Cavity Length, E1003A_003A, 0.005L/Min, 70C, 600RPM 

The way the cavity length reacts to all the different test conditions is very similar between the 

300RPM and 600RPM. As an example, lubricant 003A in figure 117 at 600RPM and 

lubricant 003A at 300RPM in figure 111 show very similar cavity length and profile despite 

the increase in speed. Furthermore, there are samples that not only they did not present 

similar lengths but the 600RPM data offered smaller cavity length than the 300RPM.  
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Figure 118 – Cavity Length, E1003A_004A, 0.005L/Min, 70C, 600RPM 

A prime example of this sort of behaviour is lubricant 009A in figures 114 and 120 for 

300RPM and 600 RPM respectively. In this comparison, it is observed that the cavity length 

for this lubricant has decreased by 0.5mm between the 300RPM and 600RPM.  

 

Figure 119 – Cavity Length, E1003A_008A, 0.005L/Min, 70C, 600RPM 

This is also consistent with the comparison of the width earlier on in this section for the two 

different speeds where similar behaviour was observed. A possible explanation could be the 

increased gap at greater speeds between the liner and the ring. Due to hydrodynamic forces as 

observed by A. Dhunpunt the lubricants will present a greater oil film thickness than the 

lower speed. The higher oil film thickness will also mean a greater gap between the cylinder 

and the ring. The greater gap can explain why the cavities might offer a smaller length or 

width. 
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Figure 120 – Cavity Length, E1003A_009A, 0.005L/Min, 70C, 600RPM 

In general, the graphs at these higher speeds show a more “unstable” profile than the lower 

speeds. The increased vibrations along with the forces introduced by the increased velocity of 

the liner cause disruptions in the profile of the data. The data follows a fluctuation that is 

represented in the graphs in the form of a wave. Figure 117 and figure 122 present the two 

distinct behaviours that the lubricants can follow among all samples. In the same way 

lubricants E1003A_003A, E1003A_004A, E1003A_008A and E1003A_016A in figures 117, 

118, 119 and 121 respectively can be grouped together as they show similar profiles. The 

second grouping could be lubricants E1003A_009A and E1003A_020A in figures 120 and 

122. These lubricants and their formulations dictate whether the lubricant will present a late 

cavity generation or a late cavity collapse. They also indicate the way the cavities behave 

between those points of generation and collapse. Different formulations result in different 

behaviours, one example is figures 119 and 122. Both lubricants are based on the same basic 

lubricant and they both have the same add-pack at the same concentration. The only 

component they do not share is the Viscous Modifier. Lubricant E1003A_016A features an 

additional Viscous Modifier, where lubricant E1003A_008A is missing that additive. The 

processed data present a completely different picture for these two lubricants. They might 

both share the same basic formulation, but that additional Viscous Modifier has made a 

massive difference in the total behaviour of the lubricant. The lubricant with the viscous 

Modifier has followed a more settle behaviour by maintaining a lower cavity length. 

Wheatears the lubricant without the Viscous Modifier has developed much longer cavities 

and in certain parts of the cycle double their length in comparison. It also seems that the cavities 

in lubricant E1003A_008A maintain their length later in the cycle and they extend in length 

even further as they go towards the end of the stroke. It has been observed that not only the 
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additives have an effect on the behaviour of the lubricant. One example is lubricant 

E1003A_003A in figure 117 and E1003A_008A in figure 119. These two lubricants feature 

the same add-pack at the same concentration and they also have the same viscous modifier at 

the same concentration as well. When these two lubricants are compared, they present some 

distinct differences. Lubricant E1003A_003A presents a much smoother profile than 

lubricant E1003A_008A, also the overlap between the strokes in greater in lubricant 

E1003A_003A which means the cavities are more sable and maintain their length for longer 

even in the next stroke. 

 

Figure 121 – Cavity Length, E1003A_016A, 0.005L/Min, 70C, 600RPM 

 

 

Figure 122 – Cavity Length, E1003A_020A, 0.005L/Min, 70C, 600RPM 
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Summary 

The analysis summary outlines the behaviours of the lubricants and details the basic 

differences between the individual samples against their formulations. The results are 

compared in pairs as per their base group where the effects of the different formulations are 

highlighted under the effect of the various test conditions. The data presented in this section 

were generated on the City University’s lubrication test-rig with the use of specialised high 

speed and lighting equipment. The data were captured mainly in the form of visual data that 

were later processed with the help of custom algorithms developed in Matlab. The data were 

further processed in order to filter out any associated noise and the final results were 

presented in graphs for their direct comparison. In many cases, lubricant names have been 

shortened from their full code name to the last four characters of that name, for example, 

E1003A_003A may be referred to as 003A. This comparison only present’s a sample of the 

data generated in the course of the project. The data have been extracted from the captured 

images with the use of a custom Matlab algorithm. The results have been visualised in graphs 

and these graphs are presented in figures 75 to 122. Later the results have been analysed and 

the conclusions drawn are presented in pairs depended on their formulation. These pairs are 

grouped into different categories according to the test conditions. Due to confidentiality 

issues the lubricant formulations have not been published and the lubricants as well as their 

add-packs are referred to by their BP code names. The code names and their individual 

relative formulations are listed in table 4, the full lubricant matrix consists of 19 lubricant 

samples, these are divided into 4 base lubricant groups. These 4 base lubricants in some cases 

feature a number of different add-packs which can alter their basic properties. The following 

paragraphs detail and discuss the comparison of the tested lubricants into groups according to 

their formulation and test conditions. Below is also a summary of the discussion found on 

each test condition in the earlier pages of this report. At the end of the summary there is a 

direct sample by sample comparison grouped per base lubricant group. 

The first two lubricants of the Matrix, lubricants E1003A_003A and E1003A_009A are 

almost identical, though they both feature a different type of Viscous Modifier. Both of these 

lubricants are part of the same lubricant base group with the same add-pack but when it 

comes down to their individual properties the two samples have very similar densities, though 

all the other features such as Kinematic viscosity are different. During testing, lubricant 

E1003A_003A was found to have covered an area of 40% compared to the total area of the 

piston-ring where lubricant E1003A_009A covered an area of almost 80%. This observation 
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can also be linked to their kinematic viscosities. Sample E1003A_003A has a KV70 of 45 cSt 

and when this compared to sample E1003A_009A with KV70 of 21 cSt is observed that 

though the density of the base lubricant is the same the additional viscous modifier has 

affected the kinematic viscosity at 70C. Furthermore, for this particular lubricant it is noted 

that the lower the kinematic viscosity the greater the cavitating area. Another important 

feature of these two lubricants is the KV70. Kinematic viscosity of engine oils is a critical 

property that relates to the fuel economy and durability of a running engine. The drivers 

behind lowering kinematic viscosity are new global governmental regulations to improve fuel 

economy and lower greenhouse gases in new vehicles. Lower kinematic viscosity tends to 

improve fuel economy and lower greenhouse gases, but higher kinematic viscosity provides 

better wear protection, a careful balance must be found when formulating an engine oil. 

Kinematic viscosity is critical in preventing engine wear in the critical ring/liner interface 

area by maintaining a protective oil film between the moving parts. For the two lubricants in 

comparison, E1003A_003A has a KV70 of 45 cSt where E1003A_009A has a KV70 of 21 

cSt. Though the lower KV70 of E1003A_009A will probably offer better fuel economy and 

reduced emissions it will also offer reduced component protection as at the same operating 

conditions it presented double the cavitating are of E1003A_003A. Though E1003A_003A 

covered a smaller cavitating area than E1003A_009A, E1003A_009A presented a greater 

number of cavities. Which means that E1003A_003A developed more cavity fingers than the 

E1003A_009A, though the latest offered double the cavitating area. The viscous modifier in 

the case of these two lubricants has affected the behaviour of the cavities inside a lubricant 

and this phenomenon was observed in every repetition of the run. BP did not reveal the type 

or composition of the viscous modifiers or the add-packs used within each sample but 

indicated whether two samples had the same viscous modifies or add-pack and the relative 

concentration of each. Based on this information it was found that it is not just the presence 

of the viscous modifier that affects the behaviour of the lubricant but also the type that is 

used.  

Lubricants E1003A_004A and E1003A_020A as with the previously compared 

E1003A_003A and E1003A_009A are also of the same base group and they both feature the 

same additives as E1003A_020A but with an additional viscous modifier. E1003A_020A 

presented a cavitating area that reached 20% of the total area of the ring where 

E1003A_004A with no viscous modifier, cavitation of 40%. Lubricants E1003A_008A and 

E1003A_016A are two samples that fall under the same base group. E1003A_016A in 
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contrast with E1003A_008A has an additional Viscous Modifier. In fact, E1003A_016A 

features the same Viscous Modifier as lubricant E1003A_020A though at double the 

concentration. When comparing lubricants E1003A_008A and E1003A_016A where one of 

them has the additional Viscous Modifier but they both show similar kinematic viscosities it 

was found that regardless the different formulation they both covered an area of 20%. This 

indicates that kinematic viscosity plays a crucial role to the behaviour of lubricants.  

When the speed increased from 300RPM to 600RPM the behaviour of the lubricants for some 

samples changed. Lubricant E1003A_003A did not show a lot of differences in the area of 

cavitation between the 300RPM and 600RPM but the cavitation development curve at 

600RPM was steeper and cavities remained developed for longer. This indicates that while 

the speed increases, cavitating area increases but the time they require to develop decreases. 

On the contrary E1003A_009A appears to cover a smaller area at 600RPM than it did at 

300RPM and while these two lubricants are using different viscous modifiers they possess 

very similar formulations. Lubricants E1003A_004A and E1003A_020A are two samples 

with the same base formulation and the same add pack while E1003A_020A has an 

additional viscous modifier. When E1003A_004A was tested showed roughly the same 

cavitating area as at 300rpm. This indicates that despite the increase in speed there was no 

change in the percentage of the area the cavities occupied but while the area stayed the same, 

the width and the number of the cavities changed. Cavities at 600rpm had a smaller width and 

came at greater numbers than 300rpm. When lubricant E1003A_020A was tested though the 

results showed the opposite behaviour compared to E1003A_004A. Furthermore, while 

E1003A_020A cavitated, it covered a greater area at 600rpm than it did at 300rpm and while 

the number of cavities had increased the width decreased. Also, the cavities at 600rpm stayed 

at their maximum length for a longer period than they did at 300rpm. Lubricants 

E1003A_008A and E1003A_016A are two lubricants that belong in the same base group. As 

with the earlier comparison of samples E1003A_004A and E1003A_020A, in the same way 

E1003A_016A features an additional Viscous Modifier over sample E1003A_008A. In fact, 

E1003A_016A has the same Viscous Modifier as lubricant E1003A_020A but at double the 

concentration. Lubricant E1003A_008A showed overall a higher cavitating area at 600rpm 

than it did at 300rpm. The same effect has been observed with lubricant E1003A_016A at 

600rpm against 300rpm. Both lubricants have showed an increased number of cavities and 

width between the two speeds.  
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It has been observed that lubricants are experiencing cavitation when they are subjected to 

extreme forces and the findings of these report have indicated that the way cavities are 

generated can be altered with the use of additives, while KV70 is a good indicator of their 

performance while these lubricants are in the same base group. Each additive affects the 

cavity behaviour in a different way while equally important to the type of the additive is the 

amount of that additive present within the lubricant. The different tests considered more than 

the contribution of additives in the behaviour of cavities, it also investigated the effect that 

different base compositions have on lubricants and their behaviour. The collective summary 

is that the cavities are affected by several factors, these factors range from the temperature of 

the lubricant and the speed of the piston to the basic composition of each lubricant and their 

physical properties.  

Samples 003A vs 009A at 300RPM 

Lubricant E1003A_003A and lubricant E1003A_009A are of the same base lubricant group 

(Group 1) and they both feature the same add-pack (add-pack 1). The lubricants mainly differ 

in one parameter, which is their KV70. When these two lubricants were tested under the same 

conditions there were significant differences in the way they cavitated. The main difference 

in the results was the area these two covered when cavitating. The lubricant sample 003A 

covered an area of 40% of the total area of the piston-ring where lubricant 009A covered an 

area of almost 80%. Even though the lubricant 003A covered a smaller area than the lubricant 

009A, the 009A presents greater number of cavities than 003A. Regarding the width of the 

cavities generated in both lubricants there were not many differences, both samples showed 

similar cavity width. At this point it has to be noted that both lubricants are of the same base 

Oil Groups and they both contain the same add-pack. The difference in KV70 has contributed 

in the behavioural difference observed when their processed results are compared. It is 

suggested that KV is a good indicator of the behaviour of cavities inside a lubricant when this 

is subjected under forces that cause it to cavitate. 

Samples 004A vs 020A at 300RPM 

Sample 004A and 020A are two lubricants that fall under the same base Oil Group (Group 4). 

These lubricants are not only under the same lubricant group but also feature the same add-

pack (Add Pack 1). An interesting point with this comparison is that despite both lubricants 

featuring the same add-pack and that are part of the same group, 020A has an added viscous 

modifier. The testing of the two lubricants showed a different behaviour. When the 020A was 

tested, this lubricant presented cavitation that covered at its maximum the 70% of the total 
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ring area. The addition of the Viscous Modifier had a surprising effect on the behaviour of 

the lubricant as when the 004A was tested only showed cavitation that covered an area of 

around 40% to 50% of the total ring area. At this point though it needs to be noted that even 

though the 020A reached areas covered by cavitation of 70% this was at the point where the 

optical liner was changing direction. This means that for this lubricant the collapsing cavities 

had not fully collapsed while new ones where generated on the opposite side of the ring. 

Thus, the 70% cavitating area has been the result of the respective areas on both sides on the 

piston-ring. If the graphs are closely examined the spikes appear every 98 degrees of crank 

angle, these spikes represent the addition of the cavitating areas on both sides of the ring. At 

these point cavities are present on both sides of the ring as sometimes during testing the 

cavities that are collapsing are still present even though the liner has reached TDC or BDC 

and has changed direction while cavities have already generated on the opposite side. It is 

also noted that the 020A lubricant shows an area of cavitation that covers the 20% to 30% of 

the total ring area. Finally, the total number of cavities and the width of the cavities for both 

lubricants are similar throughout all the cycles and the same pattern has been observed in all 

the tests. The major difference presented here is related to the way the cavities maintained 

that width. Furthermore, 020A during a full cycle presented shorter cavities which reached 

their maximum length at a later stage in that cycle. 

Samples 008A vs 016A at 300RPM 

The lubricant sample 008A and the lubricant sample 016A are two lubricants that belong in 

the same lubricant base group. As with the comparison of the lubricant samples 004A and 

020A, sample 016A features an additional Viscous Modifier in contrast to sample 008A. In 

fact, the 016A has the same Viscous Modifier as lubricant 020A but at double the 

concentration. Despite one of the lubricants featuring an additional Viscous Modifier they 

both show very similar kinematic viscosities. These two samples when compared against the 

rest of the lubricant matrix they both showed the lowest values as far as the area, the width 

and the length of the cavities are concerned. Furthermore, the testing showed that regardless 

the different formulation they both showed an area of cavitation that covers about the 20% of 

the total ring area. In addition to that point the length of the cavities has presented another 

similarity that these two lubricant samples share. These two lubricants proved difficult for the 

Matlab algorithm to process. The software was not able to extract all the data as the generated 

cavities were too small for the software to detect. As noted due to the software limitations 

there in not a continuous set of data in regard to the total number of cavities but all the other 
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attributes of the lubricant behaviour have been appropriately captured. Thus, the values for 

the area and the length of the cavities are accurate and when compared it is noted that the 

Viscous Modifier in this case has not affected the results even though it was expected to. 

Samples 003A vs 009A at 600RPM 

Sample 003A does not present a huge difference with the maximum area of cavitation 

between the 300RPM and 600RPM. The curve at 600RPM is steeper and stays at higher 

values for a longer period. This indicates that even though the speed increases this does not 

cause cavities to expand at a greater area than before. They do spread at this area though 

much sooner than when at 300RPM. In contrast 009A appears to cover a smaller area at 

600RPM than it did at 300RPM. Both lubricants show about the same number of cavities 

throughout the three cycles as they do for the width of the cavities. The length of the cavities 

follows the same pattern as at 300RPM with one in relation to the area of cavitation. The 

cavities reach their maximum length much sooner at the higher speeds. Lubricant 

E1003A_003A and lubricant E1003A_009A are of the same base lubricant group (Group 1) 

and they both feature the same add-pack (add-pack 1). Where these two lubricants show a 

difference in their composition is with the Viscous Modifier. The data supports that the 

Viscous Modifier contributes to those differences in the samples behaviour. 

Samples 004A vs 020A at 600RPM 

Sample 004A and sample 020A are two lubricants that fall under the same base Oil Group 

(Group 4). These lubricants not only belong in the same lubricant group but also feature the 

same add-pack (Add-Pack 1). Both lubricants feature the same add-pack and are part of the 

same base lubricant group but the 020A has an added viscous modifier. Following the testing 

of these two lubricants at 600rpm the data presented two different sets of results. When 

lubricant 004A was tested showed roughly the same area of cavitation as it did at 300rpm. 

This means that despite the increased speed there was no change in the percentage of the area 

the cavities were occupying on the total area of the ring. Even though the area remained the 

same, this did not occur with the width and the number of the cavities. Cavities at 600rpm 

appeared thinner and greater in numbers than at 300rpm. On the other hand, when lubricant 

020A was tested the results showed the opposite behaviour than what had been observed with 

lubricant 004A. Furthermore, lubricant 020A as it cavitated it covered a greater area at 

600rpm than it did at 300rpm and the number of cavities had increased against the width 

which before had decreased. Finally, the cavities at 600rpm stayed at their maximum length 

for a longer part of the cycle than they did at 300rpm. 
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Samples 008A vs 016A at 600RPM 

The samples 008A and 016A are two lubricants that belong in the same lubricant base group. 

As with the comparison of lubricant samples 004A and 020A the sample 016A features an 

additional Viscous Modifier against sample 008A. Sample 016A features the same Viscous 

Modifier as lubricant 020A but at double the concentration. Lubricant 008A overall showed a 

greater cavitating area at 600rpm than it did at 300rpm. The same effect has been observed 

with lubricant 016A at 600rpm against 300rpm. Both lubricants have showed an increased 

number and width of cavities when comparing the two speeds together. A note has been made 

to point out that this comparison is not considered entirely accurate as the software used to 

extract the data did not pick the complete number of cavities at 300rpm. This result is mainly 

due to limitations in the capabilities of the software itself. Despite the efforts to amend this 

issue and improve the accuracy of the software there was not a significant improvement to 

the way the algorithm captured the phenomenon for this specific sample. Further work is 

needed to either develop a more sophisticated algorithm in order to better capture the 

behaviour of cavities when those are relatively small or repeat the tests with grater 

magnification using more capable equipment and higher resolution.  

Summary Conclusion 

In total 19 lubricant samples were received by BP, these 19 samples completed the full matrix 

of lubricants tested throughout the length of the project. Out of these 19 samples 6 of them 

have been included in this report. These 6 lubricants were not randomly selected but they 

were chosen in a way that these will represent the entire lubricant matrix received. That was 

supported by the fact that some of the lubricants had similar compositions and similar 

performance. The lubricants were tested in a total of 12 different operating conditions. These 

conditions were; 3 different speeds, 2 different temperatures and 2 different flow rates. These 

were limited down to 2 different speeds for the purpose of this report. The complete lubricant 

matrix had to be analysed in order to derive a solid conclusion. There is the need to fully 

compare all the samples tested to paint a better picture of the way physical properties affect 

cavitation. There is also the need of re-coding the software in order to make it more 

“sensitive” into picking the finest of cavities as with lubricants 008A and 016A where there 

was a difficulty in identifying those events. As a conclusion, the outcome of the project is 

successfully giving information related to the performance of the lubricants in a way this has 

not been approached by previous researchers. This has offered a better understanding of how 
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different additives and different formulations affect the cavity behaviour and the properties of 

the lubricants and how cavitation can be linked with kinematic viscosity.  

5.2 Repeatability Test of E1003A_021A 

The repeatability of the results is crucial to the outcome for the project. It is important to be 

able to repeat the measurements that have been carried out to make sure the results are valid 

and are not based on random events. The following set of images in figure 123 show data 

related to the testing of lubricant E1003_021A at 600RPM at a temperature of 70C and a 

flowrate of 0.05L/Min. The images are at the same crank angle from different test runs which 

were captured on different dates. Bellow in table 5 are listed the values extracted and related 

to the images in figure 123. As an example, the values show that the runs present a difference 

of 2.5% at maximum between that as far as the area is concerned. The values for all the 

related properties are very close between the different runs. These data support that the tests 

are repeatable and consistent when these occur in different dates. 

 

Table 5 – Repeatability between different test runs, E1003_021A, 600RPM, 70C, 0.05L/Min 

The same observation occurs when the data are compared against different cycles of the same 

run. Figure 124 shows the Mean and Standard Deviation for the following features; area, 

width, number of cavities, upper cavity length and lower cavity length. The conditions are the 

same as in figure 123 which are the speed of 600RPM, at the temperature of 70C and at the 

flowrate of 0.05L/Min. The lubricant is also the same as in figure 123, with a product code of 

E1003_201A. Figure 124 presents in blue the mean for 8 consecutive cycles for the same run 

and in black the standard deviation at each point of the cycle. The X-Axis is in Frames per 

data point where 607 frames are equal to a full cycle of 360 degrees. The step is left at frames 

per data point and not converted to degrees to maximise the resolution of the results and 

calculation for mean and standard deviation. Figure 124 illustrates that the standard deviation 

is relatively small for all the individual properties when the mean values show continuous 

Frames Actual	Area	Covered Number	Of	Cavities Width	Of	Cavities Upper	Cavity	Length Lower	Cavity	Length

Number 100% Number mm mm mm

1 39.53 25 0.22																 	 3.20																			 	 2.16																			 	

2 39.94 26 0.21																 	 3.22																			 	 2.16																			 	

3 39.93 25 0.21																 	 3.08																			 	 2.00																			 	

4 40.77 24 0.23																 	 3.21																			 	 2.16																			 	

5 39.86 26 0.21																 	 3.15																			 	 2.16																			 	

6 39.36 26 0.20																 	 3.20																			 	 2.16																			 	

7 40.06 23 0.23																 	 3.18																			 	 2.16																			 	

8 40.16 25 0.21																 	 3.08																			 	 2.00																			 	
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changes with the crank angle which indicates that the results have similar behaviour cycle by 

cycle in those regions. 

 

Figure 123 – Repeatability between different test runs, E1003_021A, 600RPM, 70C, 0.05L/Min 

By calculating the standard deviation and the mean the absolute uncertainty can be calculated 

as the standard deviation multiplied by 1.96 with 95% confidence level and the percentage 

uncertainty error can be calculated as the absolute uncertainty divided by the mean, which 

ultimately will give the absolute error; 
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Figure 124 – Mean and Standard Deviation for 8 consecutive cycles E1003_21A, 600RPM, 70C, 0.05L/Min 

 Area, The area has an average mean of 53.97mm and an average standard deviation of 

2.93mm, this gives an absolute uncertainty of 5.74mm at 95% confidence and an absolute 

error of 10%. 
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 Number of Cavities, The Number of cavities have an average mean of 21 cavities and an 

average standard deviation of 2 cavities, this gives an absolute uncertainty of 

approximately 4 cavities at 95% confidence and an absolute error of 18%. 

 Width, The width has an average mean of 0.19mm and an average standard deviation of 

0.03mm, this gives an absolute uncertainty of 0.05mm at 95% confidence and an absolute 

error of 30%. 

 Upper Cavity Length, The Upper Cavity Length has an average mean of 1.5mm and an 

average standard deviation of 0.16mm, this gives an absolute uncertainty of 0.31mm at 

95% confidence and an absolute error of 20%. 

 Lower Cavity Length, The Lower Cavity Length has an average mean of 0.5mm and an 

average standard deviation of 0.05mm, this gives an absolute uncertainty of 0.098mm at 

95% confidence and an absolute error of 20%. 

The values above indicate that on average the area presents an error of 10%, the width of 

18%, the number of cavities of 30%, the upper cavity length of 20% and the lower cavity 

length of 20% for every 8 cycles the testing is repeated. These values and the difference refer 

to the average difference presented between the different runs for 8 consecutive cycles. These 

values are considered to be a very good indication that the results are repeatable within 10% 

to 30% for every 8 cycles that are recorded depended on the lubricant property investigated. 

It has to be noted that the tests are repeatable when operating conditions are the same. An 

extra parameter and also an operating condition that affected the outcome of these tests has 

been the ambient (room) temperature which noticeably influenced cavitation. The test-rig 

being open to the environment was affected by atmospheric temperature which means that, 

for example, a 70C run during the summer and a 70C during the winter will present 

variations of around 10-15C in room temperature which is difficult to control. 

5.3 Optical-Engine and Lubrication Test-Rig Correlation  

The experimental part of the project was divided into two sections. The first section produced 

data generated on the lubrication test-rig and the second produced data generated on the 

optical-engine. The focus of the project was the built and test of a fully firing optical-engine. 

The project continued with the tests that where performed on the lubrication test-rig with a 

set of 19 samples received from BP. The parametric study gave additional experience with 

the use of the optical equipment and the measuring techniques that were later applied on the 

optical-engine. The time spend on the lubrication test-rig generated a large amount of data 
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and information on the behaviour of lubricants and how this are linked with their formulation 

and additives. One of the observations was that the behaviour of the lubricant regardless its 

formulation, would present similarities between the tested samples, depended on the testing 

conditions. When the testing continued on the optical-engine, similar patterns were observed 

at similar operating conditions between the optical-engine and the lubrication test-rig.  

 

Figure 125 - Side by Side optical-engine and lubrication test-rig Cavity Comparison 

 

Figure 126 - Side by Side optical-engine and lubrication test-rig Cavity Comparison 
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Figure 127 - Side by Side optical-engine and lubrication test-rig Cavity Comparison 

That led to the investigation of a possible correlation that might exist between the optical-

engine and the lubrication test-rig in an attempt to give an added value to the extended 

research done on the lubrication test-rig throughout the years. The possibility of an existing 

link between the lubrication test-rig and the optical-engine would be of high value since the 

lubrication test-rig is a device that allows for the quick and cost-efficient testing of lubricant 

samples in a simplified manner. The test-rig can produce data linked to the physical 

properties of each lubricant that can later be quantified and compared. The lubrication test-rig 

is accompanied with an extensive literature and work done by a number of researchers and 

there is a plethora of data available that would offer important knowledge and a big step 

towards the better understanding of the phenomenon of cavitation. The following images 

indicate that there is a link between the lubrication test-rig and the optical-engine at similar 

testing conditions. As seen in figures 125 and 126 both the engine and the lubrication test-rig 

present similar cavitation structure at similar testing conditions. It has been calculated that 

due to the geometrical differences between the engine and the rig the piston speed is equal 

between the two devices when the engine operates at 200rpm and the test-rig at 600rpm. 

Unfortunately, due to the test-rig’s speed limitations the comparison could not continue past 

the 200rpm versus 600rpm for the engine and the rig respectively. Provided that the 

appropriate measures have been obtained and the tests are performed in accordance to the 

methodology specified, all the data generated on the lubrication test-rig it is suggested that 

Liner Direction 
Piston 

Direction 

346o ATDC 

 

346o ATDC 

Optical Engine Lubrication Test-Rig 
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they can be considered as an idealised representation of the behaviour of cavities as these 

would occur in the optical-engine. Furthermore, any previous works performed on the test-rig 

should be possibly to link to the optical-engine. Figure 127 shows the cavities at a late stage 

of the upstroke and at 346 degrees after top dead centre. The frames compare the optical 

engine next to the lubrication test-rig where it shows the formation of a cavity sheet at a point 

which is 14 degrees before the top dead centre and the beginning of the next stroke. The 

direct comparison in figure 126 and 127 supports that both the engine and the test-rig present 

similar behaviour in the cavity structure at similar testing conditions. This observation 

suggests a link between the optical-engine and the test-rig and classifies the lubrication test-

rig as a reliable source of data when the purpose is the investigation of the cavitation 

phenomenon that takes place in the piston-ring and cylinder-liner interaction on internal 

combustion engines. 

5.4 General Characteristics of the Cavity Flow  

5.4.1 Reynolds Number  

Reynolds number is an important quantity in fluid mechanics, it is used to predict flow 

patterns in different fluid flow situations. Reynolds number is defined as the ratio of inertia to 

viscous force and it helps to characterize the type of fluid flow, low Reynolds number 

(Re<2000) will indicate a dominate of viscous force and the flow is referred to as laminar 

flow and a high Reynold number is when the inertia force is dominate, and the flow is 

referred to as turbulent flow. Reynolds number is defined as 

𝑅𝑒 =  
𝜌𝑢𝐷

𝜇
=  

𝑢𝐷

𝜐
 

where u and D, are the characteristic velocity and length respectively and  is the fluid 

kinematic viscosity.  

Arcoumanis et al. (1997), Richardson and Borman (1992) and Priest et al. (2000) have 

demonstrated that the boundary conditions applied when solving Reynolds equation for the 

piston ring/liner interaction can have different results on the analysis and thus the prediction 

of hydrodynamic pressure profiles, lubricant film boundaries, lubricant film thickness, oil 

flow and friction could vary significantly, Dhunput (2009).  

The Reynolds number for the test-rig is proposed to be estimated using the maximum speed 

and the minimum oil film thickness at the mid-stroke of the cycle. The current study did not 
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focus on the effect of oil film thickness on cavitation, thus information on the oil film 

thickness was not captured. Typical values have been taken from Dhunput’s thesis where he 

measured oil film thickness on the same test-rig while using a similar experimental setup.  

The typical Reynolds number at the rotational speed of 600 rpm for the test-rig is around 0.04 

indicating a laminar flow inside the fluid film. 

Applying similar analysis to an engine running at 2000 rpm, with an expectation of a half of 

the lubricant film thickness as what found in the test-rig, the Reynolds number is around 0.2 

indicating the viscous force is dominant in the lubricant film; and flow of lubricant film can 

be treated as a laminar flow.    

5.4.2 Weber Number 

Weber number (We) is a dimensionless number which is often used in the analysis of fluid 

flows, especially where there is an interference of two different fluids. 

𝑊𝑒 =  
𝜌𝑣2𝑙

𝜎
  

Weber number can also be expressed as a measure of the relative fluid inertia to its surface 

tension. The Weber number indicated whether the kinetic energy or the surface energy is 

dominant. Since the Weber Number represents an index of the inertial force to the surface 

tension forces acting on a fluid element, it can be useful analysing thin films flows and the 

formation of droplets and bubbles. For a spherical droplet the Weber number can be derived 

using the kinetic energy compared to the surface energy Dongqing Li Prof. (2008) 

Using the same typical values as in the estimation of the Reynolds number, the Weber 

number is found around 0.05 for the test-rig. The low value of Weber number indicates that 

the initial force is much smaller comparing to the surface tension.  The disintegration of 

lubricant film observed in flow visualization is not a result of the initial force.  

5.4.3 Cavitation Number 

The cavitation number is a dimensionless number used in fluid flow calculations and is 

expressed as the relationship between the local pressure drop caused by a restriction and the 

kinetic energy per volume of the flow. The cavitation number is also used for the 

characterization of the energy loses of the flow. Previous literature on the test-rig explains 

how the cavitation number is the ratio of the injection pressure minus the back pressure over 

the back pressure minus the vapor pressure. This equation mainly finds its application in the 
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investigation of fluid flow when the fluid is passed through a piezo electrical injector 

Arcoumanis et al (1997). Similar study in the university of Valenthia has also expressed the 

same relationships as the injection pressure minus the back pressure over the injection 

pressure minus the vapor pressure. The literature supports that both methods of quantifying 

the cavitation number are acceptable and it depends on the application it is used, Patouna 

(2012).  

For the purpose of the test-rig and optical engine calculations, the cavitation number will be 

calculated by using the first method with a modification of Pr replacing the injection 

pressure.  

𝐶𝑁 =  
𝑃𝑟 − 𝑃𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘

𝑃𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘 − 𝑃𝑣𝑎𝑝𝑜𝑢𝑟
 

In the test-rig, the peak pressure of pressure profiles between the cylinder liner and the piston 

ring is used as the reference pressure Pr. A typical value of Pr was found around 5 bar by 

Dhunput (2009), which gives the CN to be around 4. For the engine test, the CN is estimated 

using the in-cylinder pressure as the reference pressure. The back pressure is approximated to 

be 1 atm. Under those assumptions, the CN in an engine test will be around 9 when the in-

cylinder pressure is 10 bar.  

In orifice flows such as flows in injector nozzles, the cavitation will be initiated at around a 

number of 1.5 and its intensity increases as the CN increases. The Cavitation Number has not 

been used in any previous studies of engine lubrication. The comparative analysis above is a 

simplified analogy using the existing knowledge in orifice flows for the understanding of the 

flow physics in hydrodynamic lubrication.   

5.4.4 Young-Laplace 

Young Laplace is a nonlinear partial differential equation that describes the capillary pressure 

difference sustained across the interface of two static fluids. The Young Laplace equation 

related the pressure difference to the shape of the surface and it is widely used in the study of 

static capillary surfaces. The ΔP is the pressure difference across the fluid interface, 

considering an interface separating two immiscible fluids that are in equilibrium with one 

another. Figure 128 shows the cross section of a cavity which is equal to 0.16mm. The 

pressure difference would be 400 Pa if cavitation fingers were static. Although above 

consideration of Re, We and CN are very useful in analysing the cavitating lubricant flow, 

the lack of actual data in their calculation prevents to make a useful and meaningful 
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interpretation of the results obtain in this work. For consistency we present and discuss the 

current results in both the model rig and optical engine based on their speed in rpm and a 

correlation between the speed in the rig and that of the engine has been established. 

 

Figure 128 - Typical Cavitation of the Model Rig (Dhunput, 2006) 

5.5 Optical-Engine 

The testing of the optical-engine generated a large amount of information in the form of 

visual data. For this report a representative sample of this data has been presented. The 

specifications of the engine, lubricant and optical setup are shown in tables 6, 7 and 8. The 

information used has been chosen in a way that it will offer a clear view and an 

understanding of the project, its outcome and its importance to the understanding of 

phenomena that take place inside an internal combustion engine. These phenomena have a 

significant impact on the performance, efficiency and reliability of internal combustion 

engines, in addition they also have an impact on the environment and the planet. The engine 

emissions are a problem that all modern manufacturers need to address. This chapter will 

detail and analyse the phenomena that mainly affect many reciprocating internal combustion 

engines regardless their type, use or size. These two phenomena are the “lubricant cavitation” 

and the “blow-by”. Cavitation in lubricants is the phenomenon where the lubricant present 

inside an engine is subjected to extreme conditions which force it to release the air trapped 

inside its volume. The air is released in the form of bubbles that when collapse they are 

followed by a release of energy which can locally damage nearby components. Even though 

the initiation of those bubbles is due to the release of the entrapped air they collapse at a stage 

where they contain an air/lubricant vapour mixture. In addition to the damage caused by the 

collapse of the cavities the phenomenon of cavitation also affects the primary function of the 

lubricants.  
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Table 6 - optical-engine specifications 

 

 

Table 7 - Lubricant specification used on optical-engine 
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Table 8 - High Speed camera used for the optical-engine testing 

Some of the main purposes of the lubricants used in internal combustion engines is to reduce 

friction, wear, cool the piston and seal the combustion chamber. Proper lubrication is critical 

to interacting component because the lack of lubricant can lead to catastrophic results. The 

moving engine components could come in contact and wear one another to the point of 

failure and cause irreversible damage to the engine.  

 

Table 9 - Motorised Test Conditions 

One of the most critical areas inside an engine is the “piston-ring and cylinder-liner 

interaction”. It is one of the most hostile areas inside an engine mainly because it is subjected 

to high temperatures and the forces generated by the combustion. The engines are design in 

such a way that adequate lubrication is guaranteed. The lubricant is present in the form of a 

very fine film, enough to prevent metal to metal contact but not to splash off into the cylinder 

and enter the combustion chamber. When cavities are generated in this fine film the lubricant 

is giving its place to the cavities. These cavities mainly being composed by a gas are not 

capable of offering to the components the protection they require. This can lead from poor 

operation up to possibly severe engine damage and in some cases, total engine failure. Even 

Motorised

Temperature 208RPM 800RPM 1000RPM 2000RPM 3000RPM 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

30C X X X X X X X X

40C X X X X X X X X X X X X X

50C X X X X X X X X

60C X X X X X X X X

70C X X X X X X X X X X X X X

Speed Viewing Window
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in best designed engines the control of the lubrication especially in the “cylinder-liner and 

piston-ring interaction” is far from ideal. This is not just due to insufficient engine design but 

also poor lubricant performance. The materials used for modem day lubricants might have 

tremendously evolved in the resent years but they still present limitations for the needs of 

modern internal combustion engines.  

 

Table 10 - Firing Test Conditions 

This results into lubricants often entering the cylinder and with the help of the piston finding 

their way into the combustion chamber where they take part into the combustion. This 

phenomenon is called “Lubricant Blow-By” and is directly linked to lubricant consumption. 

Based on observation by Inagaki (1995) and Duszynski (1999) and also on work carried out 

for the purposes of this report, blow-by can occur in two ways.  

 

Figure 129 - The Camera Positions used for capturing the visual data 

It can either be lubricant passing the piston-rings and entering the combustion chamber or 

fuel and combustion products passing down the rings and into the oil sump. Both of these 

Firing

Temperature 208RPM 800RPM 1000RPM 2000RPM 3000RPM 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

30C

40C X X X X X X X X X

50C

60C

70C X X X X X X X X X

Speed Viewing Window
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scenarios are highly undesirable as they affect the performance and reliability of the engine.  

When the lubricant enters the combustion, it has a negative impact on the output emissions 

while the products of a combusting lubricant can damage the internal components. On the 

other hand, when unburnt fuel and exhaust gases pass into the oil sump they contaminate the 

oil which highly affects its performance (Inagaki, 1995).  

 

Figure 130 - Firing vs Motorised operation, 800RPM, 70C 

The visual capabilities of the optical engine built for this project give the opportunity for the 

investigation of phenomena that take place in conventional engines in the area between the 

piston-rings and the cylinder-liner. The focus of the project is on two main areas, the 

lubricant cavitation and the lubricant blow-by. The following sections investigate the 

behaviour of cavitation at different engine speeds and temperatures. Tests have been 

performed for both motorised and firing conditions as shown in Table 9 and Table 10 

respectively. The map of the optical windows location is shown in Figure 129.  The first area 

of investigation is the top half of the cylinder and the second area the bottom half. In addition 

to the investigation of cavitation there are additional data capturing phenomena such as blow-

by with lubricants entering the combustion chamber and taking place into the combustion, all 

listed, detailed and explained in the Results chapter of this report. The motorised tests 

followed the entire matrix as this is detailed in table 9. This is not the case for the firing 

operation and table 10. The firing operation was conducted for a selected portion of the 

operating condition used for the motorised operation. In the firing operation combustion 

800rpm, 70C, Motorised 800rpm, 70C, Firing 
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products, would cause the optical window to lose its optical capabilities due to the build-up of 

combustion residuals.  

 

Figure 131 - The optical-engine pressure trace, Motorised, 1000RPM, 70C, 720deg 

The effect the combustion residuals have on the optical window affects its visual clarity and 

thus the time between the testing dramatically increases due to the fact that the window needs 

thorough cleaning before the following run. Figure 129 presents the different optical frames 

used for the purpose of this report. There were eight frames used in total.  

 

Figure 132 - The optical-engine pressure, Firing, 1000RPM, 70C, 720deg 

The following figure shows the position and the frame captured by the camera in relation to 

the optical window. Figure 130 illustrates in blue the optical window and the numbered areas 

are the frames captured by the high-speed camera. Throughout the test runs it has been 

observed that there were no significant differences between the firing and the motorised 
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operation as far as the cavity generation is concerned. Figures 133 and 134 show the velocity 

and acceleration of the piston for the optical engine. 

 

Figure 133 - Optical Engine Piston Velocity Profile 

 

Figure 134 - Optical Engine Piston Acceleration Profile 
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Figure 130 is a representative example of that observation where the two fames between the 

two operating conditions are compared. The two frames have been captured under firing and 

under motorised operation at 800rpm and at a temperature of 70C. The optical frame refers to 

figure 129 as position number 4. Based on this observation the decision was made to present 

data mainly related to the motorised testing, when the phenomena of cavitation were 

investigated, as the motorised images featured better quality. The combustion residuals would 

in some cases affect the clarity of the optical windows which would affect the clarity of the 

images captured. Figures 131, 132 and 139 show the pressure trace of the in-cylinder pressure 

for both the motorised and the firing conditions. Figure 131 shows the pressure trace of the 

motorised operation. A specific characteristic of this operating condition is that the pressure 

has its peak at the TDC. This occurs as the in-cylinder pressure only increase due to the 

movement of the piston. Thus, the pressure peak would be at the highest point of the pistons 

journey (TDC). Figure 132 shows the pressure trace of the firing operation. It is distinct that 

the peak of the pressure trace is no longer at the TDC but a few degrees after TDC. This 

occurs as the fuel does not fully combust at the TDC. In a firing engine in-cylinder pressure 

would reach multiple times the pressure of the motorised after the TDC when fuel has fully 

combusted. The engines operating conditions are directly linked and affect the cavitation of 

the lubricant in the piston-ring/cylinder-liner interaction. The phenomenon of cavitation takes 

place when a fluid is subjected under extreme forces. In the case of an internal combustion 

engine that fluid is the lubrication oil. One of the first observations was that cavitation is not 

always occurring inside an operating four-stroke internal combustion engine. A four-stroke 

internal combustion engine operates in four strokes and two cycles. The meaning of that is 

that the engine needs four strokes of the piston to complete two cycles. These are the 

intake/exhaust cycle and the power cycle. In the intake/exhaust cycle the engine exhausts the 

combustion products from the previous cycle and takes in fresh air and fuel for the next 

cycle. In the next power cycle, the air/fuel mixture is compressed and ignited, and the process 

repeats itself while the engine is in operation. It has been observed that cavitation occurs only 

during the power cycle and more specifically when the in-cylinder pressure exceeds the 

atmospheric pressure. This observation remains unclear to whether cavitation is not occurring 

or if the cavities were in a magnitude that could not be captured by the high-speed imaging 

equipment used. The in-cylinder pressure exceeds the atmospheric pressure during the power 

cycle when both intake and exhaust valves are closed while the volume of the cylinder has 

decreased. The variation of the in-cylinder volume depends on the position of the piston thus, 

the in-cylinder pressure changes are directly linked to the piston’s movement. Cavitation only 
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appears in the compression-expansion stroke but that is not the only phenomenon that is 

occurring during that specific part of the cycle. It seems that there are more phenomena that 

occur inside an engine when the in-cylinder pressure moves away from the atmospheric 

pressure and those are detailed and described in the paragraphs below. The following 

phenomenon mainly occurs under a fully motorised operation, where the engine is driven 

with the help of an electric motor. It has been observed that when the piston is moving 

downwards past the TDC the fuel present in the cylinder fully atomises in the form of 

aerosol. Under this motorised condition the fuel that enters the cylinder does not burn due to 

the lack of ignition. The unburned air-fuel mixture enters the cylinder and is compressed by 

the piston in the confined volume of the combustion chamber. As described when the piston 

is then moving downwards momentarily there is a phenomenon that is observed where there 

is the appearance of a fuel aerosol caused by condensation. After the piston, has travelled 

close enough to the BDC the “fuel aerosol” disappears. The development of that phenomenon 

is illustrated in figures 135 to 138. In the same figures the aerosol appears during the 

compression stroke and while under motorised operation. The fuel evaporates and appears as 

a white “smoke” up to the point where the valves open and the pressure reaches atmospheric.  

     

Figure 135 - Aerosol effect, 208rpm, 70C, Motorised 
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Figure 136 - Aerosol effect, 208rpm, 70C, Motorised 

 

     

Figure 137 - Aerosol effect, 208rpm, 70C, Motorised 
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Figure 138 - Aerosol effect, 208rpm, 70C, Motorised 

During the intake/exhaust cycle and more specifically when the in-cylinder pressure reaches 

the atmospheric pressure while a set of valves are open there was no cavitation appearing. 

The reason behind this phenomenon is considered to be the lack of increased in-cylinder 

pressure during the intake and exhaust cycle.  

 

Figure 139 - Exhaust/Intake Cycle VS Power Cycle 
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The fundamental operation and design of the piston-rings is based on the principal that the in-

cylinder pressure is acting of the back of the rings forcing them for a better seal. Thus, the 

higher the in-cylinder pressure the better the seal. This applies to all the rings resulting to 

better control of the lubricant film left of the cylinder walls. The force behind the rings causes 

the gap between the rings and the liner to decrease significantly. This decrease in the gap 

between the rings and the liners causes the lubricant present in the area to pass through a very 

narrow and confined space that places the lubricant itself under a high pressure that along 

with the surface imperfections causes the lubricant to cavitate. It is observed that the cavity 

generation is highly linked to the changes in the in-cylinder pressure.  Lubricants not only 

have to maintain their properties throughout the engine cycle and provide sufficient 

lubrication, they also must withstand extreme forces and the cavitation process that take place 

inside an internal combustion engine. The continuous search for more sophisticated and 

better lubricants is one of the leading factors that contributed to the need for the specific 

project. Since cavitation is not observed in every cycle the results will only cover the power 

cycle including the compression and power strokes. To better understand the difference in the 

cavitation of the lubricant between the two cycles the following sequence of images show the 

behaviour of the lubricant when trapped between the cylinder-liner and piston-ring 

interaction for both the inlet/exhaust and the power strokes. 

5.5.1 Intake/Exhaust Cycle 

During this cycle the following set of images from figure 140 to figure 145 show that there is 

no cavitation taking place in the cylinder-liner and piston-ring interaction at either the up-

stroke or down-stroke of the piston. There is also the possibility that the generated cavities 

are of size that cannot be captured by the optical setup used. In order to clarify this, further 

testing has to be performed with possibly the use of florescence additives. The following 

images from [-61] to [+71] degrees crank angle have been captured under motorised 

operation without fuel injection. The engine speed is constant at 1000rpm and the 

temperature of the lubricant is maintained at 70C with the use of the in-build heaters. The 

main reason motorised operation was used to present the cavity behaviour, is due to the fact 

that the combustions gasses would affect the clarity of the images. The effects of the 

combustion have been considered later section of this report. The images from [-61] to [+71] 

degrees clearly show that despite the engine operating at 1000rpm there is no cavitation 

taking place. All three rings show exactly the same behaviour, regardless if the movement is 

up-stroke or down-stroke. The effect is the same. It is concluded that while one set of valves 
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is open, cavities do not appear on the surface of the rings. That can be partially due to the fact 

that the in-cylinder pressure which is close to the atmospheric pressure does not allow for the 

cavities to generate and grow or that the cavities are generated at such a small scale that are 

not captured by the setup used. Another cause of this phenomenon and which is believed to 

be the more dominant is the gap between the rings and the liner. The piston-rings are 

designed on the principle that the in-cylinder pressure assists them in a way that the higher 

the in-cylinder pressure the better they seal the combustions chamber. 

   

Figure 140 - BTDC, 1000rpm, 70C, Motorised 

This occurs because the in-cylinder pressure is acting on the back of the piston-rings and 

forces them onto the cylinder walls. The higher the in-cylinder pressure the higher the force 

acting behind the piston-rings thus, the better they seal. While the piston is following, a 

reciprocating motion the rings move at the same speed and direction since they act as part of 

the piston itself. During engine operation, the piston never comes in contact with the cylinder 

walls. In the event that something like that happens the consequences can be catastrophic for 

the engine. The basic engine operation principle is that the rings come in contact with the 

cylinder walls and they provide a smooth sliding surface between the piston and the liner. 

They also provide a way of sealing off the combustion chamber and preventing combustion 

products and in-cylinder gasses escaping into the crank case. While the piston-rings and the 

cylinder-wall have been polished at a degree that ensures minimal friction, the direct contact 

-61 deg BTDC, 1000rpm, 70C, Motorised -49 deg BTDC, 1000rpm, 70C, Motorised 
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needs to be avoided at all times. This is where the lubricants are of use. The lubricant 

interferes between the sliding surfaces and prevents the metal to metal contact. While the 

lubricant transport mechanisms have been fully detailed and analysed in the early chapters of 

this report, the end result is that there is always a fine film of lubricant present on the cylinder 

walls. This film regardless its thickness is crucial to the engine operation. 

The piston and the rigns are following a receprocating motion, and considering that the pison-

rings and the cylinder-liner are in contact separated with only by the lubricant interfearing 

between them, the oil film is actually forced between the piston-rings and the cylinder-liner 

while the engine is in motion. The higher the in-cylinder pressrue the higher the forces acting 

on the back of the piston and the higher the in-cylinder pressure the smaller the gap that the 

lubricant needs to squeez through. The ring-gap while the engine is at the intake or exhaust 

phase is not small engough for the lubricant to reach the required pressure for the cavities to 

generate and develop. From testing done on a test-rig it has been observed that there is a 

direct link between caviation, the piston-ring and the cylinder-liner gap. 

   

Figure 141 - BTDC, 1000rpm, 70C, Motorised 
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Figure 142 - BTDC, 1000rpm, 70C, Motorised 

 

   

Figure 143 - ATDC, 1000rpm, 70C, Motorised 
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Figure 144 - ATDC, 1000rpm, 70C, Motorised 

 

   

Figure 145 - ATDC, 1000rpm, 70C, Motorised 

+35 deg ATDC, 1000rpm, 70C, Motorised +47 deg ATDC, 1000rpm, 70C, Motorised 
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As a conclusion, the decreased in-cylinder pressure allows for a larger gap between the 

cylinder-liner and the piston-rings that do not allow the lubricant to reach the conditions 

needed for the lubricant to cavitate. Usually cavitation is directly linked to the pressure 

changes that a fluid is subjected to. The pressure changes along with surface imperfections 

result to the release of air already trapped inside the fluid in the form of bubbles and with the 

sudden pressure change and energy generated these bubbles grow and form cavities. These 

cavities are the cause of many engine related problems. These range from poor engine 

performance to critical engine failure. Going back to the observation that there is no 

cavitation on every cycle during the operation of an internal combustion engine this is a step 

towards the better understanding of this phenomenon which up to now was only known 

through the assumption that it occurs inside and engine but never having the actual evidence 

when it does. This discovery is an important step toward a possible solution that would 

minimise the effect of cavitation on the performance and reliability of internal combustion 

engines. The final conclusion is that lubricants due to each individual factor detailed above 

do not show any signs of cavitation while the in-cylinder pressure is equal to the atmospheric. 

The phenomenon is directly linked to the position of the inlet and outlet valves. 

5.5.2 Power Cycle 

During the power cycle the following set of images from figure 146 to figure 151 show that 

there is cavitation taking place in-between the cylinder-liner and piston-ring interaction at 

both the up-stroke and the down-stroke of the piston. The [-61] to [+71] degrees crank angle 

images have been captured under motorised conditions without fuel injection. The engine 

speed is constant at 1000rpm and the temperature of the lubricant is maintained at 70C with 

the use of the engines in-build heaters. There is clear evidence that cavitation is not observed 

during the power cycle, where there is a massive increase in the in-cylinder pressure. The 

increase is due to the fact that the in-cylinder volume is decreasing as the result of the 

piston’s upward movement. It can be derived that the images captured during the power cycle 

offer a completely different view when comparred with the results of the inake/exhaust cycle. 

In all the captured images it is evident that cavitation occupies a big part of the area of the 

ring and it is eminent that the increased incylinder pressure has a direct effect on cavitation. It 

has been known that cavity generation is directly linked to pressure and it occurs in lubricants 

when these are subjected to extreme pressure changes. These pressure changes with the help 

of the surface imperfections present in the surrounding components cause the air trapped 

inside the fluid to be released in the form of bubbles. These bubbes after their generation will 
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continue to grow due to lubricant evaporating along the bubble boundaries up to the point 

where they collapse. While the bubbles collapse they release a large amount of energy is in 

the form of a shock wave which is targeted at a very small area. This can cause significan 

damadge even to the toughest nearby components. Finding a solution that will eliminate or 

minimise the effect of that phenomenon would be beneficial towards the peformance and 

reliability of those engines. The images presents that the increased in-cylinder pressure has a 

dramatic effect on the behavior of cavitation. It has been noted that the in-cylinder, pressure 

changes are causing the lubricat film present on the cylinder walls to cavitate.The main cause 

of this phenomenon is believed to be the effect that the in-cylinder pressure has on the piston-

rings. While the in-cylinder pressure builds up in relation to the movement of the piston the 

pressure forces the rings onto the cylinder wall resulting in a better seal. The better seal 

automatically reasults to a finer space between the piston-rings and the cylinder-liner causing 

the lubrican pressent to flow through a confined space. The lubircant under these conditions 

starts to cavitate causing the film to brake and produce the set of visual data presented in this 

section. Another phenomenon equally intersting as the phenomenon of cavitation is the effect 

the in-cylinder pressure has on the fuel itself, when the fuel does not combust inside the 

cylinder. Fuel have been injected in the motorised tests in order to study the effect of the fuel 

on the lubricants. What has been observed is that the fuel would enter the combustion 

chamber at the point where the inlet valves open. This is a feature found mainly with port 

injection internal combautions engines. The fuel enters the combustion chamber at the same 

time as Air. While the fuel enters the cylinder and the inlet valves close the piston would start 

moving upwards and would compress the air fuel mixture till the point it reaches the top dead 

center. At the top dead center the piston would stop and would start moving backwards 

towards the botom dead center. At this point what is observed is that the fuel that has been 

compressed due to the rapid change in the in-cylinder pressure it would momentarely 

evaporate and would apear in the form of an aerosol until the piston has moved further down 

the cylinder where the smoke would dissapear. This is a phenomenon that was observed 

during the testings and it appeared on every cycle with fuel present inside the cylinder while 

all the port were closed. There is need for further investigation in order to determine the exact 

cause of this phenomenon and the effect it has on internal combustion engines. Due to the 

fact though that the majority of engines are not motorised the fuel would alsmost never leave 

the combustion chamber un-burned. It has been indicated that there would be no significant 

effect of this phenomenon to the operation of firing engines.  
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Figure 146 - BTDC, 1000rpm, 70C, Motorised 

 

   

Figure 147 - BTDC, 1000rpm, 70C, Motorised 
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Figure 148 - BTDC, 1000rpm, 70C, Motorised 

 

   

Figure 149 - ATDC, 1000rpm, 70C, Motorised 
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Figure 150 - ATDC, 1000rpm, 70C, Motorised  

 

   

Figure 151 - ATDC, 1000rpm, 70C, Motorised 
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On the contrary further investigation is needed as it seems that the pressure difference is 

causing the fuel to atomise. Effect highly desirable for the better combustion of the fuel, 

especially on port fuel injected engines. One more aspect that would possibly make use of 

such type of research is the possible effect of those phenomena at certain stages where the in-

cylinder fuel has not fully combusted and would possibly still be in the cylinder well into the 

expansion stroke. This usually occurs when fuel has not fully atomised while entering the 

cylinder or at high speed applications where fuel does not have the time to fully combust. The 

final conclusion has to be the effect that the in-cylinder pressure has on the phenomenon of 

cavitation in internal combustion engines and how the pressure affects its behaviour. 

Cavitation is a phenomenon that is known to affect the performance, efficiency and reliability 

of internal combustion engines. These findings have given a new perspective on the view of 

cavitation in relation to the internal combustion engines. The cavities do not seem to affect 

the engines on every cycle and possibly this is a way of finding a solution to the negative 

effects of cavitation on the engines. The fact that cavitation does not take place on every 

cycle and the fact that cavitation is linked to the changes in the in-cylinder pressure could 

possibly be a step towards improved engine designs. Finally, the findings of the project are 

considered to be important as the project gave an insight to an area of the engine rarely 

investigated before due to its particular location. It is supported that cavitation does affect 

internal combustion engines and sometimes with catastrophic results. A view is offered to the 

way cavitation behaves inside an engine and most importantly that it does not affect every 

consecutive cycle as initially thought. 

5.5.3 Cavity Generation 

The following set of images show how cavities are generated in the piston-ring and cylinder-

liner interaction when the engine is in operation. For convenience, the affected areas on the 

three rings have been noted and highlighted with yellow markers. The images in figures 152 

and 153 have been captured under motorised conditions without fuel injection. The engine 

speed is constant at 1000rpm and the temperature of the lubricant is maintained at 70C with 

the use of the in-build engine heaters. The camera has been focused on the bottom part of the 

cylinder-liner, window number 4 as these are specified in figure 129. This set of images 

present the specific areas in yellow anotation wherever cavities are generates on the piston-

rings. The cavities do not cover the entire area of the rings at all times during every stroke. 

This is highly depended on the in-cylinder pressure, the position, the velocity and the 

acceleration of the rings. It has been oberved that cavities heve not been generating at random 
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points either. Even though their behavior is slightly unpredictable while they develop, this 

becomes more emenent at higred engine speeds, though the point where they generate does 

not seem to be random. 

   

Figure 152 - BTDC, 2000rpm, 70C, Motorised 

Cavity generation seems to favor certain parts of the rings. These are believed to be points 

where the ring surface has certain imperfections that promote the cavity generation. Cavities 

are initialised by the releash of air already trapped inside a fluid and for the separation to 

begin imperfections need to exist on the nearby surfaces. After the fluid has passed over an 

imperfection it would cause the air traped inside it to be reseashed and that is followed by 

fluid evaporation through the bubble boundatries that would grow the cavities till the point of 

collapse. The cavities that collapse and will release a shock wave capable of damaging even 

the tougher engine components. The yellow markers highlight the affected areas. The 

affected areas are where cavities have developed. The cavity generation is more distinct in a 

video where the concequtive images play at a higher framerate but that is not easy to observe 

on still images. For this purpose the affected areas have been noted and highlighted with 

markers to give a better understanding of how cavities are generated and develop. In figure 

153 is noted that even though the piston has passed the mid-point of the cylinder the cavities 

still do not cover the entire suface of the ring. The cavities start to develop at the area of the 
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ring where there are surface imperfections. The main cause of them starting at the same side 

and more specifically of the left side of the frames is that despite the best effords to make the 

joint between the quartz glass and the metal liner as smooth as possible it seems that at a 

microscopic level there are surface imperfecions present due to the transition from the metal 

to the quartz window. The cavities would initiate at the left side of the frame and gradually 

progress towards the right side of the frame till they cover the entire area of each ring in the 

area visible through the optical window. The cavities would generate and expand through the 

rings to the point where they would collapse by either the change in the pistons direction or 

they would escape from the area of the piston-ring and cylinder-liner interaction forced by the 

blow-by gasses that some times pass though the rings due to the increased in-cylinder 

pressure. At this point the cavities are forced out of the interaction and are pushed to the area 

between the rings where they collapse due to the pressure change. The cavity generation and 

collapse are highly depended to the specific speed, in-cylinde pressure and postion of the 

piston. 

   

Figure 153 - BTDC, 2000rpm, 70C, Motorised 

5.5.4 Temperature Effect 

The following set of data presents the effect the temperature has on the cavitational behaviour 

at a number of different test conditions. The temperature is referred to and measured at the 
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inlet of the coolant before it enters the water jacket in the cylinder liner. These temperature is 

maintained with the use of the cooling and heating systems of the engine. The engine is 

heated up and then the cooling system is driving down the temperature to the desired value. It 

has been noted that cavitation is directly linked to the viscosity of lubricants and the viscosity 

is highly depended on the temperature. Usually, the higher the temperature, the lower would 

be the viscosity. That is not valid just with lubricants but with the majority of liquids. When 

the engine is not fired, the lubricant temperature is at the same temperature as the engine 

itself. As a result, the higher temperature will decrease the viscosity. The following images 

show the difference in cavitation for a number of different temperatures for the same 

lubricant at the same speed of 800 rpm and at the same crank angle. The temperatures range 

from 30C to 70C and the lubricant is the same lubricant used in all of the engine tests, the 

BP Castrol GTX 10w-40. Figure 154 shows the differences between the 30C and 40C. The 

differences in the area are not evident by naked eye as the area of cavitation has changed 

shape from one frame to the next. For this purpose, a script was written in Visual Basic that 

would calculate the area of cavitation for each of the different frames. In figure 154 the area 

calculated by the software is in red on the top left corner of the frame. The area is given as a 

percentage of the entire ring visible on the same frame. The ring even though it appears to be 

of a rectangular, flat shape, is actually not. The ring has a circular profile and the centre of 

rotation is along the vertical axis in the middle of the frame. A calculation based on square 

meters or square centimetres would not be accurate as there would be a difficulty when 

bringing the curvature of the ring into the calculations. The most appropriate representation 

that would carry the minimum risk and offer maximum accuracy is to represent the area of 

cavitation in a percentage of the total ring visible on the frame. In this way, the calculations 

are ensured to be accurate while still maintaining a solid measure of comparison between the 

different frames. In figure 154 it is noted from the values calculated by the software that there 

is a difference in the area the cavities occupy. The cavities at 40C cover the 62.53% of the 

total ring area and at 30C cover the 57.26% of the total ring area. That is more than a 5% 

difference and since the speed, crank angle and type of lubricant are the same this difference 

is linked to the increase of the lubricant temperature. In a similar way figure 155 represents a 

10C difference between the two presented frames. That is between the 40C and 50C. 

Again, the difference in the area covered by cavitation is close to a 4% increase for a 10C 

temperature increase, which brings it closer to the results observed in figure 154. The jump 
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from 40C to 50C is a crucial one, this is where the cavities start showing uniformity as far 

as their shape is concerned. 

 

Figure 154 - Temperature Effect 30C VS 40C, 800RPM 

Up to 40C the cavities change their total shape and seem more unstable after they pass the 

50 C mark. The cavities form a uniform rectangular area and this continues to the 60C and 

70C, both represented in figure 157. Back to figure 155 and the 40C vs 50C the 

differences are obvious and clear. The cavities at 50C cover a uniform rectangular area and 

they do not show any of the unevenness seen at 40C. Furthermore, the next figure, figure 

153 shows the 50C against 60C. It is obvious that the cavities have retained a uniform front 

and back boundaries and they do not show any break in the area of cavitation. Even though 

the entire area of the ring is not covered by cavities, this is the maximum area of cavitation 

that will ever be observed throughout the cycle. It is known by previous work done on the 

City University’s lubrication test-rig and presented in the results section of this report that the 

cavities never cover the entire area of the piston-rings. In fact, they only cover the side of the 

ring that is facing the direction of the piston’s movement and they extend up to the middle of 

the ring if not slightly further. In the case of figures 154 to 157 the piston is moving upwards. 

These observations were made on the lubrication test-rig and the engine is not an exception. 

In a similar way, the cavities do not cover the entire face of the piston-ring at any point of the 

cycle. 
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Figure 155 - Temperature Effect 40C VS 50C, 800RPM 

 

Figure 156 - Temperature Effect 50C VS 60C, 800RPM 

In a change of events the cavitating area will not grow as the temperature increases. Figure 

157 shows the difference between the 60C and 70C. It is supported by the area values 

calculated that the area at 70C has decreased from 66.02% down to 57.8%. That is a 

decrease of more than 8%. This is higher than the differences seen for lower temperatures and 

moreover at this point there is a decrease observed in the area of cavitation. This is a very 
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interesting phenomenon, the general rule dictates that since the temperature is rising the 

viscosity drops which should promote cavitation. Thus, it has been identified and presented 

that temperature has an imminent effect on cavitation from the point of generation to the 

point of collapse, though not in all cases as expected. 

 

Figure 157 - Temperature Effect 60C VS 70C, 800RPM 

5.5.5 Speed Effect 

The piston speed is one of the factors that are proven to affect the behaviour and generation 

of cavities. This section details a set of data representing the behaviour of cavitation in a 

range of different speeds at the same crank angle and the same temperature. The lubricant is 

the one used for all the engine testing and is the commercially available BP Castrol GTX 

10w-40. The way the data are compared with each other is by the area the cavities are 

covering as a proportion of the total ring area. The area has been calculated with the use of an 

algorithm composed for the purpose of this report. The software calculated the area the 

cavities cover and further calculated the proportion of the total ring area affected. Starting 

with figure 158 the differences are obvious. The cavities at 208rpm are barely visible on the 

surface of the ring whereas at 1000rpm they already cover the majority of its area. The 

difference is a massive 70% and there can be no argument that there is a significant change in 

the cavitation area from 208rpm to 1000rpm. Conventional gasoline engines do not usually 

operate at 200rpm speeds as their idle is usually found between 600rpm and 800rpm, but 

many diesel engines though idle at such a low speed and that is one of the reasons this low 
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range speed was investigated while comparing to the test-rig results. As mentioned the 

differences between the 208rpm and 1000rpm are obvious. This is not the case though with 

higher speed, and more specifically 1000rpm and 2000rpm in figure 159. It seems that there 

is little to no effect by the increase in engine speed from 1000rpm to 2000rpm in figure 159. 

The area of cavitation between these two speeds is very similar.  

 

Figure 158 - 208RPM VS1000RPM, Speed Effect, 70C 

 

 

Figure 159 - 1000RPM VS 2000RPM, Speed Effect, 70C 
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Figure 160 - 2000RPM VS 3000RPM, Speed Effect, 70C 

The area of cavitation at 2000rpm is 1% higher than the lower speed of 1000rpm. These 

again changes once more at the 3000rpm and in figure 160. Figure 160 show that there is a 

big difference at 3000rpm and there is a cavitational area decrease of almost 20%. This is in 

contrast to what it was initially expected. The initial expectation was that the cavities will 

cover higher area at higher speeds. The data extracted from the engine though support 

otherwise. Further investigation is needed to identify the cause behind the decrease of the 

cavitating area while the engine speed is increasing. 

5.5.6 Blow-by Effect 

Blow-by is the phenomenon where the combustion gasses and products pass though the 

piston-rings and find their way into the crank case. This phenomenon is undesirable within an 

internal combustion engine, mainly due to the fact that the escaped gases result to in-cylinder 

pressure drop. The pressure loses could significantly affect the performance of an engine. 

Another drawback of blow-by is that the combustion gasses, which are mainly burned 

hydrocarbons, can contaminate the internal components located in the crankcase while, the 

majority of these products can affect the quality of the engine lubricant. The combustion 

products can build up on the surfaces of internal components such as the bearings with 

catastrophic results. The quality of the lubricants can seriously be affected once the 

combustion products dissolve in their volume. The combustion products are capable of 

altering the lubricants basic characteristics meaning that the lubricant will not perform as 
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intended under operating conditions. That might cause poor engine performance and possibly 

serious internal component damage. As the combustion gasses find their way into the crank 

case by passing though the piston-rings the same can occur the oposite way. In the same way 

as combustion gasses can pass through the pison rigns down to the crank case, the lubricant 

from the crank case can pass through the rings and into the combustion chamber. 

   

Figure 161 - ATDC, 1000rpm, 70C, Motorised 

This is a phenomenon also called blow-by, even though it relates to different side-effects on 

the engine itself. The majority of piston-equiped, internal combusion engines that use 

lubricants for their operation will use a type of oil injector under the piston to constantly feed 

lubricant on the piston it self. The piston is equiped with oil pass holes that deliver the 

lubricant onto the cylinder walls and with the help of the piston-rings, the lubricant is spread 

onto the cylinder walls in the form of a very fine film. Excess lubricant would pass through 

the piston-rings and would find its way into the combustion chamber. Lubricants are mainly 

composed of hydrocarbons. While these hydrocarbons enter the conbsustion chamber they 

mix with the fuel and take part in the combustion. The burnt lubricant later exits the 

combsution chamber along with the rest of the combustion products. Engine emmissions are 

a major issue for car manufacturers. Regulations on emmissions in the recent years have 

become very strict and manufacturers need to ensure that their products are in-line with the 

+59 deg ATDC, 1000rpm, 70C, Motorised 

 

+74 deg ATDC, 1000rpm, 70C, Motorised 
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latest government regulations, otherwise they might face serious repercussions. The lubricant 

inside the engine cylinder takes part in the combustion and later escapes though the exhaust 

ports, into the exhast system and out in the environment. One of the most critical components 

in the exhaust system is the exhaust catalyst. The exhaust catalysts are sensitive engine 

components and are highly affected by products that are derived from the combustion of an 

air-fuel-lubricant mixture. The burned lubricant would contaminate the catalyst and therefore 

singificantly reduce the performance of the exhasut catalysts. The failure of an exhaust 

catalyst would usually lead to increased garage bills as catalysts contain precious metals 

which make them particularely expensive. 

   

Figure 162 - ATDC, 1000rpm, 70C, Motorised 

The burned lubricant would also affect the output emissions of an engine. Since lubricants are 

hydrocarbons the addition of such a component into the combustion would significantly 

increase the output emissions of an engine. Both are side-effects that are not desirable by the 

engine or the lubricant manufactures and need to be addressed through extensive research and 

testing. Due to the objectives of the project the investigation of these phenomena mainly 

focuses on the journey the lubricant follows from the crankcase, pass the piston-rings and 

into the combustion chamber. The majority of research done in the past with similar focus 

had only target phenomena taking place inside the cylinder and not the phenomena taking 

+89 deg ATDC, 1000rpm, 70C, Motorised 

 

+104 deg ATDC, 1000rpm, 70C, Motorised 
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place onto the cylinder walls. This resulted into substituting some of the engines critical 

components with compatible parts such as PVC piston-rings on quartz liners. One exapmple 

is the engine used by the Univarsity of Brighton for LIF and Mie Scaterring measurements 

for fuel in liquid and vapour phases.  

   

Figure 163 - ATDC, 1000rpm, 70C, Motorised 

This type of rings feature no gaps and offer a much better seal than the rings used in 

automotive internal combsution engines. Thus these engines do not face any pressure loss 

though the rings while testing. The point where this project has added value is in the use of 

original engine components such as an actual ring-pack. With the use of an actual ring-pack a 

variety of phenoena were observed that have not been identified on other experimental 

setups.  

One of these phenomena is the blow-by of the lubricant past the piston-rings and into the 

combustion chamber. It has been observed that blow-by does take place in internal 

combustion engines. This outcome is the result of using an actual ring-pack for all the test 

cases and ring-gaps, similar to the ones found in commercial internal combustion engines. 

The sequence of images in figures 161 to 163 show two lubricant droplets that have escaped 

from the crankcase and have passed into the combustion chamber. These two droplets started 

their journey through the cylinder at the point where the piston reached the top dead centre. 

+119 deg ATDC, 1000rpm, 70C, Motorised 

 

+134 deg ATDC, 1000rpm, 70C, Motorised 
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Practically the lubricant observed in these images originally came from the oil sump which is 

located in the lower part of the engine. This lubricant used mainly on internal engine 

components to offer component protection and friction reduction. The lubricant is delivered 

to the individual internal components through a system of tubing around the engine. One of 

these tubing guides the lubricant to the bottom or skirt of the piston. Once the oil comes in 

contact with the piston it gets absorbed in a series of small holes located on the actual piston 

skirt. These holes guide the oil from the back of the piston to the front and more precisely on 

the front of the skirt and to the back of the oil control rings. The reciprocating motion of the 

piston and the pressure differential force the oil through the piston ring gaps and slowly guide 

it on top of the first piston-ring. Once the oil has reached the top ring it will stay in that area 

until the piston has reached the top dead centre. Once the piston passes the top dead centre 

and starts moving in the opposite direction the inertia of the oil still present on top of the first 

ring will force it to leave the piston and enter the combustion chamber. This is exactly the 

phenomenon observed in figures 161 to 163. In figure 161 the piston is at 59o and 74o after 

the top dead centre and the two droplets can be seen to travel through the cylinder. The same 

continues into the next two frames in figure 162 where the two droplets still continue their 

path through the cylinder. The speed of the piston is higher than the speed of the droplets and 

these two will not meet before the piston has reached the bottom dead centre and the piston is 

moving in the opposite direction. That is in the case that the droplets continue moving 

towards BDC and do not collide with the cylinder walls. In figure 163 the two droplets have 

moved apart compared to the previous figure and their in between distance has changed. That 

is mainly an effect of vortexes that occur inside the cylinder due to the vacuum created by the 

piston. Their relative movement becomes clearer once the consecutive images are played in a 

video sequence. The droplets have been marked with red arrows and properly annotated to 

assist with their visualisation. 

The path that the lubricant travels into the combustion chamber has been tracked and 

analysed to assist in the further impovement of the design of internal combustions engines to 

minimise or eliminate the lubricant blow-by. The basic design of the piston in the engine 

allows the lubricant to find its way though the piston skirts, up to the oil pasages, embeded on 

the piston itself. The oil would pass though these holes to the back of the scraper ring. The oil 

control ring is equiped with slots that allow the lubricant to pass though them and onto the 

cylinder wall. The oil conrol ring is also responsible of controling the delivery of the oil onto 

the cylinder wall. There are some points in the cycle where oil can escape the oil control ring 
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and would pass in the gap between the oil control ring and the second compression ring. 

While the lubricant is in this space it will continue to move forced by the movement of the 

piston untill the point where it reaches the gap of the second ring and then it makes its way up 

to the area between the first and the second ring. From there it follows a similar path and by 

passing the gap of the first ring it finds its way on the top of the first ring. The escaped 

lubricant stays there for most of the up-sroke but when the piston reaches the TDC and 

mainly due to the inertia of the lubricant and the piston the lubricant will fly off the piston 

and would find itself traveling through the cylidner. 

5.5.7 Ring Rap and Blow-By 

The following set of images from figure 164 to figure 169 show the blow-by though the gaps 

of the first and the second and the third piston rings which have been aligned for the purpose 

of the project. The main passage of the lubricant was found to be the gaps between the rings 

which allowed for the exchange of oil between the oil sump and the cylinder. It has been 

observed that the lubricant will pass the gaps between the rings and with the kinetic energy 

introduced by the piston along with the pressure differential the lubricant will find its way 

into the combustion chamber with a plethora of negative effects for the engine itself. This 

section further details and illustrates the mechanisms that allows a lubricant to utilise the gaps 

as a passage to the combustion chamber. The sequence of images present evidence that 

support the occurrence of blow-by where lubricant passes though the ring-gaps. The engine 

used for the experiment is a custom design with a custom setup, one of those customisations 

is the position of the piston-rings and their gaps. It has been observed that regardless the 

position of the gaps the lubricant will eventually find its way through them and into the 

combustion chamber. The effort was made to assist and accelerate that phenomenon which 

usually takes a few strokes to complete in eventually the length of one stroke. This has been 

achieved by placing all the ring-gaps in line with each other. By bringing all the ring-gaps 

inline, it has been observed that lubricant would complete the journey from the crankcase to 

the combustion chamber in a single stroke.  

In the first frame in figure 164 the piston has almost reached the top dead centre as part of the 

compressions stroke. During the compression stroke, both of the inlet and outlet valves are 

closed, and the combustion chamber is pressurised. The further the piston travels towards the 

top dead centre the higher the in-cylinder pressure. At -2 degrees before the top dead centre 

and considering that the engine is operated under motorised condition the pressure of the 

combustion chamber has reached its maximum value. With a compression ratio of 9.5 to 1 
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the volume of the cylinder has reduced by 9.5 times and the pressure has equally increased. 

The high pressure is forcing the gases that are trapped into the cylinder to find their ways 

down to the sump through the back of the rings and the ring gaps. While the engine is in 

operation and as it can be seen in the second frame of figure 164 the gaps between the rings 

are occupied by lubrication oil. The high-pressure gasses while on their way towards the 

crankshaft will carry with them parts of the lubricant and will return it in the crankshaft case. 

In the event that the engine was in firing mode the high-pressure gasses would carry more 

than lubrication oil. The combustion products and possibly unburned fuel would follow the 

same path and will find their way down the piston, as the lubrication oil does in figure 165. In 

figure 165 the piston has passed the top dead centre and even though the pressure has started 

to drop the in-cylinder pressure is still at a very high level. In figures 166 and 167 the high-

pressure gasses continue to push the lubricant through the ring gaps towards the crankshaft. 

What is particularly interesting is that the gases/lubricant mixture as soon as it leaves the 

bottom ring it finds its way down to the sump through the oil feed holes on the skirt of the 

piston.  

   

Figure 164 - 1000rpm, 70C, Motorised 

 

-2 deg BTDC, 1000rpm, 70C, Motorised 

 

0 deg TDC, 1000rpm, 70C, Motorised 
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Figure 165 - 1000rpm, 70C, Motorised 

 

   

Figure 166 - 1000rpm, 70C, Motorised 

+2 deg ATDC, 1000rpm, 70C, Motorised 

 

+4 deg ATDC, 1000rpm, 70C, Motorised 

 

+6 deg ATDC, 1000rpm, 70C, Motorised 

 

+8 deg ATDC, 1000rpm, 70C, Motorised 
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Figure 167 - 1000rpm, 70C, Motorised 

 

 

Figure 168 - 1000rpm, 70C, Motorised 

+10 deg ATDC, 1000rpm, 70C, Motorised 

 

+12 deg ATDC, 1000rpm, 70C, Motorised 
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Figure 169 - 1000rpm, 70C, Motorised 

This can be explained by the fact that this hole offers an easier escape towards the sump 

rather than the area between the skirts and the cylinder liner. It is also observed that the 

gasses in figure 164 and at 0 degrees seem to carry with them less lubricant than in figure 

167. This indicates that the gasses a few degrees after the top dead centre travel faster than at 

the top dead centre, even though the in-cylinder pressure is higher closer to the top dead 

centre. This is believed to be due to the way the piston meets the combustion chamber once 

the piston has reached the top dead centre. At the top dead centre, the piston is very close to 

the cylinder head offering a very small area where the gasses could escape. Once the piston 

starts moving downwards the bottom dead centre the gap between the piston and the 

combustion chamber increases offering a better route of escape for these high-pressure 

gasses. The images above illustrate the journey the lubricant follows from the crankcase to 

the combustion chamber. The lubricant starts from the bottom ring and more specifically the 

gaps behind the ring. The oil passes through these gaps and finds itself through the third 

bottom piston-ring, then the oil escapes and finds its way in the gap between the bottom and 

second piston-ring. While the second gap between the third and second piston-rings is filling 

up with oil there is oil already passing the second piston-ring and finds its way to the gap 

between the first and second piston-ring. While the lubricant is passing though the ring-gaps 

it is creating vortices around the ring-gap edges. That is an additional indication that the ring-

+12 deg ATDC, 1000rpm, 70C, Motorised 
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gaps are the main path of lubricant transportation from the crankcase to the combustion 

chamber. The passage of the oil is assisted by the high-pressure gases that are moving from 

the cylinder to the crank case due to the increased in-cylinder pressure. The unique setup of 

the engine is the reason behind the successful execution of the testing needed for the project 

and the fact why the collected set of data have offered an insight to an area of the engine 

usually restricted. The phenomenon of blow-by is highly important to the engine 

manufactures and the lubricant, phenomenon that has been successfully captured and detailed 

in the pages of this report. 

5.5.8 Firing 

After the initial motorised testing, the tests on the engine continued under full firing 

operation. During the full firing operation, the engine was igniting the injected fuel on every 

cycle. The dynamometer was used to place a load on the engine. The load applied was a 

proportion of the total power output of the dynamometer and it was applied by using the 

dynamometer as a brake. By not letting the engine operate freely the operating conditions 

were closer to the operating conditions of automotive engines. Another use of the dyno was 

to start up the engine. As with the majority of the engines, this engine needed to be started 

with the use of an electric motor before it could sustain itself into operation. The dyno has 

been used to first bring the engine up to speed before the fuel system was switched on. The 

fuel system was let to run until the pump had reached its operating pressure. After switching 

on the fuel pump, the next stage is to initiate the ignition, while the ignition is operating the 

final stage is to switch on the fuel injectors that provide the fuel needed for the engine to 

operate. Once the engine is in operation under its own power the dyno is switched from a 

starter motor mode to applying the load on the engine.  

Optical-engines are useful instruments when investigating phenomena taking place inside an 

engine but unlike the non-optical engines they have a distinct vulnerability. That vulnerability 

is also their most important feature, their optical window. Under firing operation, the load on 

the window increases by a great margin while its life expectancy dramatically decreases. The 

specific engine has a 9.5 to 1 compression ratio, which increases 5 times when the engine is 

fired. In the course of the project four optical windows were consumed in total. That was 

mainly due to the fact that the metal rings would come in contact with the quartz window and 

wear it to the point where the damage would be of that extend that the in-cylinder pressure 

spikes would cause the window to crack. Due to the nature of quartz as a material and due to 
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its crystal structure as soon as a small imperfection is introduced on one of its surfaces this 

imperfection would propagate into a crack, up to the point where the window would fail. 

Fully Firing optical-engine  

Engine Speed 1000rpm 

Engine Load 2.1kW 

Air/ Fuel Ratio 14.1 

Fuel Type Iso-Octane 

Table 11 – Fully firing optical engine test conditions 

Time constraints along with the shortage of supply of the optical windows meant that the 

engine did not go through the same amount of testing under firing as it did under motorised 

operation. After several testing’s, it has to be noted that the firing of the engine did not affect 

the behaviour of the cavities at a great extent. At this point it is worth also mentioning that 

the engine could not operate on full firing mode for prolonged periods of time partially due to 

the window needing cleaning in short time intervals and partially due to the caution taken 

towards the safety of the optical windows and the engine itself.  

   

Figure 170 – 1000rpm, 70C, Firing 

-37 deg BTDC, 1000rpm, 70C, Firing -25 deg BTDC, 1000rpm, 70C, Firing 
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Table 11 and the sequence of images from [-37] to [+71] degrees crank angle in figures 170 

to 174 show the test conditions and the behaviour of cavitation while the engine is under full 

firing operation. During full firing the engine has been igniting the fuel on every cycle 

causing the in-cylinder pressure to explode at levels much higher than what the engine 

experiences under motorise operation. The engine used has a 9.5 to 1 compression ratio. 

When the engine was firing, these values increased 5 to 6 times over the motorised ones. 

Under firing operation, the engine would as well experience a shift in the pressure pick, 

meaning that the pressure pick would no longer be at TDC but it occurred at a later stage as 

shown and explained in the “Optical Engine” section of these report. In all the images the 

effect of cavitatitaion is obvious in the area over the piston-rings. During all the runs there 

was no significant visual difference between the full firing and the mororised tests as 

described in the “Optical Engine” section ealier in this report. This always refers to the data 

between the firing and the motorised operation at similar operating conditions. Two of the 

most critical condition that had a significant effect on the behavior of the cavities were the 

engine speed and the temperature. Due to the unpredictable and chaotic behavior of the 

cavities on the optical engine it has not been possible to apply the software solution 

implemented on the investigation of the cavities on the City University’s optical test-rig. For 

that reason a separate software was developed in Visaul Basic which is further explained in 

the “Processing Software” section of this report. Despite the fact that the cavities on the test-

rig and the optical-engine followed similar paterns at similar speeds the test-rig capabilities 

are quite limited compared to those of the engine. The engine would reach much higher 

speeds and at these speeds the cavities would scatter and stop following a clearly visible 

patern. There is clear evidence of cavities occuring on the face of the piston-rings. As 

described in earlie section of this report the cavitating oil would leave the face of the ring and 

pass in the areas between the piston-rings where it would either escape towards the crank 

case or it would find its way into the conbustion chamber. The “-25 degrees BTDC” frame, 

figure 170 shows lubricant trapped in the area between the piston-rings. Due to the special 

design of the oil-control ring there is oil also trapped in between the two edges of the ring 

itself. Oil control rings can either have a flat face or in the majority of the engines a slot in the 

middle of their face running arround the profile of the ring. The specific ring used on this 

optical engine features a slot running accross its profile. This allows for better oil control and 

delivery. Due to the protruding edges it is not uncommon to see lubricant trapped in the area 

between the two edges. Unlike the lubricant trapped in the area between the piston-rings, the 

lubricant trapped in the oil contor ring can easily escape. The oil control ring is equipped with 
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slots that not only allows for the delivery of fresh oil onto the cylinder walls, but also allow 

for the drain of the excess oil back into the crank case. It has been observed that the increased 

cylinder pressure has a significant effect on the way the cavities are generated and behave in 

the motorised tests. 

   

Figure 171 – 1000rpm, 70C, Firing 

In has been also observed that the added pressure caused by the combustion of the fuel has no 

significant effect on the cavitation and it does not affect the way it behaves. The project 

mainly focused on the investigation of cavitation in the area between the piston-ring and 

cylinder-liner interaction and not on the effect of combustion on cavitation. Further work is 

needed on the investigation of the differences between the effects of combustion on the 

cavities generated inside a firing engine and how these differ from the case of the motorised 

operation. At this point it has to be noted that the findings of this specific study do not 

indicate a significant difference between the two but for a validity perspective the extra time 

has to be invested to reinvestigate the findings. The proposed projects need to take under 

consideration the findings of the current project and needs to implement a new approach in 

the investigation of how the cavities behave in the two different cases of motorised and firing 

operation and highlight their differences, if any. Additional high-speed visualisation 

techniques might reveal more information regarding this phenomenon. 

-13 deg BTDC, 1000rpm, 70C, Firing -1 deg BTDC, 1000rpm, 70C, Firing 
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Figure 172 – 1000rpm, 70C, Firing 

 

   

Figure 173 – 1000rpm, 70C, Firing 

+11 deg ATDC, 1000rpm, 70C, Firing +23 deg ATDC, 1000rpm, 70C, Firing 

+35 deg ATDC, 1000rpm, 70C, Firing +47 deg ATDC, 1000rpm, 70C, Firing 
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Figure 174 – 1000rpm, 70C, Firing 

5.6 Error Analysis 

This section of the report is focused on errors that might have been introduced during the 

testing and which must be taken under consideration when reviewing the results or repeating 

the experiments. Below are identified a few of the instruments used for data collection and 

data extraction and their reading errors are presented to give an understanding of the 

magnitude of the error that might have been introduced and what actions might have been 

performed to mitigate. The flowmeter used on the test-rig has been found to have a set 

amount of error which has been calculated by the manufacturer at 5% of the total flowrate 

displayed. The capacitance used on the specific test-rig is a device that uses two conductive 

plates to measure the oil film thickness. This method requires very careful calibration before 

every measurement. The calibration is important to link the change in voltage with the 

change in length. The capacitance output is displayed in Volts with an accuracy of the first 

decimal place. This results into an error while acquiring the measurements of 0.05V which is 

0.05% if 1 volt is measured. This will affect both the calibration and the final readings. The 

capacitance also relies on a micrometre to measure the change in length and correlate 

movement with voltage. The micrometre used for the calibration of the capacitance can be 

accurate within a 0.005mm for measurements of length. Shaft encoders were used to capture 

+59 deg ATDC, 1000rpm, 70C, Firing +71 deg ATDC, 1000rpm, 70C, Firing 
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the rotational movement of the engine and the test rig. The shaft encoder used has a 

resolution of 3600 pulses per revolution. This will result at an error of 0.05degrees of crank 

angle. This has been a very low measuring error and it would not affect the outcome of the 

tests. One of the main challenges has been to synchronise the high-speed camera with the 

engines position. For that reason, the high-speed camera was triggered with the use of digital 

signals generated by the crank shaft encoder. Thus, the error introduced would be the same as 

the one introduced by the crank shaft encoder and that would be equal to 0.05 degrees of 

crank angle. The vibrations generated by the operation of the single cylinder engine caused 

the images to shift and tilt from frame to frame. This was resulting in an error when the 

software was calculating some physical properties of the cavities. The error introduced by the 

image processing was accommodated as part of the code and it was implemented when 

writing the algorithm. The algorithm would detect the shift and the tilt, and it would 

accommodate from one frame to the next. 
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER DISCUSSION 

The experimental investigation of cavitation formation and development at contact point 

between the ring and the liner in a lubricant test rig and the newly designed optical engine has 

been carried out at different operating conditions using two high speed cameras coupled with 

three ARRI high intensity light sources to visualise cavitation. The present research project 

has been divided into three stages; first the measurement in the lubricant test rig and then the 

design of the new optical engine followed by the testing and measurement in the optical 

engine. A summary of the main findings obtained from the results of this research programme are 

presented in the following sections. The project continued with the design and testing of the 

optical engine. The engine testing provided data that could assist in the better understanding 

of how lubricant cavitation can affect certain aspects of the engine in the way they operate 

and perform. Some negative effects that are related to the phenomenon of cavitation are 

increased emissions, blow-by, lubricant contamination and damage on internal components.  

6.1 Summary discussions and conclusions of test-rig measurements 

A lubrication matrix was tested with the sole purpose of determining the effect of different 

lubricant formulations and operating conditions on the behaviour of cavitation. The work on 

the test-rig produced a large amount of unprocessed data, a considerable amount of time was 

invested to find the best way that would allow for the most accurate and efficient processing 

of those data. The work involved the testing and visual investigation of the cavitation 

phenomenon for 19-smaples, at different speeds ranging from 100 – 600 RPM. There was 

also an attempt to identify the behaviour of different lubricants and how their formulation 

affects cavitation. The results were processed with the use of sophisticated algorithms written 

specifically for the project in Matlab. Later the processed data were grouped and compared to 

highlight behavioural differences that could be linked back to their formulation. All 19 

lubricants were tested under the same operating conditions but only a representative 

population of 6 was chosen for this report; the selection of these 6 lubricants has been based 

mainly on their performance and individual composition. This population featured a number 

of base lubricants with the addition of viscous modifiers and extra add-packs. The different 

lubricants were subjected to several tests that would stretch their physical properties to the 

point where they would start to cavitate. The data were obtained at different speeds and under 

a range of operating conditions, these conditions were 2 different flowrates at 0.02L/min and 

0.05L/Min, 3 different speeds at 100, 300 and 600 RPM, and two different temperatures at 
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30oC and 70oC; full details can be found in Table 1 and Table 2. The followings are a 

summary of major findings: 

 The data processing was performed with the use of algorithms developed in Matlab. 

The structure and logic of this algorithm changed dramatically throughout the 

different stages of the project to ensure the accuracy of the end results considering all 

the limitations, including the extraction of optical information by the software; full 

details are provided in Section 2.1.6. The final version of the software offered visual 

feedback to the user and gave the ability to override the processing if anomalies were 

observed. 

 To ensure the presented data are of high quality, all tests were repeated 3 times to 

improve the clarity of the images. This involved the sourcing of better quality optics 

and higher intensity light sources that would allow for higher frame rates, lower 

exposures and brighter images.  

The parametric study offered a set of valuable results when all the lubricants were tested on 

the lubrication test rig. The 6 out of the 19 lubricants included in this report have offered the 

following conclusions.  

 The performance of each lubricant is directly linked to the lubricants formulation and 

the operating conditions. Lubricants of the same group show similar behaviour and 

the kinematic viscosity is a very good indicator of cavity performance. The data 

support that the addition of a viscous modifier can have a direct effect on cavitation. 

As an example, lubricants 004A and 020A had the same viscosity and density values 

but presented different cavity behaviour. The operating condition also interfere with 

the way lubricants cavitate though not always in the way expected, the increase of the 

speed does not always increase the cavitating area or cavity length. 

 Kinematic viscosity is a good indicator to whether lubricants of the same base group 

would be more prone to cavitation. Previous literature suggests that viscosity can be 

directly linked to oil film thickness. A link can be supported between cavitation and 

Kinematic Viscosity. 

 A viscous modifier can reduce the effect of cavitation. As an example, lubricants 

004A and 020A are two lubricants of the same group where 020A has an additional 

viscous modifier. The area of cavitation for 004A varied from 10 – 50% but has a 

mean value of 20%, while lubricant 020A has an area of cavitation from 10 – 70% 
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with a mean value of 50%, a clear reduction in cavitation with the viscous modifier. 

This suggest that the addition of a viscous modifier delays the cavity generation 

which appears later in the cycle. 

 Previous literature suggests that when the speed increases the oil film thickness 

increases as well. Although in the present investigation the oil film thickness was not 

measured, the observation showed that the increase in speed had not the same effect 

on the length of cavity. The length in fact decreased with speed which also supports 

the increase in film oil thickness and the gap between the piston ring and the liner. 

 The Previous literature suggests that when lubricants have different viscosities the one 

with the lowest viscosity would have the smallest oil film thickness. This is not the 

same for the rest of the metrics such as cavity width and cavity length. Furthermore, 

kinematic viscosity has a direct effect on cavity formation. The lower the KV the 

higher the cavitating area, the length of the cavities and the width of the cavities.  

 The consecutive images were processed with the use of a custom algorithms written 

in Matlab in order to obtain accurate quantitative information for cavity length, cavity 

width, cavitating area and number of cavities. 

 The algorithm allows for the link of physical properties such as cavity length, width, 

area and number of cavities with physical properties extensively investigated by 

pervious researchers, such as oil film thickness and friction. This could be made 

possible by extending the capabilities of the software and incorporating the oil film 

thickness and friction in the algorithm which could offer results that would give a 

view of the flow on 3 dimensions. 

 The software developed can successfully process the visual data but must be coupled 

with appropriate optical setup which can offer the desired quality and optical clarity. 

The resolution and magnification of the optical equipment are very important to the 

way the software performs. Equally important are the light sources used and the 

position these are placed. 

 One of the core objectives was to try and establish a link between the lubrication test-

rig and the optical engine. A correlation between the results from the test-rig and the 

optical engine has been established based on the following conditions: 

 The lubricants tested on the test-rig and the optical engine presented similar 

behaviour and structure when both tests were at similar operating conditions. 
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 A link between the test-rig and the optical engine is supported and has been 

observed for test-rig speeds of 600RPM which correlates to engine speeds of 

208RPM. This correlation is based on piston speed. 

6.2 Summary of Design of the Optical Engine 

The second part of the project focused on the investigation of cavitation within a fully firing 

optical-engine where the piston-ring and the cylinder-liner interact. This area is subjected to 

extreme forces, temperatures and pressures, these made the design of the optical engine far 

more difficult especially on the strength of the optical window, the thermal expansion and the 

tolerances and as a result the design of the engine has been a very careful and time-

consuming procedure; full details of the design processes has been given in chapter 4 and 

below is a summary of the new design development/outcome. 

The new optical engine was based on a modified Ricardo Hydra single cylinder engine where 

many parts such as the cylinder liner had to be redesigned (expect the ring pack which had to 

be identical to the one used on the unmodified engine) to allow for the optical access to the 

piston ring and cylinder liner interaction. The optical window covers the full length of the 

liner over a width of 25mm; this visibility allows access not only into the contact point over 

the entire length of the liner, but also provides access to the combustion chamber to allow for 

flow visualisation and flow field measurements. 

Many considerations have been taken into account as explained in chapter 4 but the 

challenging issues were the matting of the optical window with the cylinder liner and the 

piston rings, and the possibility of oil passing from the sump into the combustion chamber or 

vice versa, the transfer of the fuel into the sump (“blow-by” effect) which can affect the 

emission, performance of the lubricant and possible damage to the lubrication system or the 

engine’s internal components. 

Once the design was finalised and the engine was manufactured and the auxiliary 

components had to be designed to fit the engine. The engine control software and the ECU 

had to be designed and build in such a way that would allow for the custom setup and 

operation of the engine as well as for the control of the optical equipment to be installed.  

Overall the design of the optical engine was a great success and provided the means to fulfil 

the objectives of the project, the investigation of the phenomenon of cavitation within a fully 

firing optical-engine, and beyond with the following features:  
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 The new design provides full access to a very hostile area where the piston-ring and 

the cylinder-liner interact and in addition a good exposure to the combustion chamber, 

covers the full length of the liner over a width of 25mm which provides a great optical 

access, much greater than that given by XUL10Ar engine. 

 The new engine was successfully operated without any issues up to speeds of 

3000RPM for firing and motorised operation.  

 The new control system to operate the engine with new software and the ECU capable 

of controlling both the engine operation as well as the optical equipment; the 

combined new control system and the optical engine would offer a useful and 

valuable testing device that would allow further investigation to be carried out 

 The new optical engine operated at the same specification with in cylinder pressure 

the same as the unmodified engine. The in-cylinder pressure and the compression 

ratio showed that the mating of the window with the cylinder liner and the piston 

rings was successful. 

 With careful and accurate design consideration, it was ensured the insertion of the 

optical window can work the metal piston rings assembly while maintaining the 

original engine tolerances. 

 The new optical engine provides not only access into the contact point over the entire 

length for the investigation of lubricants cavitation, but also a great optical access into 

the combustion chamber where the charged motion, spray characteristics and 

combustion can be visualised or quantified using different optical diagnostics like 

LDV, PIV, PDA and LIF. 

 The piston rings used were a full metal ring pack similar to the one fitted on the 

unmodified engine. The piston ring gaps play an important role in the way lubricants 

cavitate within an engine. Cavitation is directly linked to pressure and it occurs when 

the pressure of a liquid suddenly drops. The ring gaps are a leading factor in cylinder 

pressure losses, while cylinder gasses can escape down towards the sump. Leading 

piston ring manufacturers are aware of the pressure loss ring gaps cause and they 

usually provide a maximum ring gap tolerance with each product. The usual tolerance 

is 0.0035cm per cm of cylinder diameter to ensure maximum performance and 

appropriate lubrication. The effect piston rings have on the pressure differential 

between the cylinder and the sump will affect the pressure profile along the face of 

the piston rings thus affecting the cavity generation. 
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6.3 Summary discussions and conclusions of Optical Engine measurements 

The final stage of the project involved the testing of the optical engine which would offer 

access to the usually inaccessible area between the cylinder liner and piston ring interaction 

under motorised and firing conditions; full details of the operating conditions are given in 

section 5.5. The followings are the main conclusions: 

 The data showed that the lubrication oil from the sump uses the ring gaps to pass into 

the combustion chamber. The lubricant passes through the gap rings until it finds 

itself on the top of the top ring where as soon as the piston reaches the top dead centre 

and changes its direction the lubricant, due to its kinetic energy, will separate itself 

from the rings and fly within the cylinder. 

 The captured video images showed that the rotation of the piston rings does not affect 

the phenomena of cavitation. The same data suggested that cavitation occurs only in 

two of the strokes for a four-stroke engine. The phenomenon seems to occur only in 

the stroke when the in-cylinder pressure is higher than the atmospheric. During this 

stroke, the in-cylinder pressure puts an extra force behind the piston rings forcing 

them to form a smaller gap with the cylinder wall, something that does not occur 

when the valves are open. 

 The results showed that, cycle after cycle, cavitation occurs on the face of the piston 

rings within the gap mainly as a fully developed cavitating sheet in both up-stroke and 

down-stroke.  

 Cavitation takes place on the face of all the 3 rings and not on the face of the piston. It 

has also been observed that cavitation does not form a uniform cavitating sheet along 

the face of the ring. This is due to the fact that the cylinders as well as the piston rings 

do not follow a perfect circular profile. 

 While the engine is in operation under motorised conditions with the fuel system on, 

it was observed that the injected fuel inside the cylinder would momentarily atomise 

at the first stage of the expansion stroke to form a fuel spray. This suggests that one 

can use a PDA diagnostic system to characterise the fuel spray characteristics in terms 

of fuel droplets size and velocity distribution simultaneously. 

6.4 Contribution to knowledge 

Optical Internal combustion engines are used for the investigation of phenomena that occur 

during engine operation. Many of these engines operate under idealise conditions or key parts 
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are replaced in order to protect their optical windows thus, risking the possibility of deviating 

from the exact behaviour of the phenomena compared to an unmodified engine. The design, 

manufacture and testing of a fully firing optical engine, that would use a conventional metal 

ring-pack would offer both a unique measuring device and optical data of great value to the 

better understanding of the phenomenon. The main contributions of the project are presented 

bellow; 

 The project developed a unique design of a fully firing optical engine that allowed for the 

optical visualisation of the piston ring and cylinder liner interaction. The design 

succeeded in offering an engine that has been both reliable and fully functional at the 

extend of replicating the operation of a conventional same specification engine. 

 A lot of weight was given to the use of a metal 3 piston-ring, ring-pack in combination 

with the optical window. This project managed to achieve an ideal matting of the surfaces 

between the piston-ring and the optical liner and ensured that pressure loses would 

interfere with the results.  

 The findings support a correlation between the lubrication test-rig and the optical engine. 

This link gives access to all the information that was been generated over the past years 

by a different number of projects performed on the same test rig. 

 The data investigate assumptions and speculations made around the phenomena that take 

place in the cylinder liner/piton-ring area. The contribution of this project was the design 

and manufacture of an optical-engine that was very close to the specification of a 

conventional internal combustion engine. The majority of the work performed on optical-

engines was performed with the use of full optical cylinders and PVC piston-rings. These 

rings do not feature the highly important ring-gaps fount in conventional engines. These 

setups though safe and reliable do not fully replicate the behaviour of the phenomena that 

take place inside that engine.  

 The use of a metal ring-pack offered the ability to observe the behaviour of lubricants 

while these cavitate or pass though the ring-gaps. The setup assisted in better 

understanding and observing the phenomenon of “blow-by”, something practically 

impossible with the full PVC ring setups.  

This project has assisted with the observation of phenomena that occur in the cylinder-liner 

and piston-ring interaction. Moreover, it has produced data that can be used to further study 

the highly important phenomena of cavitation and “blow-by”. This research has produced an 
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important piece of literature for the future study of these phenomena. There is a lot of 

knowledge that has been gained from this project and in addition to the literature there is also 

the experience and expertise of building and operating an optical engine that simulates the 

same principles and specifications as a conventional internal combustion engine. 

6.5 Aims and Objectives Assessment 

 Design, manufacture and assembly of an optical internal combustion engine that would 

allow for the investigation of the phenomenon of cavitation while this takes place in the 

cylinder liner and piston-ring interaction. The engine must have as a core feature the use 

of a metal piston-rings similar to the ones used on automotive production engines. – The 

design, manufacture and assembly of the engine was successful as the engine operated 

correctly, even from the initial test runs. The assessment of its performance was done in 

small increments where the operating conditions and load were gradually increased until 

the engine was operating at its full potential, the engine operated successfully at every 

increment, giving the confidence to later use it for the extraction of experimental data. 

Big success has been the matting of the optical window with the rest of the cylinder and 

the piston rings. The tolerances between the optical and the unmodified conventional 

engine have been very close to identical and this can be easily identified from the 

comparison of the pressure trace and the compression ratio between the two. This 

ensured that the engine operated to the specifications it was initially designed to. The 

optical engine was based on a conventional single cylinder Ricardo Hydra engine. The 

original engine made use of a 3-ring metal ring pack. The piston rings used were the 

exact same piston rings that the engine was equipped before the optical window 

modification and the success of the design was to ensure that they came in contact with 

the optical window to the extent that they would not damage the optical properties of the 

window or its structure and still maintain its original specifications. 

 Install, setup and successfully use high speed optical equipment on the engine to collect 

data from the piston ring and cylinder liner interaction. – The installation and setup of the 

optical equipment was successfully implemented, and it produced high quality images 

from the piston ring and cylinder liner interaction which allowed for the further 

investigation of the phenomenon. The camera, the lighting and the engine were carefully 

setup and timed together to offer optimum results. The trickiest part was to guide both the 

light and the camera through the narrow window installed on the engine. This posed a lot 

of difficulty due to the limited space, but the data confirm the successful implementation.  
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 Process the data collected on the optical engine to extract information that would reveal a 

link between cavitation and the operating conditions of an engine. – The data extracted 

were successfully processed and analysed to derive conclusions related to the cavity 

behaviour inside an optical engine. Though the processing and analysis of the data has 

been successfully achieved additional work could be carried out that would extract more 

information from the samples such as lubricant velocity and oil film thickness that would 

allow for a more detailed analysis of the flow. 

 The completion of the parametric study that would use an existing test-rig, currently 

property of City, University of London to test a set of 19 lubricants. These 19 lubricants 

were received by BP while their formulations had been withheld and protected by a 

confidentiality agreement. Key point is the study of the phenomenon of cavitation and the 

extraction of information that had not been investigated by the work performed on the 

test-rig by previous researchers. – All the 19 lubricants were tested on the lubrication rig 

with sole purpose the extraction of information that had not been considered by all the 

previous researchers who performed similar experiments on the test rig. This project 

succeeded into taking a step further than the measurement of the oil film pressure, the 

friction and the oil film thickness, which are metrics extensively investigated before. It 

used the visual data that were captured and combined them with sophisticated algorithms 

to extract information on the area of cavitation, the length of cavities, the width of 

cavities and the number of cavities. 

 The data from the test-rig must be compared to the data from the engine and their in-

between correlation must be investigated. – The data extracted from the test-rig were 

compared to the data extracted from the engine and their in-between relation was 

investigated. The data presented many similarities to the behaviour of the cavities in 

similar operating conditions and though extra work is needed to further investigate that 

link the findings successfully support that there is a close correlation.  

 Finally, a report must be produced that would summarise and discuss the findings of the 

project along with suggestions for future work. – The final objective of the report has 

been the summation of the findings along with recommendations for future work. This 

part has been successfully completed and the findings as well as all the relevant 

information have been included as part of the current report.  
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6.6 Critical Assessment of experimental process 

During the course of the project the measurements had to be repeated numerous times to 

ensure optimum results. The test-rig measurements were repeated 3 times in total to improve 

the quality of the data. The software used for the processing of the test-rig data was 

developed in house for the needs of the project. The first set of the results extracted from the 

test-rig were captured with a setup similar to the one used by previous researchers and which 

was presented as optimum for the visualisation of cavitation. Once all the lubricants were 

tested the captured data were used to develop the Matlab processing algorithm. It soon 

became obvious that the software faced limitation that regardless how good its logic was it 

could not overcome due to the input data. For that reason, the optical setup had to be 

adjusted. The solution was given at the time with the use of greater angle lenses and lower 

aperture combined with more powerful light sources that would allow for a greater 

magnification in order to help the software identify the phenomena with a higher accuracy. 

The result as expected seemed promising as the newly developed software would work much 

better with the new set of results and would produce much better data that would track closer 

the cavities generated. Once all the lubricants were tested it was realised that there was a 

possibility of further improving the software and the derived results, an observation that came 

with the experience gained. The decision was taken to perform all the tests for a third time in 

order to achieve the best possible results. The tests were repeated once more while the 

software was further developed to achieve an even better tracking of the cavitation 

phenomena.  

Though every effort was made to improve the results there is still potential to improve both 

the software and the data captured. As the software relies on pixel by pixel tracking, the use 

of a camera with a higher resolution would dramatically improve the quality of the results 

and the way the software tracks cavitation. Another modification that could have a positive 

impact would be the use of optical fibres to guide the light into the cylinder liner and piston 

ring area and ideally from both sides of the test rig. The test-rig is made out of stainless steel 

which at λ = 589nm has a reflective index of n = 2.5 where lubrication oil only n = 1.47 (Bor 

et all, 1990). As found the test-rig has a higher reflective index than the lubrication oil and 

since the processing algorithm relays on the light intensity to track the cavities, the reduction 

of the reflective light on the surrounding components would have allowed for the thresholds 

on the algorithm to be adjusted to a more conservative setting that would also allow for an 

even better tracking of the cavities. The part of the software that handles and mitigates for the 
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reading errors would have to work less to post process the data which would have increased 

the accuracy and also reduced the processing time.  

The same optical fibre light sources could have also been used on the optical engine. The 

illumination of the contact point between the cylinder liner and the piston ring was always a 

challenge throughout the testing of the engine. The light sources used were coupled with 

focussing lenses that would allow for the better focusing of the light beam and though the 

focusing lenses did a very good job in focusing the light there would be a great benefit to the 

use of new light source that would implement optical fibres to better guide the light. The 

main problem of the light sources used was not only the fact that with the addition of the 

focusing lenses the setup became bulky and difficult to setup, nor the fact that even with the 

lenses the focusing became a constant challenge but the fact that they produced a tremendous 

amount of heat that when focused would raise the temperature of the engine thus risking 

affecting the behaviour of the lubricants and the integrity of the engine. The optical fibres 

could also be used with high intensity light sources such as lasers which would allow for the 

measurement of the oil film thickness on the cylinder walls and between the cylinder liner 

and piston ring interaction, which could give an idea of the oil film thickness between the 

cylinder wall and the piston rings. The use of lasers would have also given a better tracking 

of the lubricant blow by, where a molecule is identified and then tracked throughout its path. 

The same technique could be used the calculate the speed of the flow through the cylinder 

liner and piston ring gap. 

6.7 Recommendations for Future work 

Despite the valuable knowledge gained with throughout the project there is a need for further 

work to be carried out in order to achieve a better understanding of the link between the 

formulation of the lubricants and the behaviour of cavitation. There are certain aspects that 

need to be further analysed an investigated that would bridge gaps possibly not covered by 

the current project. These revolve mainly around the formulation of lubricants and the way 

the data were acquired and processed. The tests on the optical engine have only been 

performed with an off the shelf lubricant sample that is commercially available and 

manufactured from BP. The possibility of composing new samples from base lubricants 

where their formulations could be controlled would offer a different insight to the way 

different lubricant formulations behave inside the engine. Another point where the current 

research can be improved is by improving the processing software developed for the project. 

The VBA code written for the processing of the engine data is mainly computing the area of 
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the image that is covered by cavitation. It would be of great benefit to develop a more 

sophisticated algorithm that would allow for the processing of the data while incorporating 

that curvature of the ring into the calculations. This is one aspect that was not added into the 

current software and would be of a great value, as it will increase the accuracy of the results. 

The engine as it was originally delivered came with a set of thermocouples installed on its 

original cylinder block. These thermocouples were connected on a control unit responsible 

for acquiring the readings. This control unit was malfunctioning, but the thermocouple setup 

could be a good addition to the newly manufactured cylinder block as it will allow for 

temperature distribution reading simultaneously with the optical data. This setup will unlock 

further capabilities of the engine that would allow for the better understanding of how the 

temperature distribution on the cylinder and the piston affects the cavity behaviour. The 

current temperature readings were based on the average temperature of the cylinder block but 

since cavitation is a phenomenon directly linked to viscosity and viscosity is depended on the 

temperature the uneven temperature distribution along the cylinder block might have an 

effect on the cavity behaviour itself. Another modification that needs to be considered is the 

addition of a force-feed induction that would allow for testing and would simulate the case 

where an engine has been supercharged or turbocharged. The need for smaller and more 

powerful engines and the current notion among the engine manufactures to turn to 

supercharging or turbocharging to achieve that, means that this type of research will add 

value to phenomena related to those types of engines. Finally, another area that needs to be 

further investigated is the improvement of the current Matlab algorithm to make it more 

sensitive to fine cavities that currently are not successfully recorded, another possibly 

solution would be the re-run of the tests to a greater magnification but for these cases the tests 

would have to be repeated and new equipment would have to be acquired. 
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